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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1. Adsorbates on metal surfaces 
 The interactions among adsorbed species on metal surfaces have been studied for 
many years to understand their effects on adsorbate structures and chemical reactions on 
catalyst surfaces, on surfaces during microelectronics fabrication, on chemical sensors and 
electrodes, and on surfaces undergoing corrosion.1 The study of these interactions continues 
to attract attention, as the industrial need for control over these surfaces increases. For 
example, environmental protection demands new catalysts with good selectivity. In this field, 
one of the objectives is to establish an atomic-scale description of the interactions between 
adsorbates to help guide the design of functional surface properties. 
 Adsorbate structures have been analyzed previously with a variety of methods.2 Even 
the adsorption of a single component frequently yields many different surface structures, 
depending on its coverage and the substrate temperature (which influences the adsorbate’s 
mobility and leads to its ability to produce more-or-less ordered structures and complete 
surface homogeneity). Different adsorption structures were found on metal surfaces with 
techniques such as low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), photoemission electron 
microscopy, and later scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).  
Sulfur adsorption on metal surfaces has been studied extensively. Molecular sulfur 
undergoes rapid dissociative chemisorption on Ag(111) at and forms two different LEED 
patterns [√39R16.1°×√39R16.1° and (√7×√7) R10.9°] at different S coverages.3 Using H2S 
as a precursor to produce S on the Ag low index surfaces also leads to the formation of 
different structures with different S coverages at different temperatures.4,5 The S/Cu(111) 
surface was also studied in detail by exposing to H2S,6-11 and a (√7×√7) R19.1° structure is 
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generally assigned to a surface completely saturated by sulfur. The same kind of structure is 
found on S/Pd(111),12 S/Ru(0001),13 S/Ag(111)14, SCH3/Ag(111).15,16 An ordered (√3×√3) 
R30° sulfur adlayer forms on S/Au(111),17-19 S/Pt(111)20, S/Rh(111).21  
2. Adsorbates in metal thin film growth 
 The deposition, growth, and equilibration of thin films and nanostructures hold 
considerable technological importance, and have been a subject of much interest.22 For 
example, significant advancements in the field of thin films have driven the transistor size on 
integrated circuits down to the 100-nm regime. Fabrication of promising structures such as 
nanowires,23,24 quantum dots,25 and novel nanoelectromechanical devices26 has also benefited 
from advancements in thin film growth techniques. However, consistency in the control and 
reproduction of nanostructures with very small size has proven to be difficult. To compound 
this problem, the interactions between these nanostructures with the surface, deposited atoms, 
and other structures are not fully understood and attract much attention. 
As the size of thin films and nanostructures continues to become smaller, 
manipulation and control over these structures depends on understanding the fundamental 
interactions between the substrate and deposited materials. Ultimately, this means 
understanding the growth process at the atomic level. To achieve this goal, experiments must 
be conducted in ultra-clean environments, free from interference from unwanted elements. 
Ultrahigh vacuum conditions are chosen to ensure the highest level of cleanliness so the 
interactions of interest proceed unimpeded. However, even in the cleanest environments, 
contamination from foreign species can never be entirely eliminated. Consequently, 
contaminants, adsorbates, may adversely affect film growth and surface interactions. 
Conversely, it is also possible for the presence of a foreign species to enhance the growth and 
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properties of the film, such as adsorbate assisted layer-by-layer growth. Therefore, to 
understand the applicable characteristics of these films and structures, it is of the utmost 
importance to also understand the possible effects of adsorbed foreign species. 
The specific use of adsorbed species, or surfactants, to aid in the growth of metal thin 
films and structures is well known. The addition of an Sb monolayer prior to deposition of 
Ag on Ag(111) is one of numerous examples in the use of metal surfactants to induce smooth 
layer-by-layer growth.27-32 As other examples, the use of fluorine on the Fe/Cu(100)33 and 
oxygen on the Cu/Ru(0001)34 heteroepitaxial systems, both promote smooth film growth. 
Oxygen has also been found to act as a surfactant in the homoepitaxial growth of Pt/Pt(111)35 
and Cu/Cu(100).36  
While surfactants are purposely chosen for their properties in affecting film growth, it 
has long been known that spontaneously adsorbed species from residual gas can also 
influence film morphology during growth.37 Many studies have shown that film growth on an 
adsorbate-precovered surface can be altered as compared to the growth on the respective 
clean surface.38-44 Adsorbate effects on nanostructure growth and equilibration have also 
been of considerable interest. For example, Au nanostructures on Au(111), which are stable 
in vacuum, decay rapidly when exposed to air.45,46 The presence of minute amounts of CO 
affect the size, shape, and density of the resultant islands during the deposition of 
Pt/Pt(111).47 A final example is the rotation and elongation of Ni islands deposited on an 
oxygen precovered Ni(100) surface.48 Adsorbate effects on step structures on low-index 
metal surfaces can also be pronounced, and have been studied extensively.49-54 
3. Chalcogen elements on coinage metal surfaces 
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The interactions between chalcogen elements (O, S, Se …) and the surfaces of 
coinage metals (Cu, Ag, Au) is of strong interest for a variety of reasons. One is the role of 
Ag in heterogeneous catalysis for the synthesis of epoxides from alkenes,55-58 wherein the 
state and properties of adsorbed oxygen are crucial. Another is the prevalence of Au as a 
substrate for self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiols. In these systems, the Au-S 
interaction plays a key role, hold promise for a wide variety of applications, such as 
combinatorial screening, organic transistors, sensors, and drug delivery.59-61 Another reason 
is the use of Cu films in microelectronics, which arises in part from their resistance to attack 
by O2 and other oxidizing agents. The adsorption of S on metals such as Cu is also important 
in electrochemistry.62 
 The ability of two chalcogens, O and S, to facilitate mass transfer on these metal 
surfaces, i.e. to facilitate restructuring, is of special interest. As early as 1967, Perdereau and 
Rhead63 noted that the presence of adsorbed S increases the surface diffusion coefficient of 
Ag by a factor of up to 104. More than 25 years later, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 
studies began to reveal similar effects. For instance, such studies showed that adsorbed O can 
dramatically accelerate restructuring kinetics on Ag surfaces, e.g. the faceting of vicinal 
Ag(110),64 and the ripening of deposited Ag islands on Ag(100).65-67 At about the same time, 
researchers reported that adsorbed alkanethiols are associated with Au mass transport,68-70 
and that S accelerates coarsening on Cu(111).71,72  
This accelerated mass transport of the metal may affect any or all of the applications 
mentioned above, particularly when the metal is in the form of nanoparticles that are subject 
to coarsening, e.g. the supported metal particles used in heterogeneous catalysis.73,74 
Furthermore, the chemical similarity between these systems—they are all Group VIA 
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elements adsorbed on Group IB metal surfaces—leads naturally to the idea that a common 
principle or set of principles may be in operation. 
4. Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces 
The Ag(111) and Ag(100) homoepitaxial systems have several features which make 
them good surfaces for these studies. First, Ag(111) and Ag(100) do not have reconstruction 
upon annealing at high temperature; hence, they are bulk-terminated, except for slight 
relaxations for the first three layers.75-80 Second, the Ag(111) and Ag(100) surfaces are 
relatively unreactive and remain contaminant free during sample preparation and 
observation. This is particularly important in studying adsorbate/surface interactions. 
Ag is a face-centered cubic (fcc) metal. The (111) face consist of a hexagonal close 
packed array in which the crystal directions within the plane are oriented at 60° to each other 
(see Figure 1). These are [ 1 10], [ 1 01], and [01 1 ]-type crystallographic directions. These 
close packed < 1 10> type directions are more common than the <1 2 1>-type orientations. 
“Jogs” or irregularities in a < 1 10> type step form sites are known as kinks. A step that is 
parallel to the <1 2 1> direction is a linear chain of kink sites.  
The terraces on Ag(111) surface  offers various adsorption sites which have different 
local symmetries and lead to different coordination geometries - specifically there are:  
o On-top sites 
o Bridging sites, between two Ag atoms 
o Three-fold (3f) hollow sites (fcc and hcp )  
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Depending upon the site occupied, an adsorbate species (with a single point of attachment to 
the surface) is therefore likely to be bonded to either one, two, or three metal atoms (Figure 
1).  Deposition of Ag adatoms onto the Ag(111) surface produces surface structures, such as 
submonolayer islands, with hexagonal equilibrium geometry and surface steps oriented in the 
< 1 10> type directions. The steps alternate between so-called A- and B-type steps (see 
Figure 1). These differ in the local atom geometry. The A-type step has (100) microfacet, and 
the B-type step has (111) microfacet. 
The Ag(100) surface orientation exhibits four-fold (4f) symmetry with rows of Ag 
atoms separated by rows of four-fold hollow sites (see Figure 2). Two common step 
orientations exist: the close packed <110>-type step {[011] and [0 1 1]} and the metastable 
<001> step. The <110> step is the more stable orientation and dominates the step structure 
on the clean Ag(100) surface. The open nature of the <001> step can also be described as a 
step comprised of a linear chain of kink sites. Deposition of Ag onto the Ag(100) surface 
produces square islands with steps oriented in four <110>-type directions. Different 
adsorption sites are show in Figure 2. 
5. Instrumental methods 
 Our primary experimental technique is STM. It has several strengths in studying 
surfaces. First, STM provides real-space images, therefore surface structures and surface 
features can be observed directly. Because the principle goal is to observe the surface 
structure, it is important that our imaging technique does not interfere with the surface. STM 
is a logical choice for our studies in that there is no contact between the tip and surface. If 
correctly adjusted, imaging can occur without surface/tip interference or perturbations. 
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Second, the resolution in STM is high allowing images of surface structures down to the 
nanometer level. This is very important in our experiments where surface islands may only 
be a few nanometers in size. Lastly, STM provides sequential real-time imaging with a time 
scale of only minutes between images. Therefore, evolution and dynamics of surface 
structures can be observed in some cases. The microscope itself is easily adapted to ultra high 
vacuum conditions, which are necessary for our experiments. Additionally, our microscope is 
fitted with variable temperature capabilities, which allows us to explore the surface anywhere 
from 50 to 750 K. A good summary of STM operation and applications can be found in C. J. 
Chen’s book,81 “Introduction to scanning tunneling microscopy.”  
Auger electron Spectroscopy (AES) is used as a supplemental technique for checking 
adsorbate coverage.  
6. Dissertation organization 
This dissertation includes three published papers and one to be submitted for 
publication, and one more chapter about sample preparation. Chapter 2, “Novel Self-
Organized Structure of a Ag-S Complex on the Ag(111) Surface below Room Temperature,” 
appears in volume 112 of  The Journal of Physical Chemistry C on pages 4281-4290, 2008. 
Chapter 3, “Accelerated coarsening of Ag adatom islands on Ag(111) due to trace amounts 
of S: Mass-transport mediated by Ag–S complexes,” appears in volume 130 of The Journal 
of Chemical Physics on pages 094701-1 to -13, 2009. Chapter 4, “The effect of chalcogens 
(O, S) on coarsening of nanoislands on metal surfaces,” appears in volume 603 of Surface 
Science on pages 1486-1491, 2009. Chapter 5, “S effects on Ag/Ag(100) coarsening” will be 
submitted. Chapter 6, “Preparation of Ag(111) single crystal surfaces,” talk about sample 
preparation. General conclusion will be presented in chapter 7. Appendix I, “Ripening of 
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monolayer vacancy pits on metal surfaces: Pathways, energetics, and size-scaling for 
Ag(111) versus Ag(100),” appears in volume 75 of Physical Review B on pages 245409-1 to 
-10, 2007. The remaining appendices present additional material concerning vacancy decay 
on Ag(111), electrochemical sulfur evaporator, and a database of the STM experiments. 
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Figure 1. Top view of the Ag(111) surface. Darker spheres signify atoms occupying higher 
layers. The straight arrows show various crystallographic directions.   
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Figure 2. Top view of the Ag(100) surface. Darker spheres  signify atoms occupying higher 
layers.  
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CHAPTER 2. NOVEL SELF-ORGANIZED STRUCTURE OF A Ag-S 
COMPLEX ON THE Ag(111) SURFACE BELOW ROOM 
TEMPERATURE 
 
A paper published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C 
Mingmin Shen, Da-Jiang Liu, Cynthia J. Jenks, and Patricia A. Thiel  
Abstract 
A well-ordered, self-organized dot-row structure appears after adsorption of S on 
Ag(111) at 200 K. This dot-row motif, which exhibits fixed spacing between dots within 
rows, is present over a wide range of coverage. The dots are probably Ag3S3 clusters with 
adsorbed S in the spaces between dots. Dynamic rearrangements are observed. Small 
domains of aligned dot-rows form during adsorption and grow quickly after adsorption ends. 
The domains also exhibit large equilibrium fluctuations after adsorption. The dot-row 
structure disappears reversibly upon heating above 200 K, and transforms reversibly to an 
‘elongated island’ structure upon cooling below 200 K. DFT supports the assignment of the 
dots as Ag3S3 trimers, and also lends insight into the possible origins of other structures 
observed in this complex system.  
1. Introduction 
 The interaction of chalcogens (O, S, …) with surfaces of the coinage metals (Ag, Au, 
Cu) is of strong interest for a variety of reasons. One is the role of Ag in heterogeneous 
catalysis. Ag is used in a major industrial reaction, synthesis of epoxides from alkenes,1-4 
wherein the state and properties of adsorbed oxygen are crucial. Another is the prevalence of 
Au as a substrate for self-assembled monolayers of alkanethiols. These systems, in which the 
Au-S interaction plays a key role, hold promise for a wide variety of applications, such as 
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combinatorial screening, organic transistors, sensors, and drug delivery.5-7 Yet another reason 
is the use of Cu films in microelectronics, which arises in part from their resistance to attack 
by O2 and other oxidizing agents. The adsorption of S on metals such as Cu is also important 
in electrochemistry.8 
 Of particular interest to us is the ability of two chalcogens, O and S, to facilitate mass 
transfer on these metal surfaces, i.e. to facilitate restructuring. As early as 1967, Perdereau 
and Rhead9 noted that the presence of adsorbed S increases the surface diffusion coefficient 
of Ag by a factor of 104. More than 25 years later, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 
studies began to reveal similar effects. For instance, such studies showed that adsorbed O can 
dramatically accelerate restructuring kinetics on Ag surfaces, e.g. the faceting of vicinal 
Ag(110),10 and the ripening of deposited Ag islands on Ag(100).11-13 At about the same time, 
researchers reported that adsorbed alkanethiols are associated with Au mass transport,14-16 
and that S accelerates coarsening on Cu(111).17,18  
This accelerated mass transport of the metal may affect any or all of the applications 
mentioned above, particularly when the metal is in the form of nanoparticles that are subject 
to coarsening, e.g. the supported metal particles used in heterogeneous catalysis.19,20 
Furthermore, the chemical similarity between these systems—they are all Group VIA 
elements adsorbed on Group IB metal surfaces—leads us to speculate that a common 
principle or set of principles may be in operation.  
 In this paper, we describe a basic STM study of the structures formed by S adsorbed 
on Ag(111). We find a rich variety of phases below room temperature. This system, 
S/Ag(111), has been studied previously with low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) and 
with STM, but only at room temperature.21-23 These studies revealed two structures for S on 
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Ag(111) that develop with increasing coverage. First, a structure that was originally 
identified as a  phase21 appears. The detailed structure of this phase 
has not been resolved, even with the help of STM.23 At higher coverage, a (√7 x √7)R19o 
phase (abbreviated √7) develops. This phase has been assigned as a reconstruction in which 
the top layer resembles Ag2S(111).21,23 
Sulfur adsorption on the (111) surfaces of the other two coinage metals, Au and Cu, 
has also been studied with STM.24-30 On Cu, a complex series of apparently-static structures 
evolve with coverage below room temperature. Similar to the √7 on Ag(111), they were 
interpreted as surface reconstructions that mimic aspects of Cu2S(111).25,26 At the same 
temperature, however, other research indicated the presence of a mobile Cu3S3 species, at 
least at very low coverage,17,18 and arguments have also been made for structures based on 
Cu4S tetramers.31 On Au(111), one recent set of experiments indicated the formation of a 
very mobile Au-S complex at room temperature and above.27-30 However, another study of 
the same system indicated that the most important species are molecular and polymeric Sn, at 
least for coverages greater than 0.4 monolayers.32 Clearly, a variety of different structural 
models and mobile species have been proposed for these systems, and many of them involve 
metal surface reconstructions or metal-S clusters.  
The present contribution is different, because it focuses on a temperature range that 
has not been investigated previously for S/Ag(111). We find that under the conditions of our 
experiments, the most distinctive feature in STM is a dot-like protrusion that tends to form 
linear chains, appears to be mobile, and is most likely Ag3S3. Furthermore, DFT provides 
insight into the relationship between this structure, an Ag2S-like phase, and other possible 
( 39R16o x 39R 16o)
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low-temperature phases. The result is a set of insights that are new, but complementary to 
previous work.  
2. Details of Experiments and Calculations. 
The Ag(111) sample used in these studies was grown by the Ames Laboratory 
Materials Preparation Center.33 The surface was oriented perpendicular to the <111> 
direction within 0.25°. The sample was polished to a mirror finish using 6, 1, and 0.25 µm 
diamond paste. 
All experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 
chamber with base pressure of 1 × 10-10 Torr, equipped with an ion gun and with a retarding 
field analyzer (RFA) for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). In one part of the chamber, the 
sample was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (15 min, 20 mA, 1.0 -1.5 kV, T = 
300 K) followed by annealing. This was carried out until no impurities could be detected by 
AES, and until STM showed large terraces on the order of at least 100 nm in width, together 
with a very low density of apparent impurities, especially pinning sites at steps.  
The other part of the chamber contained an Omicron variable-temperature STM. In 
addition, this part contained a solid-state electrochemical Ag|AgI|Ag2S|Pt cell following the 
design of Wagner.34 The sample could be exposed to S2 generated by the electrochemical 
cell. Only Ag and S were detected by AES on the surface after S deposition—not iodine or 
oxygen.  
Sulfur coverage was determined after each run using the S(LMM)/Ag(MNN) AES 
intensity ratio. We adopted a calibration that was published by Schwaha, Spencer and 
Lambert (SSL) in 1979,21 derived largely from LEED but corroborated by temperature-
programmed desorption and work function measurements. The experiments of SSL were 
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similar to ours in several key respects. SSL studied chemisorbed sulfur produced by an 
electrochemical S2 source, and they measured S coverage using a RFA for AES. Because of 
these similarities, their calibration should be applicable. Furthermore, a very similar 
proportionality between S/Ag Auger intensity and S coverage was reported later by Rovida 
and Pratesi22, for a p(2x2) structure on Ag(100) and also for the √7 structure on Ag(111), 
under similar conditions (cf. Table 1 of Ref. 22). 
 We report the S coverage, θS, as the ratio of S atoms to Ag atoms, also expressed as 
monolayers (ML). Note that some other authors have chosen a different definition of 
coverage when reporting studies of S adsorption (e.g. SSL in Ref. 21). With the 
electrochemical doser, S flux was in the range of 0.005 to 0.05 ML/minute.  
During S adsorption and STM imaging, the sample was usually cooled with liquid 
nitrogen. Sample temperature, Ts, was measured by means of a silicon diode at the cooling 
stage, which surrounded the sample holder on all sides but one. There was a temperature 
offset between the cooling stage and the sample. We took Ts = Tdiode + A(Tdiode), where 
A(Tdiode) was provided by the manufacturer (Omicron).  
All STM images were acquired at the stated temperature, which was most commonly 
135, 200, or 300 K. Heating from 135 to 200 K, or from 200 to 300 K, required 25-30 
minutes in order to reach a stable endpoint. Cooling between these same temperatures 
required 45-50 minutes. Unless stated otherwise, all images were acquired at least 10 minutes 
after S2 exposure ended.  
All STM images were collected using electrochemically-etched W tips.35 Typical 
tunneling conditions were -2.0 V and 1.0 nA. Qualitatively, the images of the dot-rows were 
invariant over the range  +2 to -5 V.  
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Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the VASP36-38 
total energy code, with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)39 generalized gradient approximation 
(GGA) and the projected augmented-wave (PAW)40 method. Results were obtained using 
five-layer Ag slabs (unless otherwise noted), fixing the lower two layers of atoms to their 
bulk positions. Adsorbates were attached to one side of the slab. The lattice constant was set 
to 0.417 nm, the bulk PBE value (versus the experimental value of 0.409 nm). Methfessel-
Paxton smearing41 of the occupancy function (with N = 1 and σ = 0.2 eV) was used for 
efficiency. The energy cutoff was 280 eV for all calculations. The vacuum spacing between 
slabs was 1.2 nm. 
3. Experimental Results. 
3.1 Coverage-dependence of structures at 200 K. 
Figure 1 shows a progression of STM images after deposition of varying amounts of 
S at 200 K. The surface in Fig. 1a is clean. Atomically-resolved images at higher 
magnification allow unambiguous assignment of the crystallographic directions in the surface 
plane, as shown in the inset. The surface shown in Fig. 1b has θS = 0.007. There is no 
detectable difference between the surfaces in Figs. 1a and 1b. As S coverage increases to θS = 
0.02 (Fig. 1c), the steps facet, i.e. they break up into linear segments. The faceted steps are 
decorated with dots, as shown in the high-magnification inset. Further increasing θS causes 
dots to appear on the Ag(111) terraces as well, as seen in Figure 1d at θS = 0.1. The dots are 
arranged in linear rows, which we call a “dot-row” motif. The rows form domains separated 
by angles of 60° or 120°. The dot-rows lie parallel to the close-packed Ag rows in the 
substrate, which are the <110>-type directions. Figure 1e shows a surface with θS = 0.4. At 
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this high coverage, the dot-rows are much denser and they coexist with irregularly-shaped 
pits. Also, a few small worm-like protrusions exist.  
Figure 2 allows closer examination of the coverage regime wherein the dot-row 
structure builds and pits eventually appear. When θS = 0.030 (Fig. 2a, a’), the density of dot-
rows on the terraces is low. The rows mainly orient in one direction over large length scales 
(ca. 100 nm in Fig. 2a). In Fig. 2a, there are three domains of parallel rows. Within each 
domain, the inter-row separation is 1.5-2.7 nm. It is apparent that the rows cluster together 
due to (net) attractive interactions, drawing the rows to within distances below 3 nm. In 
addition to the dot-rows, the terraces contain some disordered material. When θS increases to 
0.14 (Fig. 2b, b’), the range of inter-row separations broadens to 1.3-5 nm. Separations 
toward the upper end of this range may simply be considered as gaps between adjacent 
domains. When θS increases further to θS = 0.3 (Fig. 2c, c’) pits are visible, and they are 
static over observation periods of at least several hours at 200 K. The range of row 
separations here is 1.1 to 3.4, with a peak in the distribution at about 1.6 nm. Finally, at θS 
≥0.4, the dots form a hexagonal honeycomb array, as in Fig. 1e. In the honeycomb, the dots 
are all separated by 1.6 nm, the same as their intra-row separation at lower coverage.  
Whereas the inter-row separation changes with coverage, the separation between dots 
in a given row is constant at 1.6 ± 0.1 nm (range = 1.42 to 1.77 nm, n > 100). This is between 
5 and 6 times the lattice constant of the Ag(111) unit cell. The diameter of individual dots, 
based on their full-width at half-maximum, is 0.70 ± 0.06 nm. At a bias voltage of -2 V and 
at θS = 0.03, the dots are only 0.13 ± 0.01 nm higher than surrounding regions that must be 
mainly clean Ag(111), i.e. large terrace areas devoid of dot-rows.  
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In Section 4, we will argue that the dots are Ag3S3 clusters. However, they can 
account for only a fraction of the adsorbed S. For instance, from the STM images at θS = 0.1, 
the dot density is 0.10-0.15 nm-2. Assuming three S atoms per dot, this corresponds to 0.02-
0.03 ML, i.e. 20-30% of the total S.  The majority of S must be in the interstices between 
dots. Evidence for this interstitial S can be seen in the different heights of the areas between 
rows in Fig. 1d, particularly at the shorter row separations. In some cases, substructures 
between the dot-rows can be imaged. Figure 3a shows two different dot-row orientations on a 
single terrace. The substructure is shown for each orientation in Fig. 3b and 3c. It consists of 
smaller bumps that define the corners of rhombi with dimensions, shapes, and orientations 
that are characteristic of a (√3 x √3)R30 o lattice (abbreviated √3 henceforth).   
The √3 structure is observed in the range 0.05≤ θS ≤ 0.3, and between rows separated 
by 2.3 to 3.4 nm. If the dot-row separation is larger than 3.4 nm, there is evidence of 
adsorbed material, but in a disordered and probably mobile state (as will be discussed further 
in section 3.2). If the dot-row separation is smaller than 2.3 nm, different ordered structures 
exist between the rows that cannot be assigned at present. The two arrows in Fig. 3a point to 
one such unassigned structure. Another appears between dots in the honeycomb array at θS ≥ 
0.4 (Fig. 3d). The main features of the latter substructure are dark depressions, one of which 
is accentuated by the arrow in Fig. 3d.  
To summarize this section, the dot-row is a robust structural motif at 200 K. It first 
forms at step edges, at a coverage as low as 0.02 ML, and emerges on terraces shortly 
thereafter at 0.03 ML. The separation between dots within a row is fixed at 1.6 ± 0.1 nm, but 
the separation between rows is variable. When rows are farther than 3.4 nm apart, the 
intervening substrate contains some material in a disordered and probably mobile state. 
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When rows are separated by 3.4 nm and less, the substrate is typically covered by ordered 
substructures, one of which can be identified as a (√3 x √3)R30o lattice. The rows become so 
compressed at θS = 0.4 that the dot-rows form a honeycomb lattice. Static pits develop on the 
terraces at θS > 0.2, showing that Ag is consumed in the adsorbate lattice. (Ag is probably 
consumed at lower θS as well, but preferentially from step edges.) This observation and 
interpretation of S-induced pitting are both reminiscent of ones reported for Au(111) at 300 
K and above,29,30 and also of ones reported for Ag(111) at 300 K.23 However, nothing 
analogous to the dot-row structure was found in those studies.  
3.2. Temperature dependence of S structures: 135, 200, and 300 K. 
  Figure 4 illustrates the temperature-dependence of the S structures on Ag(111) at θS = 
0.09. After deposition at 135 K, irregularly-shaped islands exist both on the terrace and at the 
step edge, as seen in Fig. 4a. After being heated to 200 K, Fig. 4b shows that the dot-row 
structure emerges, appearing similar to Fig. 1d and 2b/b’.  
When the same surface is cooled back to 135 K, as shown in Fig. 4c, the dot-rows 
disappear, but the original irregular islands are not restored. Instead, compact elongated 
islands form. The long axes of these islands parallel the three orientations of the dot-rows. 
The features of Fig. 4b and 4c can be reproduced by cycling between 135 K and 200 K at this 
coverage. This reversibility indicates that the dot-row and elongated-island structures are 
equilibrium phases.  
Figure 4d shows the surface with θS = 0.09 after heating from 200 to 300 K. Here, the 
surface is similar to clean Ag(111): steps are smooth, rather than faceted, and no dot-row 
structure can be imaged. When the surface is cooled back to 200 K, as in Fig. 4e, the dot-row 
structure returns reversibly.  
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The schematic of Fig. 5 summarizes our observations in the form of a partial phase 
diagram. This representation excludes the irregular islands of Fig. 4a, because they are not an 
equilibrated structure. Figure 5 suggests a range of temperature at which the dot-row 
structure disappears, as a function of θS, at least through 0.09 ML. For instance, the dot-row 
phase disappears below 200 K for θS < 0.03, and above 200 K for higher θS. 
3.3. Evolution and fluctuations in structure during and after adsorption. 
The surface structures change and evolve on the time scale of experimental 
observation. One illustration is given in Fig. 6a-b. Here, the surface is imaged continuously 
during adsorption at 200 K, and immediately after, on a timescale of 120 s/image. Fig. 6a is 
an image taken toward the end of adsorption, where the final coverage is θS = 0.1, and Fig. 
6b is an image taken 10 minutes later. Clearly, the dot-rows form much smaller domains 
during adsorption than after adsorption stops, indicating that considerable domain growth 
takes place in a period of a few minutes.  
Another example is given in Fig. 6c-e (θS = 0.09), where a surface is imaged 
continuously, starting several hours after adsorption ends, and (more importantly) after 
heating to 300 K and re-cooling to 200 K. Both the temporal and thermal histories indicate 
that the surface is initially at or close to an equilibrium structure. Yet during the course of 
imaging, without a change in temperature or coverage, the positions of numerous rows 
change. This is particularly clear in the lower half of the images, where a large group of rows 
rotate by 60o between Fig. 6c to 6d, then flip back again in Fig. 6e. Therefore, the surface is 
continuously sampling an ensemble of configurations, which can only be true if there is a 
dynamic equilibrium between a mobile S-containing species and those fixed in the 
observable structures. Immediately after adsorption, the mobile species mediates an evolution 
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toward larger dot-row domains, and at longer times it facilitates seemingly-random 
fluctuations in domain orientations.  
 The STM tip may play a role in assisting diffusion of the S-containing species. It is 
unlikely, however, that it can be solely responsible for the observed changes in the dot-row 
domains because these changes require concerted, long-range displacements. Furthermore, 
we observe the domains to be significantly more stable at 175 K than at 200 K, indicating 
that rearrangements are thermally activated, at least in part.  
 The streaks evident in some STM images may be related to the above rearrangements. 
For instance, see Fig. 1c. There, streaks are evident but only in the largest gaps between 
rows. In Fig. 2a’, the streaks take a shape suggestive of partial dots, in the largest gap 
between rows. Thus, the streaks may be caused by dots diffusing rapidly on clean, or 
relatively-clean, regions of the Ag(111) surface.  
4. DFT results. 
4.1 Basic insights into Ag-S interactions. 
Using the Monkhorst-Pack (MP) method42 with a (2x2) supercell and (6x6x1) grids of 
k-points, we find that the fcc site is the most favorable adsorption site for a S adatom (at 0.25 
ML). The hcp, bridge, and top sites are 0.06, 0.19 and 1.16 eV per S atom less favorable, 
respectively, consistent with DFT results reported earlier.43 With 1 ML of S adatoms, all on 
fcc sites, the adsorption energy per S is 1.1 eV less favorable than at 0.25 ML. Consequently, 
we can deduce that there is a n.n. repulsion between S of about 0.37 eV (neglecting longer-
range and many-body interactions).  
Using a (3x3) supercell and (4x4x1) MP k-points grid, we find that Ag-S adatom 
pairs have a weak attractive interaction of 0.05 eV. Significant relaxation occurs with both 
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adatoms initially occupying n.n. fcc sites but moving closer to a bridge site, indicating that 
the bond between Ag and the substrate is significantly weakened by a nearby S atom. 
Much stronger attraction between S and Ag adatoms can be achieved when they form 
a larger complex. A prime candidate for such a complex is Ag3S3, analogous to the Cu3S3 
whose existence was inferred on the basis of kinetic measurements18 and DFT calculations17 
for the S/Cu(111) system. Using a (5x5) supercell and (4x4x1) MP k-point grid, we find the 
most stable structure for this stoichiometry to be that shown in Fig. 7. It is a S-decorated Ag 
trimer with Ag at fcc sites forming a triangle with a surface Ag atom beneath its center. The 
S atoms are located near bridge sites adjacent to the Ag trimer on (100)-microfacets. The 
total adsorption energy is nearly 2 eV more favorable than that of three isolated Ag and three 
isolated S adatoms. The Ag and S atoms are nearly co-planar. The Ag nuclei in this trimer 
are 0.236 nm above the Ag(111) plane, and the S nuclei are only slightly lower, 0.224 nm. A 
closely related structure is obtained wherein Ag forms a triangle with a hollow site beneath 
the center of the triangle, and S decorates the three bridge-sites adjacent to the Ag trimer on 
(111)-microfacets (corresponding to B-type steps). This structure is 0.29 eV less favorable 
than the previous one. The difference mainly reflects stronger binding of S to (100)- rather 
than (111)-microfacets, i.e. stronger binding to (pseudo)fourfold sites than to 
(pseudo)threefold sites. Stronger binding of S at fourfold hollow-like sites has also been 
noted in a proposed model for the reconstruction of the S/Cu(111) system.17  
The adsorption sites for Ag in the above discussions are all fcc sites. However, most 
of the results also apply if the Ag adsorption sites are hcp. In particular, two types of Ag3S3 
clusters can also be formed by decorating Ag trimers with Ag atoms on hcp sites.  As in the 
case of fcc-trimers, the one having a Ag atom beneath the center of the Ag trimer and 
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forming (100)-microfacets is more stable than the one having a hollow site beneath the center 
and forming (111)-microfacets. 
We have calculated the adsorption energy for the above-mentioned Ag3S3 with 
supercells ranging from (3x3) to (6x6). Results are relatively insensitive to the size of the 
supercell. The calculation for Ag3S3 shows that the adsorption energy with a (3x3) supercell 
is about 0.06 eV weaker than in larger supercells, thus indicating some repulsion between the 
S-decorated Ag clusters. However, we caution that comparisons between results with 
different supercells are difficult and convergence has not yet been achieved even with a large 
number of k-points. Here we used up to bulk equivalent of 24x24x24 k-points. Given the 
experimental data indicating the presence of sulfur in some form between dots, we have also 
investigated some mixtures of Ag3S3 trimers and adsorbed S atoms, with total θS < 0.4. We 
have not found any that are as stable as the pure cluster structures according to DFT, 
indicating that the S structure between row-dots is probably more complicated than simple 
motifs involving small supercells. 
We have used DFT to simulate STM images of the Ag3S3 cluster via the Tersoff-
Hamann method.44 The predicted image, shown in the inset to Fig. 7, is a rounded triangle, 
with maximum dimension of 0.8 nm at the FWHM, and a height of 0.14 nm, assuming a 
tunneling gap of 0.4 nm. These calculated dimensions are in very good agreement with the 
measured values, 0.70 ± 0.06 nm and 0.13 ± 0.01 nm, respectively. This agreement lends 
credence to the assignment of the bright dots as Ag3S3 clusters. The height of 0.13-0.14 nm is 
surprisingly low, given that the ion cores in the cluster are 0.22-0.23 nm higher than those in 
the Ag(111) surface. This makes the agreement between calculated and measured heights 
especially significant. By contrast, for pure Ag islands on Ag(111), the height is 0.24 nm, and 
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for a Ag3S trimer discussed below, the simulated height is 0.30 nm.   
General insights into other possible types of Ag-S clusters on Ag(111) can be 
obtained by applying a simplified analysis. First, interactions between Ag adatoms can be 
well described by a n.n. pair-wise attraction of about 0.2 eV. Second, compared with 
adsorption at the (most favorable) fcc hollow site on a flat Ag(111) surface, S binds more 
strongly to a step edge that is a (111)-microfacet (by 0.3 eV) and even more strongly to a step 
edge that is a (100)-microfacet (by 0.4 eV). The total energy of many types of clusters can be 
deduced from these simple rules. For example, the binding energy (defined as the energy 
gain relative to isolated adatoms at their most favorable adsorption site on a smooth (111) 
terrace) of Ag2S2 should be 0.9 eV, and that of the S-decorated trimer should be 1.8 eV. 
These values are close to the DFT results of 0.88 and 1.93 eV, respectively.  
One other type of cluster that we have considered on Ag(111) is the planar Ag3S 
cluster, with a S atom in the middle of three Ag atoms. Starting from a configuration wherein 
S is at an fcc site, with three Ag at the three nearest hcp sites, no stable planar cluster has 
been found with relaxation. Instead, a stable configuration with the S atom on top of a Ag3 
trimer is found. The resultant height of the cluster is predicted to be 0.30 nm in STM, which 
is incompatible with the experimental result of 0.13 nm. The binding energy of 0.86 eV is 
also unfavorable, since it is essentially the same as a bare Ag ad-trimer.  
4.2 Ordering of Ag3S3 clusters. 
Strain-induced self-organization is a much studied and proposed mechanism for 
nanoscale patterning (e.g. Ref. 45). Thus, it is appropriate to investigate whether strain 
introduces a significant driving force for self-organization of the row-dot structure in this 
system. According to DFT calculations, substantial local strain is induced in the Ag(111) 
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substrate by a Ag3S3 cluster. Again, using a (5x5) supercell, we find that the Ag atom 
beneath the center of the Ag trimer is depressed by about 0.01 nm, while the six Ag atoms 
surrounding it move outwards by about 0.009 nm. First-principles calculations however are 
impractical for assessing the associated longer-range strain field, which could impact 
ordering.  
Instead, we study a simple system in which particles are coupled by Lennard-Jones 
(LJ) potentials with parameters chosen to reproduce the lattice constant and cohesive energy 
of Ag. In order to mimic the strain introduced by the adsorbed cluster, we change the σ 
parameter of the six particles underneath the ad-cluster to a slightly larger value. We find a 
six-fold symmetry in the strain field about the Ag3S3 cluster, and also in the binding energy 
of LJ atoms or clusters. However, for this LJ system, the energy differences are very small—
on the order of a few meV—so it is not expected that these would impact ordering. 
Another mechanism for stabilization of the dot-row structure is through interactions 
between dots and additional S adatoms. Calculations show that a primitive √3 structure of 
chemisorbed S, with θS = 1/3, has only small energy penalty (within 30 meV) in 
chemisorption energy compared with isolated S adatoms. This could lead to arrangements 
such as that shown in Fig. 8e, an arrangement of four S adatoms plus a Ag3S3 complex in a 
(5x5) supercell. However, this does not have a √3 lattice that is as quite as extensive as the 
one seen in experiment (Fig. 3b-c). We speculate that a more extended arrangement with 
wider separation of rows could lead to stabilization of the dot-rows, but at present we do not 
have the capability to perform calculations on much larger supercells.   
4.3 Stabilities of possible structures.  
 As shown by the present experiments and those reported in the literature, there are a 
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wide variety of structures observed with different temperature and coverage conditions.  Here 
we explore other possible structures using DFT.   
In order to compare relative stabilities of various Ag-S complexes with different 
compositions, we calculate the chemical potential of a sulfur atom in a AgmSn complex as 
µS=[Ead(AgmSn, L)-E0(L)-mµAg]/n, 
where Ead(AgmSn, L) is the total energy of a system of L layers of Ag(111) slabs with a 
AgmSn adsorbate complex, and E0(L) is the energy of the clean Ag substrate.  We assume 
there is an efficient exchange of Ag adatoms with a reservoir so that µAg, the chemical 
potential of a Ag adatom, is constant and can be calculated as µAg=[E0(L)- E0(L-1)]/N, where 
N is the number of atoms in each layer.     
 Figure 8 shows some of the structures considered, and Fig. 9 shows µS vs. θS for 
various structures from DFT. In Fig. 9, there are three main families of structures. Structures 
with S adatoms occupying fcc sites of unreconstructed Ag(111) substrates (denoted by 
pluses) have the highest µS and are therefore least stable.  In the middle, denoted by asterisks, 
are Ag3S3 clusters like those shown in Fig. 7, with no additional adsorbed S atoms.  The most 
stable type of structure involves Ag-Ag chains. The energy differences are around 50 meV 
per S atom between different families, and within each family µS increases slightly with 
increasing S coverage.  
 The Ag-Ag chain structures deserve further comment. The most stable chain is a 
single row of Ag atoms with S decorating both sides, but at alternating positions (see Fig. 
8c). A less-stable variation of this is a double Ag chain, with S decorating both sides of the 
islands, and also residing on top of islands in (pseudo)fourfold hollow sites (Fig. 8d).  These 
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chains resemble aspects of models proposed for S on Cu(111),24,31 where the driving force 
was postulated to be the favorable adsorption of S at fourfold hollow-like sites atop the Cu 
reconstruction. The importance of the fourfold hollow site has been noted already in Section 
4.1 for the Ag3S3 clusters, where S is located at (100)-type microfacets.  
We also investigated two different (√7 x √7)R19o structures, denoted √7-a and √7-b 
in Fig. 9.  The first, √7-a (Fig. 8a), is obtained by relaxation from an initial structure that is an 
overlay of a single layer of an fcc-bulk Ag2S(111)-like structure atop the Ag(111) surface. 
The initial structure is one of two proposed for S on Ag(111) at room temperature by Yu et 
al.23 (cf. their Fig. 2).  It has 3 S atoms in a (√7 x √7)R19o supercell (corresponding to θS = 
3/7 = 0.43), one occupying the top site, and two occupying hollow sites.  Our second 
structure, √7-b (Fig. 8b), is a variation of the Ag3S3 cluster structure.  It has a slightly lower 
energy according to DFT than the Ag2S-like √7-a structure. It can be seen that the two √7 
structures are related by atomic displacements.  
 Finally, we considered the possibility of molecular S2 structures on the 
unreconstructed Ag(111) substrate, following the work by Rodriguez et al which suggested 
that this adsorbate may be present on Au(111) at room temperature.32 Using a (2×2) supercell 
we find that S2 is more stable than 2 S adatoms occupying n.n. fcc sites.  The bond length is 
0.21 nm with S atoms residing close to adjacent fcc and hcp sites.  However, µS is around -
4.3 eV, much higher than the cluster- or adatom-based structures shown in Fig. 9.  Therefore 
molecular S2 is unlikely to be significant for equilibrated structures, at least in the range of 
coverages investigated here (θS < 0.4). It is still possible, however, for adsorbed S2 to be 
present in a metastable state at low temperature. This may be the origin of the irregular 
islands that form directly upon adsorption at 135 K, as in Fig. 4a, since they are obviously 
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metastable. (They transform irreversibly into the dot-rows upon heating).  
5. Discussion 
 The dot-row motif is the dominant feature of the present study. It is remarkably 
robust, prevailing over a wide range of coverage (0.03 to 0.5 ML), and a variety of inter-row 
milieus. It is characterized by a spacing of 1.6 ± 0.1 nm between dots. To our knowledge it is 
quite different than anything reported previously for S on Group IB metals (with one possible 
exception noted below.)  
The dots are probably Ag3S3 clusters. This assignment is supported by several factors. 
First, the DFT calculations show these clusters to be among the most favorable adsorbed 
species. Second, there is good agreement between the calculated and observed dimensions of 
the dots in STM. The agreement between the heights is particularly important, given that this 
quantity is unusually low. Third is the observation of pitting which shows that formation of 
the dot-row structure at 200K consumes Ag. The assignment is also reasonable by analogy 
with Cu(111), where a mobile Cu3S3 species at 300 K was suggested both from theory and 
experiment. Our data suggest that isolated dots are quite mobile on Ag(111) even at 200 K, 
and are sometimes “caught” in STM images between hops (e.g. Fig. 2a’), which reinforces 
their assignment as Ag3S3.  
However, the dots account for only 20-30% of the total S coverage at 200 K. The 
majority of S exists outside of the dots, but evidence for its existence is also observable with 
STM. Some of it is in a disordered form on terraces at low coverage, i.e. in the large gaps 
between domains. Evidence for this disordered S can be seen in STM images at very low 
coverage, as in Fig. 2a. Some of it also exists between dots within domains of dot-rows, 
where it produces at least three discernible signatures in STM images (cf. Fig. 3). One of 
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those three corresponds to a √3 structure. This simple structure has not been reported 
previously for S adsorbed on Ag(111) in UHV, although it forms in an electrochemical cell45 
and it is adopted by S on close-packed planes of several other transition metals in UHV.46 It 
is possible that this and the other (unidentified) structures help stabilize the linear alignment 
of the Ag3S3 clusters, as suggested by Fig. 8e. We estimate that strain fields alone are not 
large enough to produce this effect.  
DFT indicates that a variety of structures are energetically close—within a span of about 
100 meV per S atom at a given coverage—based upon their chemical potentials as defined in 
Section 4.3.  Of these, each may prevail in a different temperature range due to entropic 
contributions. The most reasonable candidate for the equilibrium phase we call elongated 
islands, which is stable at 135 K and θS = 0.09, is a structure involving single or double Ag-
Ag chains, based on the compact but anisotropic shape of the islands. Furthermore, DFT 
shows that the chains lie parallel to the close-packed rows, consistent with the orientations of 
the elongated islands. 
About 50 meV less favorable is the family of Ag3S3 trimer structures, which we 
postulate can account for the dot-rows that prevail at 200 K (at all but the lowest coverage, θS 
< 0.03). The dot-rows must be stabilized by net attractive interactions, based upon their 
existence at very low coverage (Fig. 5). Furthermore, these interactions must encompass 
attractions between rows, given their aggregation into domains at very low coverages as 
shown in Fig. 2a.  
At 300 K, the √7 is a well-known phase, for which a Ag2S-like model has been 
proposed.23 However, an alternative model (√7-b in Fig. 9) can be built from Ag3S3 trimers 
and it is slightly more stable than the relaxed Ag2S-like structure (√7-a in Fig. 9). The √7-a 
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and √7-b structures have identical Ag-S stoichiometries and are related by small atomic 
displacements, so they can be considered variants of one another. The Ag3S3 trimer-based 
structure should be considered as a candidate for the room-temperature √7 phase. Indeed, if 
one examines the STM images of Yu et al., one sees that the √7 consists of dot-like features 
under certain tunneling conditions (Fig. 6 of Ref. 23). 
Finally, S2 is not energetically viable, relative to the cluster-based structures, at least for 
θS < 0.4. We postulate that it is observed, however, in the metastable irregularly-shaped 
islands that follow adsorption directly at 135 K (0.09 ML, Fig. 4a).  
There is a wealth of dynamics exhibited by this system at 200 K. During adsorption, dot-
rows form and align on a time scale comparable with imaging. Rearrangements, both local 
and long-range, continue after equilibration. In the latter case, large domains of dot-rows flip 
orientation, seemingly at random. Other authors have inferred the existence of mobile S-
metal complexes on Ag, Au, and Cu surfaces.17,18,23,27,29,30,32 In our case, we assert that we are 
directly imaging those mobile species in the form of Ag3S3 clusters. A temperature of 200 K 
is particularly advantageous for observing these species in a semi-static state and also for 
observing some dynamics on a time scale compatible with typical STM imaging.  
Conclusions. 
At 200 K, adsorbed S self-organizes into a distinctive dot-row structure and into other 
forms of adsorbed S. The dot-row structure exists over a coverage range that spans an order 
of magnitude (0.03 to 0.5 ML). A strong case, based partly on energy calculations and the 
height of the dots in STM, can be made for assigning the dots as Ag3S3 clusters in a matrix of 
adsorbed S. The dot-row structure undergoes two reversible transitions, one of which may be 
transformation to a Ag-Ag chain structure. Dynamics of ordering during adsorption, and 
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equilibrium fluctuations, can be observed. DFT lends insight into the viability of other 
structures in this rich system, including a new candidate for the well-known (√7 x √7)R19o 
phase.  
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Figure Captions.  
Figure 1.  STM images of Ag(111) after S adsorption at 200 K, showing the major effects of 
S adsorption. (a) Clean surface, 60 x 60 nm2. Inset is 1.5 x 1.5 nm2. (b) θS = 0.007, 
60 x 60 nm2. (c) θS = 0.02, 40 x 40 nm2. Inset is 8 x 8 nm2, and shows dots 
decorating a step edge. (d) θS = 0.1, 60 x 60 nm2. (e) θS = 0.4, 50 x 50 nm2.  
Figure 2. STM images of Ag(111) after S adsorption at 200 K, showing the evolution of dot-
rows and pits with increasing coverage. In the left column (a-c), each image is 100 
x 100 nm2, and in the right column (a’-c’) each is 25 x 25 nm2. Values of θS are 
(a,a’) 0.03; (b,b’) 0.1; (c,c’) 0.3. 
Figure 3. STM images of Ag(111) after S adsorption at 200 K, showing ordered structures 
between some dot-rows. (a) 30 x 30 nm2 image at θS = 0.1. Arrows point to an 
unidentified substructure found between rows separated by 2.1-2.2 nm. (b, c) 6 x 6 
nm
2
 images showing the √3 substructure. (d) 10 x 10 nm2 image at θS = 0.4. Arrow 
points to a depression that distinguishes this unidentified substructure. 
Figure 4. STM images of Ag(111) at θS = 0.09, showing the effect of heating and cooling to 
various temperatures. (a) After adsorption at 135 K, 120 x 120 nm2; (b) after 
heating to 200 K, 60 x 60 nm2; (c) after cooling back to 135 K, 120 x 120 nm2; (d) 
after heating to 300 K, 120 x 120 nm2; and (e) after cooling back to 200 K, 60 x 60 
nm2.  
Figure 5. Temperature-coverage diagram illustrating the three main types of structure 
observed with STM in this study. The triangle represents the elongated-island 
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phase; squares are dot-rows; and diamonds mean no dot-row structure is observed 
with STM. 
Figure 6. STM images of Ag(111), showing temporal changes in dot-row domains at 200 K, 
in two different experiments. In (a) and (b), image size is 30 x 30 nm2 and 
acquisition time is 35 s/image. θS changes from 0.083 to 0.088 during imaging in 
(a), then S2 exposure stops and ten minutes elapse before image (b) is acquired. In 
(c-e), image size is 60 x 60 nm2, acquisition time is 200 s/image, and θS = 0.09. 
There is no time lapse between images. 
Figure 7. Ag3S3 cluster configuration from DFT calculations. Results are obtained using a 
5x5 supercell denoted by the dashed line. Inset shows the STM image simulated 
from the DFT charge density as described in the text. 
Figure 8. (a) √7-a structure.  (b) √7-b structure.  (c) Ag-S single-chain structure.  (d) Ag-S 
double-chain structure. (e) Ag3S3 + 4S structure. 
Figure 9. Sulfur chemical potential, µS, vs. θS for different structures obtained from DFT. A 
family of unreconstructed S adatom structures is shown by plus signs, a group of 
Ag3S3 clusters without additional S is shown by asterisks, and a set of single-chain 
Ag-S structures is shown by diamonds. Also shown and labeled are some other 
structures mentioned in the text. 
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Appendix  
 Data presented in this chapter thus far, have shown the structure of S on Ag(111) with 
S coverage lower than 0.4 ML at 200 K. Here we present additional data for S on Ag(111) 
with higher S coverage, and some in situ S deposition data. 
1. S on Ag(111) at θS = 0.46 ML, 300 K 
After S deposition at 300 K to a S coverage of 0.46 ML, two different types of 
structures form on the surface. The first is based upon pairs of dots. The most common 
manifestation at this coverage is a rope-like structure with three different orientations, lying 
parallel to the three different orientations of the “dot-row” structure, corresponding to the 
close packed <110> crystallographic directions. This is shown in Fig. A1a. Fig. A1a’ is an 
image of the rope-like structure at higher magnification. It reveals that the structure is 
actually formed by pairs of dots. Within each pair, the separation of the two dots (A) is A ≈ 
0.79 ± 0.04 nm. The separation between pairs (B) is B ≈ 1.27 ± 0.07 nm. The separation 
between the “ropes” (C) is C ≈ 2.02 ± 0.10 nm. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. A1a”. 
In other areas, pair fragments are seen on the surface as shown in Fig. A1b. Here, note that 
the dot separation is very close to the √7 structure lattice constant, 0.76 nm.  
The distances in these structures, and in the dot-row structures, are compared in Table 
A. 
 The other structure that forms on this surface (visible in parts of Fig. A1a) is a dense 
structure which exists close to step edges. Fig. A1c shows such a region near a step edge at 
high magnification. This reveals a hexagonally close-packed arrangement of dots. From 
STM, the lattice constant of this dense structure is 0.78 ±0.04 nm, and the unit cell makes an 
angle of ~ 19 º with the close packed <110> crystallographic direction. So the structure is 
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very similar to the one identified by Yu et al1 as Ag(111)(√7x√7)R19º-S, with an ideal 
coverage of 0.43 ML. Here we don’t see the √7 structure cover the whole surface even 
though the S coverage is higher than the ideal coverage, and this is consistent with Yu’s 
report that rather modest increase in S coverage above the √7 ideal coverage to ~ 0.5 ML 
were needed to form a surface dominated by the √7 structure. We must note that this close-
packet √7 structure is significantly different from the close-packet dot-row structure shown in 
Fig. 1e of Ch. 2. This √7 structure has a lattice constant of ~ 0.78 nm, and the close-packet 
dot-row structure has a one-dimensional lattice constant of about 1.6 nm. 
2. Temperature-dependence of S structures at θS = 0.51 ML: 132, 200, and 300 K 
 Fig. A2 illustrates the temperature-dependence of the S structures on Ag(111) at θS = 
0.51 ML. After S deposition at 132 K, layers of irregularly-shaped islands exist both on the 
terrace and at the step edge, as shown in Fig. A2a.  After being heated to 200 K, the surface 
morphology changes to an etched pit structure (Fig. A2b). The higher magnification image in 
Fig. A2b’ gives a closer view of the surface structure and one can see a close-packed 
arrangement of dots, similar to that in Fig. A1c, in the bottom of the pits, and an ill-defined 
structure on top. In the close-packed arrangement, we find that the alignment of the dots is 
again at an angle of ~ 19 º to the close packed <110> crystallographic direction. The 
separation between dots is constant at 0.78 ± 0.07 nm (ndot-pairs > 120). This is very close to 
the lattice constant of the √7 structure, and henceforth we name this as the √7. 
 When the same surface is cooled back to 132 K and heated again to 200 K, as shown 
in Fig. A2c and A2d, the same structure is obtained as after the first heating to 200 K in Fig. 
A2b. Thus, the cooling-heating process does not destroy the structure. 
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 Fig. A2e shows the surface with θS = 0.51 ML after heating from 200 to 300 K, and 
imaged at 300 K. Here, the surface has different domains of the √7 structure, as also seen by 
Yu and co-workers.1 No pits are seen on the surface. The ill-defined structure at the top of 
the pits has also disappeared. Cooling the same surface back again to 200 K gives the same 
structure as at 300 K, with “fragments” of different domains, as seen in Fig. A2f. All of the 
heating-cooling experiments together indicate that the √7 dot structure is the equilibrium 
phase at 200-300 K, at this coverage. Starting from adsorption of S2 at 130 K, the surface is 
partially converted to the √7 structure at 200 K, and fully converted at 300 K.  
 Fig. A2g shows the √7 dot structure at higher magnification. Some parts of the image 
may have become somewhat distorted due to the heating and cooling process. The diameter 
of individual dots, based on their full-width at half-maximum, is 0.52 ± 0.06 nm (ndots >130). 
This is much smaller than the dot size of ~ 0.70 nm in the dot-row structure that forms at 200 
K and at lower S coverage, which has been discussed in the main part of this chapter. The dot 
height here has a large variation, from 0.03 to 0.08 nm, with an average of 0.053 ±0.02 nm (n 
> 130) relative to the surrounding lower regions. 
 It must be noted that the √7 structure we observed in these STM data is consistent 
with the structure we proposed in Fig. 8b, wherein the √7 consists of a simple unit cell with a 
Ag3S3 cluster at each corner.  
3. In situ STM with final θS = 0.11 ML, 200 K 
Fig. A3 shows a series of STM images taken continuously during S deposition at 200 
K, and immediately after, on a time scale of 120 s/image. The clean Ag(111) surface right 
before S deposition is shown here in Fig. A3a, and the inset gives the higher magnification 
view of the step edge. Assuming S flux is constant, the sulfur coverages of the images in Fig. 
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A3b, c, d, and e are 0.00 to 0.027, 0.027 to 0.055, 0.055 to 0.082, and 0.082 to 0.11, 
respectively. The different surface features here are similar to the one shown in Figure 1. No 
obvious difference is detected with low S coverage (< 0.02 ML, see Fig. A3b), and then the 
step edge facets when the S coverage increases above 0.03 ML (Fig. A3c). With further S 
deposition, dots appear on the Ag(111) terraces and are arranged in short linear rows (Fig. 
A3d). The surface structure also changes on the time scale of experimental observation. Fig. 
A3e is an image taken toward the end of adsorption, where the final coverage is θS = 0.11, 
and Fig. A3f is an image taken 10 minutes later. Clearly, the dot-rows form much smaller 
domains during adsorption than after adsorption stops, indicating that considerable domain 
growth takes place in a period of a few minutes.  
 
References to the Appendix. 
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Table A: Comparison of different structures on Ag(111) surface 
Structure Dot separation Row separation Dot size (FWHM) Dot height Number 
analyzed 
Rope-
like 
A ≈ 0.79 ± 0.04 nm C ≈ 2.02 ± 0.10 
nm 
0.55 ± 0.10 nm 0.06 ± 0.02 
nm 
> 30 
B ≈ 1.27 ± 0.07 nm > 30 
Dot-row 1.60 ± 0.10 nm 1.1 to 3.4 nm 0.70 ± 0.06 nm 0.13 ± 0.01 
nm 
> 100 
√7 0.78 ± 0.07 nm  0.52 ± 0.06 nm 0.053 ± 0.02 nm > 130 
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 Fig. A1a. 12-11-2006, # 31, 50 nm x 30 nm, 0.46 ML S 
Fig. A1a’. 12-11-2006, # 45, 20 nm x 8 nm, 0.46 ML S 
Fig. A1a’’. Schematic diagram of the rope-like structure 
 
A 
B 
C 
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Fig. A1b. 12-11-2006, # 48, 20 nm x 1.8 nm, 0.46 ML S 
 
Fig. A1c. 12-11-2006, # 45, 9.2 nm x 6.2 nm, 0.46 ML S 
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Fig. A2a. 04-24-2008, # 17, 200 nm x 200 nm, 132 K, 0.515 ML S 
 
 
 
Fig. A2b. 04-24-2008, # 47, 150 nm x 150 nm, 200 K, 0.515 ML S 
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Fig. A2b’. 04-24-2008, # 52, 30 nm x 20 nm, 200 K, 0.515 ML S 
 
 
 
Fig. A2c. 04-24-2008, # 54, 150 nm x 150 nm, 132 K, 0.515 ML S 
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Fig. A2d. 04-24-2008, # 71, 150 nm x 150 nm, 200 K, 0.515 ML S 
 
 
 
Fig. A2e. 04-24-2008, # 132, 30 nm x 20 nm, 300 K, 0.515 ML S, -1.12 V, 1.06 A 
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Fig. A2f. 04-24-2008, # 153, 30 nm x 20 nm, 200 K, 0.515 ML S, -2.0 V, 1.0 A 
 
 
 
Fig. A2g. 04-24-2008, # 153, 5 nm x 5 nm, 200 K, 0.515 ML S 
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Fig. A3a. 02-14-2007, # 13, 140 nm x 140 nm, clean surface, 200 K, right before S 
deposition, inset: 15 nm x 30 nm 
 
Fig. A3b. 02-14-2007, # 14, 140 nm x 140 nm, during S deposition, 0-2 min, 200 K 
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Fig. A3c. 02-14-2007, # 15, 140 nm x 140 nm, during S deposition, 2-4 min, 200 K 
 
Fig. A3d. 02-14-2007, # 16, 140 nm x 140 nm, during S deposition, 4-6 min, 200 K 
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Fig. A3e. 02-14-2007, # 17, 140 nm x 140 nm, during S deposition, 6-8 min, 200 K 
 
 
Fig. A3f. 02-14-2007, # 23, 140 nm x 140 nm, 10 min after S deposition, 200 K 
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CHAPTER 3. ACCELERATED COARSENING OF Ag ADATOM 
ISLANDS ON Ag(111) DUE TO TRACE AMOUNTS OF S: MASS-
TRANSPORT MEDIATED BY Ag-S COMPLEXES 
 
A paper published in Journal of Chemical Physics 
Mingmin Shen, Da-Jiang Liu, C.J. Jenks, P.A. Thiel, and J.W. Evans 
ABSTRACT 
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy studies reveal that trace amounts of adsorbed S 
below a critical coverage on the order of 10 millimonolayers have little effect on the 
coarsening and decay of monolayer Ag adatom islands on Ag(111) at 300K. In contrast, 
above this critical coverage, coarsening is greatly accelerated. This critical value appears to 
be determined by whether all S can be accommodated at step edges. Accelerated coarsening 
derives from the feature that the excess S residing on the terraces produces significant 
populations of metal-sulfur complexes which are stabilized by strong Ag-S bonding. These 
include AgS2, Ag2S2, Ag2S3, and Ag3S3. Such complexes are sufficiently populous and 
mobile that they can potentially lead to greatly enhanced metal mass transport across the 
surface. This picture is supported by Density Functional Theory analysis of the relevant 
energetics, as well as by reaction-diffusion equation modeling to assess the mechanism and 
degree of enhanced coarsening. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Coarsening phenomena (also referred to as ripening or sintering) are ubiquitous in 
materials science and chemical physics for two-phase materials ranging from solid alloys to 
surface deposits to liquid droplets [1]. Such processes frequently involve the evolution of 
distributions of clusters (or islands or droplets) of one phase embedded within another 
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wherein the number of clusters decreases and their mean size increases. The driving force for 
such evolution is reduction of the excess free energy associated with the interface region 
between phases. The underlying mechanism is often Ostwald ripening [1] which involves 
transfer of material between smaller and larger clusters, so that the latter grow at the expense 
of the former. 
Coarsening of surface deposits is of particular interest in the context of 
nanofabrication processes which typically utilize deposition techniques. Here, a key 
challenge and goal is to assure stability of the surface nanostructures thus created. Extensive 
investigations have been performed of the coarsening of three-dimensional (3D) island 
distributions in heteroepitaxial systems [2], but also of two-dimensional (2D) islands 
distributions in homoepitaxial systems [3-6]. For the latter, which will be considered in this 
paper, a particularly detailed level of analysis and understanding has been possible. Most of 
these studies have been performed for pristine impurity-free systems under ultra-high-
vacuum (UHV) conditions. However, operation of nanoscale devices may involve non-UHV 
conditions where the presence of chemical additives in the environment could impact 
stability and coarsening. Thus, it is appropriate to perform systematic studies of the influence 
of different additives on nanostructure evolution. 
In fact, observations exist for a variety of systems indicating that the presence of even 
minute amounts of a chemisorbed additive can have a significant impact on mass transport on 
metal surfaces. Examples where the additive is a chalcogen (e.g., sulfur, S, or oxygen, O) 
either by design or by default include: 
(i) Accelerated metal mass transport by exposure of Ag surfaces to S [7]. 
(ii) Enhanced sintering of supported Pt nanoparticles[8] presumed due to formation of PtO2. 
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(iii) Accelerated decay of nanostructures on Au(111) surface after expose air, and likely 
specifically to a component, oxygen, in air [9]. 
(iv) Extensive chemisorption-induced restructuring of Au(111) surfaces following 
chemisorption of organothiols [10], of S [11-13], and of O [14]. Here, mass transport of Au 
can be induced by lifting of the surface reconstruction and associated density change in 
surface layer, and by formation of surface sulphide for case of S adsorption. 
(v) Enhanced release of Au adatoms from edge of small Au islands, and thus enhancing 
sintering of such nanoclusters, proposed in the presence of S or O [15], and 
(vi) Massive S-induced transformation of arrays of Co nanoparticles on Au(111) into a cobalt 
sulfide phase mediated by formation of Co3S4 complexes [16], as well as the transformation 
of Co nanoparticles at step edges on Ag(111) into various sulfide structures[17]. 
Systematic studies also exist for chalcogen-enhanced coarsening and decay of 2D 
adatom island distributions prepared by deposition both for Ag/Ag(100) exposed to O [18-
20], and for Cu/Cu(111) exposed to S [21-23]. The common proposal in these studies is that 
facile formation of a mobile metal-chalcogen complex or cluster enhances mass transport 
relative to that by metal adatoms. A basic requirement for such enhanced transport is that the 
sum of the formation energy and the diffusion barrier for the complex should be lower than 
that for metal adatoms [20, 22]. The latter sum determines the maximum attainable rate of 
coarsening, at least assuming that there is no additional barrier for attachment of the mass-
transporting adspecies. 
It is appropriate to also mention that a different additive, hydrogen, has been observed 
to both enhance [24] and inhibit [25] mass transport on metal surfaces, and also to enhance 
mass transport on Si surfaces [26]. In addition, there is a vast body of literature on the effect 
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of additives on the thermodynamic properties of surfaces [27,28], and on their impact as 
surfactants in modifying film growth modes [29]. 
The current study explores the coarsening and decay of Ag adatom islands on 
Ag(111) at 300 K after exposure to S. The key observation is enhanced decay of these 
islands, but only above a critical coverage of S. This critical coverage corresponds to 
complete saturation of step edges with S. We propose that this accelerated coarsening is 
mediated by facile formation of metal-S complexes or clusters incorporating excess S which 
cannot be accommodated at step edges. This picture is supported by density functional theory 
(DFT) analysis of the relevant energetics, as well as by reaction-diffusion equation modeling. 
Section II provides background information on our experimental and computational 
procedures. The key experimental observations on island coarsening and decay are then 
described in Sec. III. Then, in Sec. IV, we present our DFT results for relevant energies in the 
S+Ag/Ag(111) system, and provide in Sec. V a basic analysis of the kinetics and energetic 
driving force and kinetics for coarsening. Next, in Sec. VI, we describe a reaction-diffusion 
equation formulation for coarsening kinetics, and provide in Sec. VII the associated detailed 
analysis. Finally, Sec. VIII presents a discussion of related behavior in other systems, and 
provides concluding remarks.  
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES 
The Ag(111) sample used in these studies was grown at the Ames Laboratory - 
USDOE Materials Preparation Center [30]. The surface was oriented perpendicular to the 
<111> direction to within 0.25°. The sample was polished to a mirror finish using 6, 1, and 
0.25 µm diamond paste. All experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ultrahigh 
vacuum (UHV) chamber with base pressure of 1 × 10-10 Torr, equipped with an ion gun and 
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with a retarding field analyzer (RFA) for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). One part of the 
chamber contained an Omicron variable-temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope 
(STM). All STM images were acquired using electrochemically-etched W tips [31] at the 
stated temperature, 300 K. Typical tunneling conditions were -2.0 V and 1.0 nA. In the other 
part of the chamber, the sample was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (15 min, 20 
mA, 1.0 -1.5 kV, T = 300 K) followed by annealing. This procedure was carried out until no 
impurities could be detected by AES, and until images acquired with the STM showed large 
terraces on the order of at least 100 nm in width, together with a very low density of apparent 
impurities as evidenced by a lack of pinning sites of steps. 
For our study of adatom island coarsening and decay, deposition of Ag on the 
Ag(111) single-crystal surface was performed using an Omicron EFM3 UHV evaporator 
containing Ag (99.99% pure) as the deposition source. The Ag flux was held fixed at 0.014-
0.018 monolayers (ML)/sec. in all experiments. Sulfur deposition was then performed by 
exposing the sample to S2 generated by a solid-state electrochemical Ag|AgI|Ag2S|Pt cell 
following the design of Wagner [32]. With the electrochemical doser, the S flux was in the 
range of 5 to 50 mML/minute. Our recent work [33] used this electrochemical cell to deposit 
S on Ag(111) surface, and then to study in detail the structure of S-adlayers at 200K. 
Only Ag and S were detected by AES on the surface after S deposition—not iodine or 
oxygen. Sulfur coverage was determined after each run using the S(LMM)/Ag(MNN) AES 
intensity ratio, where the letters in parenthesis denote electronic levels, and combination 
indicates the electronic energy transitions involved.  We adopted a calibration that was 
published in Ref.[34] in 1979 derived largely from Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 
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but corroborated by temperature-programmed desorption and work function measurements 
by another group[35].  
Density-functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the VASP total 
energy code [36-38]. We used the Perdue-Burke-Ernzerhof form of the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) [39]. The ion-electron interactions were treated by the projector 
augmented-wave method [40]. The energy cutoff was 280 eV for all calculations. The lattice 
constant was set to 0.417 nm, the theoretical value for the PBE-GGA functional (versus the 
experimental value of 0.409 nm). We used a slab of thickness of five or six layers, fixing the 
lower two layers of atom to their bulk positions. Adsorbates were attached only to the top 
side of the slab. Methfessel-Paxton smearing [41] with a width of 0.2 eV was used for 
efficiency.  The vacuum spacing between slabs was 1.2 nm. Most of the results were 
obtained using a (3×3) supercell, with the surface BZ sampled with a 4×4 grid of k-points, 
using the Monkhorst-Pack method [42]. For consistency, we use the same number of 
irreducible k-points for the clean surface for all calculations, even though the presence of 
adsorbates can break symmetries. 
We should emphasize that there is some dependence of DFT predictions for 
energetics on parameter choices (which we have examined), and also intrinsic inaccuracy in 
the theory. For example, results below indicate a dependence of quantities such as binding or 
interaction energies on slab thickness.  Some quantum size effects are of course expected for 
thin slabs typically used in calculations.  However, even basic quantities such as the Ag 
nearest-neighbor pair interactions
 
can vary quite strongly. Some of this variation may be due 
to the relatively coarse k-point grid used, although using a finer (6×6) grid shows more or 
less the same dependence on slab thickness.  Comparing results for different thickness, etc., 
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we believe that results such as those in Table III below should be accurate within ~0.1 eV. 
Despite this uncertainty, these results are still valuable in identifying basic trends in relevant 
energies. 
III. ISLAND DECAY KINETICS: EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
A common approach in analyzing coarsening kinetics is to quantify the decrease with 
time, t, in the island number or density for large arrays of islands. Ideally, this analysis is 
performed on broad terraces where evolution is not significantly impacted by preexisting 
extended steps on the surface. This approach can be applied either for Ostwald Ripening 
(OR), i.e., simultaneous dissolution of smaller islands and growth of larger islands mediated 
by mass transport across terraces between them, or for Smoluchowski ripening (SR), i.e., 
diffusion and coalescence of islands [3-6,43]. However, such an analysis of the coarsening 
kinetics is sensitive to the presence of narrow terraces. Thus, here we utilize a more robust 
alternative for OR. Specifically, we characterize the decay with t of the area, A(t), of 
individual small adatom islands [3]. In analysis of either the evolution of large island arrays 
or of individual island decay for OR, the key energetic parameters are the diffusion barrier, 
Ed, and the formation energy, Eform, for the species transporting mass across the surface [2,3]. 
Often analyses of island area evolution exploit generic features of decay for small 
islands [3]. For terrace diffusion (TD)-limited decay, one has that A(t)3/2 ~ A03/2 - RTD t for 
islands that are significantly smaller than their neighbors, so their chemical potential is 
correspondingly higher. The decay rate, RTD, has an Arrhenius energy of Eact = Ed + Eform. 
For the S-free surface, non-linear decay of A(t), with t of this form, is apparent in our data, as 
it was in previous data [44,45]. For attachment-detachment (AD) limited decay, one has that 
A(t) ~ A0 - RAD t for islands far smaller than the average size. Now the decay rate, RAD, has 
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an Arrhenius energy of Eact = Ed + Eform + δ, where δ denotes the (additional) attachment 
barrier.  
However, one complication for our system with nonzero S coverages, θS>0, is that we 
do not know a priori whether decay is TD or AD limited, or in an intermediate transition 
regime, or described by a different mechanism. Thus, application of the above expressions is 
problematic, and we adopt a simpler versatile alternative (see Ref. 23). For adatom island 
distributions on Ag(111) surfaces with various S-coverages, θS, we compare the decay times, 
τ, for “small” islands with a specific selected initial size or area, A0, which are in similar 
environments. In our case, we will select A0 = 300 nm2, sometimes interpolating or 
extrapolating τ-data for other sizes, and choose islands which are always close to an 
ascending step. Such a step provides a strong sink driving island decay which is common to 
all cases. Islands further removed from such a step may decay more slowly depending on the 
details of their local environment [2,3].  
Examples of the STM data used for this analysis of island coarsening and decay at 
300 K are shown in Fig. 1and 2. For our “benchmark” studies of the S-free surface where 
θS=0, Fig. 1a and 1b reveals coarsening with smaller islands shrinking and larger islands 
growing (at least initially). A very similar behavior is observed for θS=7 mML in Fig. 1c and 
1d for an array of islands on a terrace, which is similar in size to that in Fig.1a. In contrast, 
much faster decay of substantially larger islands is observed for θS = 11 mML in Fig. 2. 
Here, it should be noted that in all experiments with S coverages below 11 mML, STM 
images were acquired prior to S exposure and then again no earlier than 10 min after 
exposure. However, for experiments with θS = 11 mML and higher (the latter described 
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below), STM scanning was performed in situ during S deposition given the faster decay of 
islands. Thus, for example, in the experiment with θS = 11 mML, the first image prior to 
exposure of S was taken only 1 min. after completion of S deposition. 
In Fig. 3, we present data for decay of island areas for various initial island sizes at θS 
= 0, 7, and 11 mML. For θS = 0 and 7 mML, the non-linear variation of A(t) with t is 
indicative of TD-limited decay, as established previously for the S-free surface [44,45]. For 
θS = 11 mML, A(t) appears to decrease linearly with t, a behavior normally associated with 
AD-limited decay. However, other origins for such behavior are possible in systems 
including additives, as discussed below and in Ref. [23]. From analysis of island decay data 
of this type for various θS, we extract a decay rate, R, based on the decay time, τ  (in minute, 
say), for islands of initial size A0 = 300 nm2 as R=300/τ (in nm2/min.). The results reported 
in Table I indicate no systematic dependence of τ or R on θS between θS=0 and θS=7 mML. 
However, there is a dramatic increase in R by a factor of ~200 as θS increases from 7 to 11 
mML. For the latter, we have extrapolated decay times for larger islands down to A0 = 300 
nm2. This prompts us to define a critical coverage, θS(crit) ≈ 8-10 mML, only above which 
coarsening or decay is enhanced. 
Island decay for θS significantly above 11 mML is so rapid that quantitative analysis 
of τ or R is difficult. A major complication is that significant decay occurs on the time scale 
of S deposition, i.e., as θS increases towards its final value. Also, decay can occur within a 
fraction of the time required to obtain a complete STM image of 100-200 s.  
We now describe observations for a final θS = 35 mML where is S deposited 
relatively quickly in ~45 s.  Fig.4 shows a distribution of islands on an S-free surface (left 
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frame), and then the same area scanned during exposure of S (right frame). Acquisition of a 
complete image here takes 200 s.  S deposition commences at the bottom of the right frame 
and thus was complete 20-25% through image acquisition. A few islands are still visible in 
this initial phase of scanning, but all have disappeared by the end of S exposure. For 
example, a 613 nm2 island on the lower right has disappeared when imaged ~ 45 s after 
exposure to S [i.e., ~30 sec. after reaching θS(crit)]. From this observation, we make a strict 
upper estimate that τ<0.25 min. as indicated in Table I.  
Next, we describe an additional experiment designed to explore island decay behavior 
in the regime of enhanced coarsening. Here, S was deposited relatively slowly at a rate of 0.2 
mML/sec up to a final coverage of θS = 25 mML which takes a total time of 125 sec. 
allowing us to monitor the decay of islands during the buildup of the sulfur coverage. Below, 
we use θS(crit) ≈ 8 mML which is achieved after 40 sec. of deposition, and let δt denote the 
time elapsed since θS has reached θS(crit) and δA the corresponding observed mean decrease 
in island area (effective over a time interval δt). In the regime above the critical S coverage, 
the average island decay rate during buildup of S are given by Rav = δA/δt = 32, 40, 157, and 
425 nm2/min for δt ≈ 30, 42, 65, and 80 s, where the final θS ≈ 14, 16.5, 21, and 24 mML, 
respectively. Behavior is consistent with that reported above. Another significant observation 
is that for the large array of islands observed during the enhanced coarsening phase of this 
experiment, one does not observe growth of larger than average islands. Rather, the areas of 
islands of all sizes decay in time. 
It is also appropriate to compare our observations with previous data for Ag adatom 
island decay on S-free clean Ag(111) surfaces: (a) Previous analysis of decay of a small 
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isolated adatom island of initial area A0 = 300 nm2 inside a larger monolayer vacancy pit 
revealed a decay time of τ ≈ 80 min [44]. This decay is slightly slower than but reasonably 
consistent with behavior observed here for θS ≤ 7 mML. (b) Previous analysis of decay of 
smaller islands within a large array of islands on broad terraces far from extended steps 
indicates decay times strongly dependent on the local environment of the island, as expected 
for TD-limited decay. Selected examples reveal decay times of τ ≈ 70 min when A0 ≈ 450 
nm2 (with a favorable local environment for decay) and τ ≈ 140 min for A0 ≈ 300 nm2 and 
350 nm2 (with a less favorable environment) [45]. Again, this behavior is reasonably 
consistent with our observations for θS ≤ 7 mML given the weaker driving force for decay 
within such island arrays. (c) Analysis of decay of a large isolated adatom island of initial 
area A0 ≈ 2600 nm2 inside a large monolayer vacancy pit indicates a decay time of τ ≈ 12 h 
[44]. This should be compared with our observation of accelerated decay with τ ≈ 6 min. for 
A0 ≈ 2500 nm2 when θS = 11 mML, illustrating again the dramatic enhancement of mass 
transport at this S coverage. 
 Next, to elucidate the above behavior, it is instructive to compare the S coverage with 
total step edge population on the surface (i.e., the number of step edge sites available to 
accommodate S). This step edge population varies somewhat between experiments. 
However, for the surface prior to deposition of Ag islands, the step density is typically 
around 4-5 nm per 100 nm2 of surface area, or 1.1×10-2 edge atoms per surface atom or per 
fcc adsorption site. The step density increases to ~8 nm per 100 nm2 of surface area, or 
2.0×10-2 edge atoms/site after Ag island formation. We have assessed step density on roughly 
20 regions of size of 300 x 300 nm2 and fond variations of about ±20%. Thus, we believe 
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that a step density of 2.0×10-2 edge atoms per site represents behavior on the region of the 
surface accessible to S in our coarsening study. Since steps can accommodate one S adatom 
for every two step edge sites (see Sec.5), it follows that steps are not saturated for θS ≤ 7 
mML, but excess S is available for θS = 11 mML. Thus, the critical coverage, θS(crit) ~ 8-
10mML, introduced above, corresponds to the maximum θS where all S can be 
accommodated at step edges. 
 Finally, we mention that in Appendix A, we present an analysis of the fluctuations in 
position of the Ag(111) surface exposed to S. This analysis reveals behavior consistent with 
the existence of a critical coverage of S as introduced above. 
IV. ADSPECIES INTERACTIONS, CLUSTER STABILITIES,   AND DIFFUSION 
BARRIERS: DFT ANALYSIS 
  Below, for convenience, we denote Ag metal adatoms by M, and sulfur adatoms by S. 
Our analysis of relevant energetics utilizes DFT as described in Sec.II. First, we characterize 
a few basic interactions between these adspecies which significantly impact overall 
coarsening behavior: (i) S binds at extended step edges on Ag(111) with strength of  φSe >0 
from 0.12-0.25 eV per S adatom. These results are obtained from calculating the adsorption 
energy of a S adatom on slabs representing the Ag(221) and Ag(332) surfaces, which mimic 
Ag(111) vicinal surfaces with (111)-microfaceted Bsteps and (100)-microfaceted A steps, 
respectively. In contrast, for M trimers decorated with three S adatoms, one finds a stronger 
binding per S adatom of φSt ≈ 0.4 eV at edges corresponding to (100)-microfacets, i.e., A-
steps, and φSt ≈ 0.3 eV at (111)-microfacets, i.e., B-steps [33]. We emphasize here that a 
simple short-range pairwise additive picture of M-S interactions is not adequate for this 
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system. Energetics often reflects the unusual stability of linear S-M-S chains described 
below. (ii) The effective saturation population of step edges is one S atom per two M 
adatoms, as there are significant effective repulsions between S on adjacent step sites. (iii) 
Metal adatom interactions are described reasonably by effective nearest-neighbor (NN) M-M 
attractions of strength φM ≈0.2 eV [43,46]. These interactions imply an equilibrium state for 
Ag adlayers on Ag(111) corresponding to a two-dimensional (2D) condensed island phase 
coexisting with a dilute 2D gas phase on clean and S-exposed Ag(111) surfaces. They also 
drive island formation during deposition of Ag [46]. (iv) There are also short-range 
repulsions between S adatoms on terraces, so there is no tendency for excess S (above the 
amount required to saturate step edges) to aggregate into islands on terraces. 
 In Appendix B, we provide a brief discussion of the eauilibrium shape of decorated 
islands based on the above picture for energetics. 
  Next, we discuss the stability of various metal-sulfur complexes, C=MnSm, which 
could potentially lead to enhanced coarsening. In Table II, we report: (a) the total adsorption 
energy, Eads(C) > 0, relative to the separated constituents in the gas phase, which includes 
both adspecies-substrate bonding as well as adspecies interactions; (b) the total internal 
binding energy or interaction energy, Ebind(C=MnSm) = Eads(C) – nEads(M) – mEads(S) > 0, 
which gives the difference in adsorption energy between the cluster and its separated 
constituent adspecies; (c) the chemical potential of each S adatom within the complex C, 
µS(C) = [-Eads(C) - nµ(M)]/m, where µ(M) is the chemical potential of each M atom in a 
complete surface layer. This quality was introduced in a previous study [33], where lower 
chemical potentials reflect more effective ways to incorporate excess S into clysters in order 
to lower the free energy of the system. Within a NN interaction model, one has µ(M) = -
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Eads(M) - 3φM = -2.84 eV, the second term reflecting the feature that each M adatom has six 
shared bonds to NN M adatoms. 
Our primary interest here is in determining particularly stable clusters (see Table II) 
and their configurations (see Fig. 5). Our DFT results shown in Table II were obtained using 
a five-layer Ag slab and revealed that MS clusters (Ebind=0.03 eV) are not very stable 
compared to linear MS2 clusters (Ebind=0.64 eV). The “symmetric” M2S2 cluster with M on 
adjacent fcc sites decorated by S bonded at a (100) and (111) microfacets on both sides is 
quite stable (Ebind=0.38 eV), as is an analogous cluster with M on hcp sites. However, a 
distinct “bent” M2S2 configuration, which is essentially a linear MS2 with an M attached in 
one corner (Ebind=0.71 eV), and also an M2S3 cluster (Ebind=1.10 eV) are significantly more 
stable. The enhanced stability of these clusters derives from the feature that they both 
incorporate linear with MS2 subconfigurations. 
Finally, we note that certain M3S3 clusters are even more stable. One of these consists 
of an M3-trimer with M on fcc sites and its center of mass above a top site (fcc-top), 
decorated by 3 S on (100) microfacets (Ebind=1.88 eV). Another which is almost as stable 
consists of an “inverted” M3 trimer with M on hcp sites and its center of mass also above a 
top site (hcp-top), decorated by 3 S again on (100) microfacets (Ebind=1.87 eV). Both M3S3 
configurations incorporate three linear MS2 subconfigurations. Estimates for these binding 
energies using a six-layer Ag slab tend to be somewhat higher [47].  
 Of key importance for coarsening is the formation energy Eform(C), for creating 
various metal-containing clusters, C=MnSm with n>0. Eform(C) will control the equilibrium 
population of these species, which can potentially facilitate mass transportation. Creation of 
an isolated metal (M=Ag) adatom by removal from kink or corner sites requires breaking of 
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three Ag-Ag bonds, so Eform(M) ≈ 3φM = 0.6 eV [43]. For other clusters containing S, one can 
consider two separate scenarios:  
(i) Cluster creation by extracting both M and S from the step edge for θS < θS(crit). Here, 
formation energy is determined from the difference between the total cost of extracting M 
and S from step edges and the gain in binding energy for the cluster, i.e., Eform(C=MnSm) 
=nEform(M)+mEform(S)-Ebind(C). This process is essentially costly given the need to break 
multiple M-M bonds and lack of a major gain in M-S bonding. Thus, e.g., one finds that 
Eform(M3S3) ≈ 0.67 eV is prohibitively high for there to be a significant terrace population of 
M3S3. This feature underlies the absence of enhanced coarsening in the regime where θS < 
θS(crit).  
(ii) Cluster creation utilizing “excess” S already on terrace for θS > θS(crit). Now, the 
formation energy is determined by Eform(C=MnSm) =nEform(M)-Ebind(C), which is lower than 
the above since there is no cost to extract S from step edges and a major gain in M-S bonding 
upon incorporating S into M-S clusters. Thus, e.g., one finds a slightly negative formation 
energy  Eform(MnSm) ≈ -0.08eV. Note also that Eform(C) is simply related to the S chemical 
potential, µS(C), defined in Ref. 33 and above by Eform(C)=m[µS(C)+Eads(S)]. Table II shows 
that several clusters have lower formation energies than M adatoms in this regime. Not just 
Eform(M3S3) but also Eform(MS2) may even be slightly negative, in which case such clusters 
would form spontaneously in the presence of excess S on terraces. 
Finally, Table II also reports DFT results for the diffusion barrier, Ed(C), for various 
clusters, C. Previous DFT and experimental analyses consistently indicate that Ed(M) = 0.10 
eV [46]. We now also briefly comment on the diffusion of M3S3 which has two particularly 
stable configurations, fcc-top and hcp-top, described above. Two less stable configurations, 
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hcp-3fh and fcc-3fh, exist with the center of mass of the M3 trimer now above a threefold 
hollow site (3fh), in both cases decorated by three S on (111) micofacets. One expects that a 
dominant diffusion path for M3S3 clusters involves a quasi-rigid translation between fcc-top 
and hcp-3fh configurations. A simple estimate for Ed(M3S3) comes from the energy 
difference between these configurations of ~0.3 eV, which is mainly due to the difference in 
binding strength for S at the different types of microfacets [33]. We have confirmed the 
validity of this picture for the diffusion path and associated energy barrier with a DFT-
nudged elastic band analysis (see Fig. 6). Such a diffusion path has also been proposed for 
undecorated M3 clusters on M(111) surfaces [48,49], and for Cu3S3 clusters on Cu(111) [22]. 
V. COARSENING OF Ag ISLANDS: ANALYSIS OF KEY ENERGETICS 
Here, we first analyze the energetic driving force for coarsening both with and 
without S. In general, coarsening is driven by the reduction in the total free energy associated 
with steps due to a decrease in the overall perimeter length of islands [1-4]. This energy 
decrease is determined from the step energy, γ, where a reduction in perimeter length of L M 
atoms produces a decrease in energy of ∆EL =-Lγ. For the S-free fcc(111) surface, one has γ  
≈ φM per atom, as two shared bonds are broken for each step atom in creating a step. We now 
present a modified analysis to obtain the relevant energy decrease, and thus effective step 
energy, for steps which are saturated with S. In this case, S is ejected to the terrace due to 
perimeter length reduction during coarsening. 
First, we consider the scenario where step length reduction of S-saturated step edges 
during coarsening ejects S onto the terraces, and that S is not incorporated into metal-sulfur 
clusters. In this case, for a reduction of L atoms in step length, there is an energy reduction 
due to the gain in M-M bonding of -LφM within islands (just as for the S-free surface), but 
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also an increase in energy due to the loss of bonding of ½L sulfur adatoms to the step edge of 
+½LφSe. Thus, the total energy change, ∆EL = -(φM-½φSe)L (so ∆EL <0 for φSe<2φM≈0.4eV) 
is relatively small compared to the S-free system. Second, consider length reduction of S-
saturated step edges where the ejected S is incorporated into M3S3 clusters created by net 
dissolution of M atoms from the islands. For a reduction of L M atoms in perimeter length, 
again ½L sulfur atoms are ejected from the step edge, now requiring dissolution of ½L M 
atoms to create L/6 M3S3 clusters. Detailed analysis reveals no net change in the amount of 
M-M bonding, but a net increase in M-S bonding since S is bound more strongly at (100) 
microfacets in small clusters than at extended step edges. Thus, one has an overall decrease 
in energy of ∆EL = -½(φSe-φSt)L<0. In either case, the effective step energy as determined 
from |∆EL|/L is relatively small compared to the S-free system. This reduced energy is 
consistent with enhanced step fluctuations described in Appendix A, at least if there is 
sufficient excess S to saturate the extended length of the wandering steps. 
Next, we consider the rate of coarsening, which must include both a thermodynamic 
component (reflecting the energetic driving force for coarsening) and a kinetic component 
(reflecting the efficiency for mass transport). Consequently, one anticipates that the 
maximum possible rate of coarsening, RC(max), where mass transport is mediated by an M-
containing species or cluster, C=MnSm, can be estimated from the product  
RC(max) ~ DC θCeq,               (5.1) 
where DC = D0 exp[-βEd(C)] is the diffusion coefficient for C with invert temperature β = 
1/(kBT) and θCeq is the equilibrium concentration or coverage for C. When all cluster 
formation energies, Eform(C) are non-negative, i.e., taking Eform(M3S3)≈0 and Eform(MS2)≈0, 
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one can write θCeq ≈ exp[-βEform(C)](∆θS)n where ∆θS = θS-θS(crit) is roughly the coverage of 
excess S free to participate in cluster formation. For a significantly negative Eform(M3S3), the 
equilibrium population of M3S3 is controlled by the amount of excess S, i.e., θM3S3eq ~ ∆θS/3; 
i.e., most excess S is incorporated in M3S3 clusters. The populations of smaller clusters are 
now determined by the difference in their binding or formation energy relative to M3S3. 
Finally, we emphasize that the above maximum possible rate might not be achieved even if 
coarsening is dominated by mass transport of C [23], a subtlety analyzed in the following 
sections. 
Using the above rate estimates, we consider coarsening behavior in two distinct 
regimes: 
   (i) Low S-coverages θS < θS(crit): Since all S can be incorporated at step edges, the 
populations of M-containing clusters on the terraces are very low, and coarsening must be 
mediated by M adatom transport. Thus, the rate for coarsening scales like RM = RM(max) ~ 
exp[-βEeff(M)], where Eeff(M)=Ed(M)+Eform(M)=0.7 eV, just as for the S-free surface. 
Indeed, experimental data in Sec. II indicates that coarsening occurs at a rate similar to that 
for S-free surface for θS < θS(crit). 
   (ii) Higher S-coverages θS > θS(crit): Now step edges are saturated with S, and extra S 
populates terraces as adatoms and as part of various clusters C = MnSm. This allows for the 
possibility of enhanced coarsening with rate potentially as high as RC(max) ~ exp[-βEeff(C)], 
where Eeff(C) = Ed(C)+Eform(C) is below Eeff(M)=0.7eV for various C including MS2, M2S3, 
or M3S3. However, such enhanced coarsening also requires sufficiently strong coupling 
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between spatial gradients in the diffusion field for M adatoms and those for C (see Sec. VI 
and VII and Ref. [23]).   
VI. COARSENING OF Ag ISLANDS: REACTION-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
Ling et al. [23] have argued that even if metal-sulfur clusters cannot directly attach 
and detach from step edges, sufficiently strong coupling of the spatial gradients in the 
diffusion field for metal adatoms, M, to those for certain clusters could enhance coarsening. 
They analyzed a simplified coupled pair of linear reaction-diffusion equations for θM and 
θM3S3 in the steady-state regime, but did not specify the basis of the linearization or the 
details of the coupling mechanism. (Here, θC denotes the coverage of clusters, C, in units of 
ML). However, elaboration of these issues is important for full validation of the theoretical 
model. For example, one cannot regard M3S3 as being directly created from simultaneous 
collision of 3 M and 3 S adatoms, as the associated coupling would be too weak. Instead, one 
should explore possibilities for coupling mediated though “reactions” involving smaller 
clusters, e.g., M + M2S3 → M3S3. In fact, various reaction pathways should also be 
considered which couple the diffusion field for M adatoms to those for M3S3 and other 
clusters capable of enhancing coarsening.  
In order to assess these various mechanisms for enhanced coarsening, we develop a 
coupled set of non-linear reaction-diffusion equations for the spatially-varying coverages of 
relevant metal-containing clusters, C. The non-linearity derives from the form of the rates of 
various cluster formation and decay processes. Let K(C+C′) denote the rate for formation or 
creation of the cluster CC′ via C+C′ → CC, and F(C+C′) denote the rate for the reverse 
fragmentation process. The reaction-diffusion equations must account for gain and loss in 
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local adspecies populations due to all relevant “reaction” processes (i.e., cluster formation 
and fragmentation), as well as due to diffusion for spatially non-uniform systems. Leaving 
implicit the terms for many reaction processes and focusing on the reaction M + M2S3 → 
M3S3, these equations in the relevant steady-state regime have the form 
∂/∂t θM = DM ∇2θM - K(M+M2S3) + F(M+M2S3) +… ≈ 0,      (6.1a) 
  : 
∂/∂t θM2S3 = DM2S3 ∇2θM2S3 - K(M+M2S3) + F(M+M2S3) +… ≈ 0,     (6.1b) 
  ∂/∂t θM3S3 = DM3S3 ∇2θM3S3 + K(M+M2S3) - F(M+M2S3)  + … ≈ 0,   (6.1c) 
The total diffusion flux for metal across the surface either as adatoms or in clusters,  
JMTOT = ∑n≥0 n∑m≥0 DMnSm ∇θMnSm,        (6.2) 
naturally satisfies ∇⋅JMTOT = 0 in the steady-state regime.  
Given that spatial variations in coverages during coarsening are small, it is natural to 
linearize the above equations by expanding coverages about their equilibrium values, i.e., θC 
= θCeq + δθC (where ‘eq’ will be used to denote equilibrium values of various quantities). An 
analogous expansion of the relevant rates then yields  
K(C+C′) = (DC+DC′)θCθC′ ≈ Keq(C+C′) + αC(C′)δθC + αC′(C)δθC′,  (6.3a) 
F(C+C′) = (DC+DC′)exp[-β∆E(C+C′)]θCC′ = Feq(C+C′) + β(C+C′)δθCC′, (6.3b) 
where αC(C′) = (DC+DC′)θC′eq, β(C+C′) = (DC+DC′)exp[-β∆E(C+C′)], and ∆E(C+C′) is the 
binding energy difference between the separated C+C′configuration and the CC′ 
configuration. Our notation (specifically, the use of α and β) is chosen to mimic that of 
Ref.[23]. Note the identities Keq(C+C′) = Feq(C+C′), and β(C+C′)θCC′eq = αC(C′)θCeq = 
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αC′(C)θC′eq. It also is instructive to introduce diffusion lengths and modified equilibrium 
constants as [50] 
LC(C′) = [DC/αC(C′)]1/2 and RC/CC’ = (DCθCeq)/(DCC′θCC′eq)   (6.4) 
Here LC(C′) denotes the diffusion length for C before reaction with C′ to form CC′.  The 
magnitude of these lengths relative to the typical island separation, Lisl ~ 100-300 lattice 
constants, will be key in determining the strength of coupling between different diffusion 
fields. In the case of high populations of clusters on the terraces, one should replace the 
“bare” value of diffusion coefficient DC for isolated clusters, C, with an effective value for 
the populated terrace. This would likely reduce DC and perhaps also LC(C′).  
Our goal in obtaining linearized steady-state reaction-diffusion equations is to cast 
them in a form which highlights the key factors controlling coarsening behavior. To this end, 
we rescale the spatially varying component of the coverages introducing ρC = DC δθC/DM, 
and also utilize the above characteristic lengths and equilibrium constants. One then obtains 
the equations 
    0 ≈ ∇2ρM - ρM/LM(M2S3)2 - ρM2S3/LM2S3(M)2 + ρM3S3 RM/M3S3/LM(M2S3)2 +…       (6.5a) 
    : 
    0 ≈ ∇2ρM2S3 - ρM/LM(M2S3)2 - ρM2S3/LM2S3(M)2 + ρM3S3 RM/M3S3/LM(M2S3)2 +…  (6.5b) 
    0 ≈ ∇2ρM3S3 + ρM/LM(M2S3)2 + ρM2S3/LM2S3(M)2 - ρM3S3 RM/M3S3/LM(M2S3)2 +… (6.5c) 
again leaving implicit terms describing the rates for many processes. Note that  
ρMTOT = ∑n≥1 n∑m≥0 ρMnSm satisfies ∇2ρMTOT ≈ 0.        (6.6) 
We must also impose appropriate boundary conditions for these equations. Suppose 
that only adatoms attach and detach from islands with no attachment barrier (see Ref. [23]). 
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Then, ρM equals the excess equilibrium adatom density at the island edge, which from the 
Gibbs-Thompson condition satisfies ρMeq  ∝ (1/r – 1/rav) for an island of radius r [2,3]. Here 
rav is the average island radius. The ρC for other clusters C satisfy zero-flux boundary 
conditions. One cannot discount the possibility of complex processes involving direct 
detachment from the step edge, e.g., of a MS perhaps facilitated by S on the terrace. If such 
processes are competitive, then one must modify the boundary condition for the detaching 
cluster at the island edge.   
VII. COARSENING OF Ag ISLANDS AT 300K: ANALYSIS OF KINETICS 
Here, we first consider the scenario where only M adatoms attach and detach from 
step edges. Lengths are reported in dimensionless units of surface lattice constants. Below, 
we let ρM* denote a typical magnitude of |ρM| at edges of smaller or larger islands and r 
denotes the distance across terraces measured from the edge of an island where r =0. One 
could potentially assess the impact of various clusters on coarsening from complete solution 
of Eq. (6.5a), (6.5b), and (6.5c). See Appendix C. However, below we adopt a simpler but 
quite instructive approach. 
Our simplified analysis will first focus on the reaction pathway M + M2S3 → M3S3 to 
illustrate the potential coupling the diffusion field ρM to ρM3S3. Thus, we initially ignore the 
many terms implicit in Eq. (6.1a), (6.1b), (6.1c), (6.5a), (6.5b), and (6.5c). A detailed 
analysis in Appendix D indicates that 
LM(M2S3) ≈ (∆θS)-1/2 , LM2S3(M) >>Lisl, RM/M3S3 <<1 at 300 K,  (7.1) 
Expect that the latter breaks down for extremely small ∆θS=θS - θS(crit). Accounting for these 
inequalities, Eq. (6.5a) adopts the particularly instructive approximate form 
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0 ≈ ∇2ρM - ρM/LM(M2S3)2.      (7.2) 
For small ∆θS ≤ 0.025 mML, we have that LM(M2S3) ≥ Lisl ≈ 200 from (7.1). Then, 
(7.2) effectively becomes ∇2ρM ≈ 0, which implies negligible coupling of ρM to all other 
cluster diffusion fields. Consequently, one has TD-mediated coarsening dominated by 
diffusion of metal adatoms with a quasilinear variation of ρM across terrace, so that 
δθM(r) = ρM(r) ~ ρM*r/Lisl + const and JMTOT ~ DM ρM*/Lisl    (7.3) 
with suitable adjustment of the constant to match the boundary conditions. 
For larger ∆θS ≥ 3 mML, say, one now has that LM(M2S3) ≤ 18 from Eq. (7.1) which 
is well below Lisl ≈ 200. Analysis of Eq. (7.2) in this regime implies that 
δθM(r) = ρM(r) ~ ρM* exp[-r/LM(M2S3)] and JMTOT ~ DM ρM*/LM(M2S3) (7.4) 
for r below ~ 1/2Lisl in the first result. The result [Eq. (7.4)] for JMTOT follows from two 
observations. First, the flux is essentially constant across terraces. Second, since there is no 
contribution to this flux from S-containing clusters at island edge, it must correspond to the 
flux of M adatoms at the island edge. Another consequence of Eq. (7.4) is that ρM is very 
small (and spatially uniform) in the middle of terraces, i.e., for distances greater than 
~LM(M2S3) from island edges. Thus, again since JMTOT is essentially constant, there must be a 
quasilinear variation in ρM3S3(r) ~ ρM* r/LM(M2S3) across the middle of terraces. The result 
[Eq. (7.4)] for JMTOT continues a significant enhancement over Eq. (7.3) since LM(M2S3) << 
Lisl. Finally, since the mass flux this regime of M3S3-dominated transport is independent on 
the distance Lisl between islands, one expects coarsening kinetics similar to AD-limited 
behavior, including linear decay of island areas.  
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Fig. 7 provides a schematic of the behavior of ρM and ρM3S3 in two distinct regimes 
described above. Note that gradients are possibly induced in other diffusion fields. 
Significantly, the above analysis indicates that the key diffusion length, LM(M2S3), will 
decrease below Lisl when  ∆θS increases to a few millimonolayer. This is qualitatively 
consistent with the observed enhanced coarsening and linear island decay for θS ≈ 11 mML. 
The above identification of distinct regimes for coarsening kinetics corresponds to the 
scenarios for the simpler model in Ref. [23]. The analysis in Ref. 23 also identified another 
possible regime where LM(M2S3)/Lisl < RM/M3S3 promoting local equilibration, i.e., ρM ≈ 
RM/M3S3 ρM3S3. Here, both densities would vary quasi-linearly across terraces and JTOT would 
be further enhanced. However, this regime may not be realized for our system [51]. 
We emphasize that the above analysis does not treat all reaction pathways which 
might couple ρM to ρM3S3. Furthermore, it does not treat reaction pathways coupling ρM to 
other ρC for which RC(max)>>RM(max), which could also potentially enhance or dorminate 
mass transport. One such possibility is M+S → MS and MS + S → MS2, noting the unusual 
stability of MS2. Detailed analysis in Appendix D indicates that the relevant diffusion lengths 
satisfy LM(S) ≈ LMS(S) ≈ (θSeq)-1/2 ≈ 2(∆θS)-1/6. Typically, one has LM(S)/Lisl << RM/MS, so it 
follows that θM and θMS are well-equilibrated (see Ref. [23]).  Also, the key diffusion length, 
LMS(S) ≈ 5, for MS to react with S to form MS2 is well below Lisl ≈ 200 for ∆θS ≈ 3 mML. 
This feature, together with the inequalities RMS/MS2 << LMS(S)/Lisl << 1, implies a particularly 
strong enhancement of coarsening with linear decay of island areas associated with mass 
transport via MS2 (see analysis above and Ref. [23]).  
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Another possibility, mentioned at the end of Sec.VI, is that certain clusters are formed 
by direct detachment from step edges. Indeed, detachment of MS aided by S on the terrace 
would seem most likely to have a relatively low energetic cost. However, under this scenario, 
one would expect standard TD-limited behavior, i.e., non-linear decay of island areas, unless 
diffusion fields for these clusters are suitably coupled to other clusters such as M3S3. 
VIII. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
As noted in Sec. I, additive-enhanced mass transport and coarsening appear to be 
general phenomena. Accelerated coarsening in the S+Cu/Cu(111) system [21-23]  was 
proposed to derive from the low formation energy and significant mobility of Cu3S3 clusters. 
Specifically, it was shown that [22] Eeff(Cu3S3) ≈ 0.63 eV for Cu3S3-mediated  mass 
transport, versus Eeff(Cu) ≈ 0.84 eV for mass transport mediated by Cu adatoms [52]. 
Experimental observations of coarsening at 215 C indicated TD-limited coarsening similar to 
the S-free system for  θS ≤ 2 mML, enhanced AD-like coarsening for 2 mML < θS ≤ 6.5 
mML[similar to that observed for S+Ag/Ag(111) at 11 mML], and enhanced TD-like 
coarsening for θS > 6.5 mML. No critical coverage of S was identified, i.e., θS(crit) ≈0, 
although it is possible that a low θS(crit) >0 may exist. The coarsening rate was proposed to 
scale like (θS)3, although this should only apply for additive-enhanced coarsening. 
Furthermore, our DFT analysis reveals a particularly stable CuS2species, which could 
contribute to enhanced coarsening. A detailed analysis will be presented elsewhere. 
For the O+Ag(100) system, we proposed that enhanced coarsening via OR (versus SR 
for the O-free surface) was due to facile mass transport by a C=AgmOn, where Eeff(C) < 
Eeff(Ag) [19]. The O coverage is very low in this system, and presumably most O is strongly 
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bonded at kink sites on island edges. Our kinetic picture involved detachment of C
 
from step 
edges, thereby transporting Ag to other islands. However, C could perhaps form 
spontaneously on terraces incorporating Ag detaching from step edges, at least when kinks 
are saturated by O. However, an alternative scenario proposed recently for enhanced 
coarsening in this system is that the presence of O at kink sites along the island edges reduces 
the barrier for interlayer vacancy attachment and thus catalyzes OR via TD of vacancies [6]. 
This current study provides another example of additive-enhanced mass transport 
involving formation of metal-additive complexes. Trace amounts of S were shown to greatly 
enhance coarsening of Ag adatom islands on Ag(111), but only above a critical coverage 
where all step edges are saturated with S. This picture is consistent with our DFT results 
demonstrating the stability and mobility of various metal-S clusters, together with our 
analysis of coarsening kinetics based on non-linear reaction-diffusion equations 
incorporating appropriate mechanisms and rates for cluster formation. In contrast to the other 
systems mentioned above, one of the stable clusters, Ag3S3, which can contribute to 
enhanced coarsening has been observed directly by STM as a component of S adlayer 
structures on Ag(111) at around 200 K [33] (Again, we note that other clusters such as AgS2 
could provide even greater enhancement). Interestingly, another recent STM study [53] 
revealed formation of aggregates, likely Ni3S3 clusters with a structure analogous to that of 
Ag3S3 clusters, on Ni(111) surface exposed to S. 
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APPENDIX A: FLUCTUATIONS AT S-DECORATED STEPS 
Our STM images of the Ag(111) surface exposed to various amounts of S suggest an 
increase in the amplitude of the fluctuations of step edges as is θS increased at least above 20 
mML. To quantify such behavior, one could consider the spatial correlation function, G(y), 
which gives the mean-square difference in positions in the direction orthogonal to the step for 
two points on the step edge separated by a distance y (in the direction of the step edge) [54]. 
For smaller separations, G(y) increases linearly with y with a coefficient proportional to the 
step diffusivity, b2, which is inversely proportional to step stiffness. Instead, one can consider 
the mean-square roughness of the step, σ2(L), simply measured as the variance of the 
distribution of step positions in the direction orthogonal to the step for a segment of the step 
of length L. This quantity will also reflect the step diffusivity.  
One complication for analysis of step fluctuations on non-vicinal surfaces (where step 
orientations can vary) is that step stiffness or diffusivity depends on orientation. For a model 
of a fcc(111) surface with nearest-neighbor interactions of strength φM, variation of 
diffusivity with step orientation has been determined for various T below the critical 
temperature for phase separation, Tc, where kTc = ½ φM /ln(√3) [55]. We apply these results 
for S-free Ag(111) surfaces at 300K where φM ≈ 0.2eV [43,46], and T = 300 K ≈ Tc/7 (and 
where the stiffness of close-packed steps has been measured previously [56]). One finds that 
b2 increases by a factor of ~4 (~9) as the step orientation varies from the close-packed 
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direction to a 10° (30°) mis-orientation. Note that the maximum is achieved at 30°, mid-way 
between close-packed directions. Thus, in our comparative analysis of step fluctuations for 
different θS, we attempt to choose step segments with similar orientations.  
Illustrative results for distributions of step positions in the direction orthogonal to the 
step are shown in Fig. 8 for L=48 nm. The behavior of variance, σ2, of these distributions for 
various θS is shown in Table III. Results show that the diffusivity is essentially constant for 
θS≤10mML, but exhibits a significant increase for θS≥25mML. We conclude that for θS ≤ 
θS(crit), where steps are not saturated with S, fluctuation behavior is similar to that for the S-
free surface. However, sufficiently above the critical coverage, fluctuations are enhanced. At 
such higher θS, there should be sufficient excess S to cover the greater length of the 
fluctuating steps in which case the effective step energy is much lower than for the S-free 
surfaces (see Sec. V). Finally, we remark that detailed experimental and statistical 
mechanical analysis of the fluctuations of decorated steps is a developing area [57]. 
APPENDIX B: EQUILIBRIUM SHAPES OF DECORATED ISLANDS 
Energies of (100) and (111) steps on the S-free M(111) surface, for M = Ag or Cu, 
are almost equal resulting near-perfect hexagonal equilibrium island shapes [3]. The presence 
of S could modify these equilibrium shapes. For a shape analysis, some results from 
geometry are relevant.  A distorted hexagonal island with sides of alternating length L± = 
(1±δ)L and perimeter length of P=6L has an area satisfying A = (√3/4)[(1+δ)(9-6δ+δ2)1/2 + 
(1-δ)(9+6δ+δ2)1/2]L2 ~ (3√3/2)(1-δ2/3)L2, as δ→0. Special cases are A = (3√3/2)L2 for a 
perfect hexagon of side length L (δ=0), and A = √3 L2 for an equilateral triangle of side 
length 2L (δ=1). 
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We now present some observations on zero-temperature equilibrium shapes of 
decorated islands where S-bonding is assumed stronger at (100) than (111) steps by an 
amount ∆φS≥0: 
(i) S-coverage low enough that less than half the island perimeter is covered. All S should 
decorate the (100) steps. The island remains hexagonal since this minimizes perimeter length.  
(ii) S-coverage slightly above that needed to completely cover the (100) steps. The hexagonal 
island should distort to acquire longer (100) step edges allowing accommodation of this extra 
S with stronger bonding. Introducing a small first-order difference in the lengths of (100) and 
(111) step edges produces only a second-order increase in perimeter length (see above), so 
there is minimal additional energy cost associated with this perimeter length increase.  
(iii) S-coverage high enough to completely cover a perfect hexagon of side length Lh. 
Consider area-conserving conversion to a distorted hexagon with (100) sides of length 2Lh  
fully covered by S, and uncovered (111) sides of length 0.1414Lh (see above). This produces 
an energy decrease of 3Lh∆φSe from enhanced S-bonding, and an energy increase of 
3×0.1414LhφM from increased perimeter length. Thus, the energy is lowered relative to the 
decorated perfect hexagon and this distortion is preferred if ∆φSe>0.14φM. For smaller ∆φSe, 
the minimum energy shape is less distorted. 
 Finally, we comment on experimentally observed shapes. There appear to be no 
substantial deviation from hexagonal shape in the presence of S up to θS =7mML (although 
we cannot be certain that these shapes are fully equilibrated). This suggests that ∆φSe is small. 
APPENDIX C: ANALYSIS OF 1D LINEARIZED REACTION-DIFFUSION 
EQUATIONS 
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One could potentially assess the impact of various clusters on coarsening from 
complete solution of the linearized equations [Eq. (6.5a), (6.5b), and (6.5c)] for the NC 
distinct cluster densities, ρC. This approach would most readily be explored in a one-
dimensional setting solving Eq. (6.5a), (6.5b), and (6.5c) in an interval 0<r<Lisl imposing 
different ρM-values and zero gradients for ρC≠M at the end points (see Ref. [23]). In this case, 
one seeks linearly independent solutions of the form ρC ∝ aC exp(λr), setting aM=1. 
Eliminating aC yields a secular equation of the form λ2[A0 + A1λ2 + …+ ANC-1λ2(NC-1)] = 0. 
Physical symmetry demands that both ±λ are solutions producing a polynomial in λ2. The 
degenerate case λ=0 incorporates both the spatially uniform (equilibrium) solution, and a 
solution where all ρC vary linearly.  Complete solution to the boundary value problem can be 
obtained from a suitable linear combination of all these solutions. 
APPENDIX D: ANALYSIS OF DIFFUSION LENGTHS AND EQUILIBRIUM 
CONSTANTS 
For the reaction M + M2S3 → M3S3, the diffusion length satisfies LM(M2S3) ≈ 
(θM2S3eq)-1/2, noting that DM>>DM2S3. We use the result θM3S3eq ≈ ∆θS/3, where ∆θS = θS- 
θS(crit) (see Sec. V) together with the identity θM3S3eq ≈ exp(β∆E)θMeqθM2S3eq to determine 
θM3S3eq. Here ∆E ≈ 0.6-0.8 eV is the difference in binding energies for M3S3 and M2S3, 
accounting for uncertainty in DFT estimates. This analysis, together with the result that θMeq  
≈ exp(-β0.6), implies that at 300 K 
 LM(M2S3) ≈ (∆θS)-1/2 (a lower estimate), 
LM2S3(M) ≈ (DM2S3/DM)1/2 (θMeq)-1/2 ≈ 105(DM2S3/DM)1/2 >> Lisl,  
RM/M3S3 = (DM/DM3S3)(θMeq/θM3S3eq) ≈ 10-7(θM3S3eq)-1 <<1 (except for θS <<<1). 
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For the pathway M + S → MS and MS + S → MS2, the relevant diffusion lengths 
satisfy LM(S) ≈ LMS(S) ≈ (θSeq)-1/2 since DM >> DS and DMS >> DS. To evaluate these 
quantities, we determine the population, θSeq, of S on terraces which is free to participate in 
such reactions from the identity θM3S3eq ≈ exp(β1.9eV)(θMeq )3(θSeq)3 using the above 
expression for θM3S3eq. We conclude that θSeq ≈ exp(-β0.03)(∆θS/3)1/3 ≈ ¼ (∆θS)1/3 at 300 K, 
which implies that  
LM(S) ≈ LMS(S) ≈ 2(∆θS)-1/6.  
Relevant equilibrium constants satisfy  
RM/MS = (DM/DMS)(θMeq/θMSeq) and RMS/MS2 = (DMS/DMS2)(θMSeq/θMS2eq).  
To evaluate θMSeq and thus RM/MS, we use the identity θM3S3eq ≈ exp(β∆E)(θMSeq)3 
where ∆E ≈ 1.79 eV is the relevant binding energy difference. It follows that θMSeq ≈ exp(-
β0.56)(∆θS/3)1/3 and RM/MS ~ (∆θS)-1/3>>1. The inequality LM(S)/Lisl << RM/MS implies that 
θM and θMS are well-equilibrated based on the analysis of Ref. [23]. To evaluate θMS2eq and 
thus RMS/MS2, we use the identity θMS2eq ≈ exp(β∆E)θMeq(θSeq)2 where ∆E ≈ 0.64 eV is the 
binding energy of MS2. Thus, one obtains θMS2eq ≈ exp(-β0.02)(∆θS/3)2/3 which implies that 
RMS/MS2 <<1. Consequently, one has that at 300K. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig. 1 STM images of coarsening of arrays of Ag adatom islands on Ag(111). Top (150 nm × 
220 nm): Benchmark behavior for S-free surface at (a) 0 min and (b) 121 min.  Bottom (160 
nm × 220 nm): behavior for θS = 7 mML at (c) 0 min and (d) 132 min after S exposure. 
Fig. 2 Sequence of STM images (190×300 nm2) showing Ag adatom island decay for θS = 11 
mML (a) 0 min; (b) 1 min; (c) 2 min; (d) 9 min. Islands are labeled consistent with Fig. 3(c). 
Fig. 3 Decay with time of the area of selected small islands near ascending steps for (a) θS = 
0 mML, (b) θS = 7 mML, and (c) θS = 11 mML. 
Fig. 4 STM images (300×300 nm2) showing rapid decay of adatom islands while θS increases 
to 35 mML: (a) island distribution before exposure to S, (b) imaging during S exposure, 
which starts at bottom as indicated by a lower arrow and which is completed at top arrow. 
We also indicate the change in size (in nm2) of two selected islands near the bottom of the 
images. 
Fig. 5 Configurations of various clusters C=MmSn. Top left to right: AgS, Ag2S, Ag2S2 
(bent). Bottom left to right: Ag2S3, Ag3S3 (hcp-top), Ag3S3 (fcc-top). 
Fig. 6 DFT-Nudged Elastic band analysis of diffusion pathway for the M3S3 complex. 
Fig. 7 Schematic of behavior of key (rescaled) densities in different regimes. Left: very small 
∆θS where LM(M2S3)>>Lisl and coarsening is similar to the S-free surface. Right: larger ∆θS 
where LM(M2S3)<Lisl and coarsening is characterized by linear decay of island areas. 
Fig. 8 Histograms of step positions in a direction orthogonal to the step orientation. Positions 
are measured relative to the average location for a step segment of length L=48 nm. Results 
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are shown for: (a) θS = 0 mML (10° from A); (b) 2.5 mML (6° from B); (c) 11 mML (11° 
from B); (d) 25 mML (13° from A); and (e) 95 mML (10° from A). 
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Appendix E: Supplemental Data at Room Temperature. 
 Here we present additional, relevant data concerning the effect of S on coarsening of 
Ag islands on Ag(111). The data span different S coverages, both before and after Ag 
deposition.  The coverage of deposited Ag ranges from about 0.3 to 0.4 ML, and this 
variation appears to be insignificant.  Coarsening is studied at room temperature (RT). The 
first two sections describe experiments in which S was deposited first, then Ag. The next four 
sections describe experiments in which the deposition sequence was reversed, and the last 
section presents data for step edge fluctuations.  
1. S deposition (0.002 ML) followed by Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML), RT 
 Fig. E1 shows snapshots from a sequence of STM images of the Ag(111) surface, 
taken 32 min and 118 min after ~ 0.3 ML Ag was deposited at RT on a surface pre-covered 
with 0.002 ML S. The coarsening of Ag islands is similar to that forcthe clean Ag(111) 
surface and also to the situation with lower S coverage (0.001 ML, Part 1). Fig. E1c presents 
the Ag island decay vs. time. The non-linear behavior is the same as for the clean Ag(111) 
surface. 
 2. S deposition (0.032 ML) followed by Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML), RT 
 Figure E2 shows STM images before and after Ag deposition on the 0.032 ML 
S/Ag(111) surface. We are able to scan the same area before and after S deposition. It is clear 
that extended step edges form as marked by dashed lines and the step edges have roughened 
as a result of S adsorption. Furthermore, no Ag islands exist on the S adsorbed surface. This 
stands in contrast to the data previously discussed, shown in Fig. E1a, wherein Ag islands 
can form on a S-precovered surface when the S coverage is much lower (0.002 ML). 
Together, these two experiments reinforce the conclusion that when the S coverage is higher 
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than a critical value of about 0,010 ML. S leads to fast Ag island decay, but when it is below 
this critical value, S has no effect except to adsorb at the step edges. In the main part of Ch. 
3, we showed that this was true when Ag was deposited first, followed by S. In these 
experiments, we have shown that this is true also when S is deposited first, followed by Ag. 
In other words, the conclusion is valid regardless of the sequence of deposition. 
1. Ag deposition (~ 0.4 ML) followed by S deposition (~ 0.001 ML), RT 
 Fig. E3a and E3b show snapshots from a sequence of STM images of the Ag(111) 
surface, taken 5 min and 128 min, respectively, after S deposition at RT on top of pre-
deposited Ag islands. The STM movie reveals Ostwald ripening, with small Ag islands 
shrinking and large Ag islands growing (at least initially). This behavior is very similar to 
that of the clean Ag/Ag(111) surface shown in Fig. 1a and 1b. Fig. E3c shows the time-
dependent decay of island areas for various initial island sizes. The non-linear variation of 
island area with time indicates that the kinetics are limited by terrace-diffusion, which is the 
same as for the clean Ag(111) surface. 
4. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by S deposition (0.003 ML), RT 
 Fig. E4 shows snapshots from a sequence of STM images of a Ag(111) surface at RT, 
taken 2 min and 138 min after S deposition on a surface with pre-covered Ag islands (~ 0.3 
ML). The coarsening of the Ag islands here is again similar to what would be expected in the 
absence of S. Fig. E4c presents the Ag island decay vs. time. The non-linear behavior is the 
same as would be seen in the absence of S.  
5. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.024 ML), RT 
 Fig. E5 shows a series of continuous STM images of Ag islands before, during, and 
immediately following S deposition, with the final S coverage being 0.024 ML. Acquisition 
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of a complete image here takes 100 s. S deposition commences at the bottom of Fig. E5b and 
is ~ 15 % complete at the end of the image in Fig. E5c. Most islands are still visible in the 
initial phase of scanning, but all have disappeared a few seconds after the end of S 
deposition. For example, a 660 nm2 island in the right middle of the image in Fig. E5a has 
disappeared when imaged ~ 135 s after starting S exposure, i.e. ~ 70 s after reaching the 
critical S coverage, assuming constant S flux. From this observation, we can estimate that the 
decay time, τ, for an initial island size of A0 = 300 nm2, has an upper limit of 0.5 min.  
6. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by S deposition (0.048 ML, 0.095 ML), RT 
 Figures E6a and b show STM images before and after deposition of 0.048 ML S at 
RT. The surface after S deposition is scanned at least 10 min after S deposition ends, and no 
Ag islands are seen. Furthermore, the step edge is rough after S adsorption. The same thing 
happens to the surface with a S coverage of 0.095 ML (Fig. E6c and d). All these data are 
consistent with our earlier observation that even with a S coverage of only 0.024 ML, all the 
Ag islands disappear within a few seconds after S deposition, as in Fig. E5.  
7. STM images showing fluctuations of S-decorated steps 
 Figure E7 shows the STM images used for the analysis of the histograms of step 
positions in Appendix A. As can be seen from the STM images, the step edge fluctuation is 
essentially similar for θS ≤11 mML, but has a significant increase for θS ≥25 mML. 
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Fig. E1a. 03-14-2007, # 28, 300 nm x 300 nm, after Ag deposition, 19:27 pm 
 
Fig. E1b. 03-14-2007, # 68, 300 nm x 300 nm, after Ag deposition, 20:53 pm 
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Fig. E1c. Decay with time of the area of selected small islands 
 
Fig. E2a. 06-11-2007, # 10, 300 nm x 300 nm, after S deposition, 13:27 pm 
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Fig. E2b. 06-11-2007, # 11, 300 nm x 300 nm, after Ag deposition, 13:56 pm 
 
Fig. E3a. 07-19-2007, # 28, 300 nm x 300 nm, 5 min after S deposition, 14:55 pm 
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Fig. E3b. 07-19-2007, # 142, 300 nm x 300 nm, after S deposition, 16:58 pm 
 
Fig. E3c. Decay with time of the area of selected small islands 
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Fig. E4a. 08-16-2007, # 27, 300 nm x 300 nm, right after S deposition, 16:51 pm 
 
Fig. E4b. 08-16-2007, # 156, 300 nm x 300 nm, after S deposition, 19:07 pm 
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Fig. E4c. Decay with time of the area of selected small islands 
 
Fig. E5a. 06-28-2007, # 10, 300 nm x 300 nm, right before S deposition 
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Fig. E5b. 06-28-2007, # 11, 300 nm x 300 nm, during S deposition, scanning is from bottom 
to top 
 
Fig. E5c. 06-28-2007, # 10, 300 nm x 300 nm, right after S deposition  
start 
end 
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Fig. E6a. 08-09-2007, # 21, 300 nm x 300 nm, before S deposition, 15:40 pm 
 
Fig. E6b. 08-09-2007, # 33, 300 nm x 300 nm, after S deposition, 15:50 pm 
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Fig. E6c. 12-18-2006, # 23, 200 nm x 200 nm, after Ag deposition, 17:05 pm 
 
Fig. E6d. 12-18-2006, # 36, 190 nm x 190 nm, after S deposition, 17:35 pm 
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Fig. E7a. 02-14-2007, # 3, 50 nm x 50 nm, clean Ag(111) 
 
Fig. E7b. 09-06-2007, # 31, 50 nm x 50 nm, 2.5 mML S 
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Fig. E7c. 08-20-2007, # 63, 45 nm x 45 nm, 11 mML S 
 
Fig. E7d. 06-28-2007, # 14, 50 nm x 50 nm, 25 mML S 
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Fig. E7e. 12-18-2006, # 14, 50 nm x 50 nm, 95 mML S 
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CHAPTER 4. THE EFFECT OF CHALCOGENS (O, S) ON 
COARSENING OF NANOISLANDS ON METAL SURFACES 
 
A paper published in Surface Science  
Mingmin Shen, Da-Jiang Liu, C. J. Jenks, J. W. Evans, and P. A. Thiel 
Abstract  
In this article, we review some of our recent work concerning sulfur adsorption on 
Ag(111), and the effect of sulfur on coarsening of nanoscale Ag islands. We find that sulfur 
accelerates coarsening, but that a finite threshold coverage exists, below which the sulfur 
decorates step edges and does not affect coarsening kinetics. Furthermore, below room 
temperature, and at coverages above the threshold, an ordered sulfur structure develops. This 
structure contains long rows of Ag3S3 trimers as its dominant motif, and its development 
coincides with inhibition of coarsening. Taken in the context of published literature, these 
observations suggest that acceleration of coarsening of metal nanofeatures by adsorbed 
chalcogens is a general effect, and that metal-chalcogen clusters are the agents of metal mass 
transport. Possible models are discussed.  
1. Introduction 
When an assemblage of particles coarsens, material is transferred from smaller to 
larger particles. Thermodynamically, evolution toward larger features is driven by the 
reduction in the total surface energy of an ensemble of three-dimensional clusters, or in the 
total line energy of two-dimensional (2D) islands. Coarsening, a.k.a. ripening, is important in 
fields as diverse as pharmaceuticals, where it can limit shelf life of nanosuspensions [1]; 
metallurgy, where it can weaken precipitation-hardened steels [2]; and geology, where it can 
yield large and valuable gemstones [3].  
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Coarsening on surfaces is important in at least two applied areas: heterogeneous 
catalysis, where sintering (coarsening) of supported metal particles can lead to catalyst 
deactivation [4]; and nanoscience, where coarsening of nanoparticles can be either desirable 
(e.g. a tool to narrow the size distribution) or undesirable (making particles larger than an 
optimal size) [5, 6]. Coarsening on surfaces is also important from a fundamental 
perspective. This is true because the study of coarsening kinetics sheds light on the atomic-
scale mechanisms and energetics of basic surface processes, including surface diffusion and 
attachment/detachment at step edges.  
Coarsening on clean surfaces, especially of metal islands on metal surfaces, has 
received considerable attention [7-11]. Ripening in the presence of adsorbates has received 
much less scrutiny, but there is abundant evidence that adsorbates can induce metal surface 
rearrangements other than coarsening, such as faceting [12], step bunching [13], pitting [14], 
smoothening during growth (surfactant effect) [15, 16], and reconstruction [17, 18]. It is 
quite likely that an understanding of the kinetics and mechanism of adsorbate-induced 
coarsening can be extended to help understand some of these processes as well.  
One type of adsorbate-metal surface combination is of particular interest to us with 
regard to coarsening—chalcogens (O, S, Se, …= X) adsorbed on surfaces of coinage metals 
(Ag, Cu, Au = M). This is an important combination, since surfaces or nanoscale particles of 
the coinage metals are involved in several specific applications. These include ethylene 
epoxidation [19-22], surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [23], and self-assembled 
alkanethiol monolayers [24-26]. Furthermore, O and S are ubiquitous adsorbates.  
There are isolated reports which, viewed as a whole, suggest that adsorbed 
chalcogens may generally accelerate coarsening of metallic features on coinage metal 
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surfaces. As early as 1967, Perdereau and Rhead [27] noted that adsorbed S increases the 
surface diffusion coefficient of Ag by a factor of 104. More recently, Reutt-Robey et al. 
showed that adsorbed O can facilitate the faceting of vicinal Ag(110) at room temperature 
[12]. McCarty et al. demonstrated that low coverages of S accelerate coarsening of Cu 
islands on Cu(111) [28, 29], and Friend et al. showed that S promotes mass transport on 
Au(111) at room temperature and above [30-33]. Cooper et al. [34, 35] reported that 
nanoscale features on Au(111) decay rapidly in air, but very slowly in ultrahigh vacuum; 
later work in our laboratory indicated that the adsorbate responsible for this effect was most 
probably O or H2O [36]. 
Our work has shown that low coverages of O accelerate coarsening of Ag nanoislands 
on Ag(100) [36, 37]. The acceleration is illustrated by the series of scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) images in Fig. 1. Visual comparison of the top panel (without oxygen) 
and the bottom panel (with oxygen) shows that oxygen causes a more rapid decrease in the 
density, and increase in the average size, of the Ag islands.  
There are two main mechanisms by which surface features can ripen.[38] The first, 
and most common, is Ostwald ripening. This usually relies on equilibrium between the 
clusters or islands and a dilute 2D gas. According to the Gibbs-Thomson relation, the 
equilibrium vapor pressure of this gas is higher for smaller features, leading to net mass 
transfer from smaller to larger features via the gas. (This thermodynamic treatment may 
underestimate the variation in vapor pressure as a function of size, especially for small 
particles [39].) The second is Smoluchowski ripening, in which the clusters or islands 
themselves diffuse, and randomly collide and merge. Smaller particles move faster [40], 
leading to preferential loss. In the case of O/Ag(100) (Fig. 1), we found that oxygen not only 
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changes the kinetics of Ag island ripening, but also the mechanism—from Smoluchowski 
ripening on the clean surface, to Ostwald ripening with oxygen [37].  
Section 2 of this paper provides a review of our recent work, together with new 
results, for the system sulfur on Ag(111). In Section 3, we place this work in context and 
outline the challenges and opportunities that remain. Experimental details are given 
elsewhere [41]. 
2. Sulfur on Ag(111) 
Before considering S-induced coarsening, a review of this adsorption system is 
necessary. S/Ag(111) has been studied previously with low-energy electron diffraction 
(LEED) and STM, at room temperature [42-44]. At S coverages above about 0.4 monolayers 
(ML, defined as the ratio of S atoms to Ag atoms in the (111) plane), a (√7 x √7)R19o phase 
(abbreviated √7) develops. This phase has been assigned as a reconstruction in which the top 
layer resembles Ag2S(111) [42, 44].  
Our work has shown that below room temperature, S forms ordered structures in 
which the dominant motif is a long row of dots [41], examples of which can be seen in Fig. 2. 
The dot-rows align with the close-packed Ag rows in the substrate. The dot-row features are 
very robust, since they are observed over a wide range of coverage (0.03 to 0.4 ML) and with 
variable inter-row spacings—although the spacing between dots within rows is constant. The 
dot-rows are also very dynamic at 200 K, with locations and lengths of rows often fluctuating 
over a period of a minute or two (the typical time between STM images). Upon heating to 
room temperature, at 0.10 ML, the dot-rows disorder reversibly.  
The dots are planar Ag3S3 clusters, wherein the Ag atoms form an inner triangle and 
the S decorates the sides of the triangle [41]. This conclusion rests mainly on two results 
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from density functional theory (DFT). First, from DFT, the stability of the trimers is 
comparable to that of other possible adsorbates, i.e. various Ag-S moieties or chemisorbed S 
adatoms. Second, the dimensions of the clusters as measured in STM can be simulated from 
DFT results, using the Tersoff-Hamann method [45], and good agreement with experiment is 
obtained. The most distinctive dimension is the height, which is anomalously low in both 
theory and experiment: 0.14 nm and 0.13 nm, respectively. This is to be compared with the 
height of the ion cores, 0.22-0.23 nm. Presumably, the height is low because the 
electronegative sulfur atoms on the edges withdraw electron density. The good agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical heights supports the assignment of the dots as 
trimers. We also suggest[41], based on DFT, that the √7 structure observed at high coverage 
at room temperature could consist of Ag3S3 clusters, rather than a AgS-like overlayer [44] 
(noting that the two structures are related by rather small atomic displacements).  
The Ag3S3 clusters, however, account for only 20-30% of the total sulfur. Evidence of 
the remaining S can be seen in the regions between the dot-rows. These regions have variable 
average heights and in some of them, a short-range (√3 x √3)R30o structure can be 
identified[41], while other regions appear to have different (but thus far unidentified) 
structures. It is rather remarkable that the dot-rows seem insensitive to the matrix in which 
they exist.  
Next, consider coarsening. Typically, our experimental approach is to deposit a 
submonolayer coverage of Ag by physical vapor deposition in UHV, under conditions where 
nucleation and growth of Ag adatom islands occurs. The subsequent evolution of these 
islands on the Ag(111) terraces is then followed with STM.  
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The effect of sulfur on the Ag islands is illustrated in Fig. 3. The distribution of Ag 
islands on the clean surface is shown in Fig. 3a. This distribution coarsens very slowly at 300 
K, and in fact there would be no measurable change over a period of a few minutes. 
However, after brief S exposure producing an S coverage of only 0.019 ML, the islands 
disappear completely over that period, as shown in Fig. 3b and 3c—images taken 3 and 4 
minutes after S exposure, respectively. From experiments in which the coarsening kinetics 
are slower than in Fig. 3, i.e. at lower temperature, we have determined that the mechanism is 
Ostwald ripening (as it would be also on the clean Ag(111) surface [9, 46-48]). This was 
done by monitoring sequential STM images, which provided unequivocal evidence that 
islands shrink or grow, rather than diffusing significantly. 
However, sulfur does not facilitate coarsening under all conditions. We have found 
that there is a lower limit of S coverage, about 0.010 ML, below which it has no significant 
effect on the coarsening kinetics. This lower limit roughly corresponds to the density of Ag 
atoms at step edges. Upon increasing S coverage by just a few hundredths of a monolayer, to 
0.012 ML, coarsening accelerates significantly. This indicates that S first saturates step 
edges, and that S at Ag step edges does not influence the kinetics of Ag mass transport [49]. 
Only when S is free to exist on terraces can it influence the rearrangement of the Ag islands. 
We calculate that step saturation with S corresponds to only 1 S for every 2 edge Ag atoms. 
Thus, Ag is in no sense corralled in the inner part of islands, and it is quite reasonable that 
Ag detachment is not significantly impeded even when the steps are saturated with S. 
There is another condition under which sulfur fails to accelerate Ag island 
transformations. Development of the dot-row structure appears to quench coarsening. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a, an ensemble of Ag islands has been prepared; conditions have 
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been tailored to make the islands small and ramified. Figure 4b, taken 2 hours later, shows 
that this ensemble is quite stable in the absence of S. After adsorption of 0.12 ML of S at 200 
K, Fig. 4c shows that significant coarsening has occurred in a short period of time, leading to 
fewer but larger islands. At the same time, the dot-row structure has formed, as shown by the 
higher-magnification image in Fig. 4d. Remarkably, the Ag islands do not coarsen further at 
200 K—they are locked in place. This is shown by Fig. 4e, taken 45 min after Fig. 4c-d. In 
other words, coarsening accelerates at some intermediate S coverage, but shuts down again 
when S coverage becomes too high.   
Is the ordered dot-row structure linked to the arrested coarsening of the Ag islands, or 
is its existence in Fig. 4c-e just a coincidental consequence of the higher S coverage? To 
answer this, we can take advantage of the fact that the dot-rows disorder upon heating to 300 
K. When a surface such as Fig. 4c-d is heated to room temperature, the Ag islands disappear 
completely, although S coverage remains constant. This strongly suggests that the correlation 
between the dot-row structure and slower ripening is not coincidental. Its exact relationship 
to coarsening is a subject of ongoing investigation in our laboratory. Additional evidence that 
the dot-row structure inhibits coarsening comes from observations of pitting on surfaces free 
of Ag-islands: rather than extract Ag from step edges, the S tends to consume Ag from the 
terraces. This is indicative of inhibited Ag mass transport. 
In summary, we have found that S on Ag(111) accelerates coarsening of nanoscale 
features, very much like O on Ag(100). However, this acceleration occurs only under 
conditions where a minimum coverage has been exceeded, which we interpret to mean that S 
first decorates step edges and that this modification of step edges does not influence 
coarsening. Furthermore, the acceleration occurs only if a static dot-row structure is absent.  
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3. Discussion and Perspectives 
The effect of sulfur on coarsening of nanosized features on Ag(111) surfaces is part 
of a larger issue, namely, whether chalcogens generally accelerate coarsening on surfaces of 
coinage metals and, if so, whether there is a common underlying mechanism. The work 
reviewed in this article adds to the body of literature, presented in Section 1, suggesting that 
accelerated coarsening is indeed a general phenomenon. However, this work also reveals that 
the effect can be blocked if S coverage is either too high or too low, points that had not been 
recognized previously.  
With regard to establishing whether a general mechanistic and energetic picture 
exists, this is certainly an open challenge. What are some of the possibililties? As a starting 
point, note that the two systems we have studied— O/Ag(100) and S/Ag(111)—both exhibit 
Ostwald (not Smoluchowski) ripening. The same is true for S/Cu(111) [29]. In Ostwald 
ripening, the two key processes—either of which can be rate-limiting—are attachment-
detachment from island edges, and diffusion of metal-atom carriers across terraces. The 
effective activation barrier for Ostwald ripening has the form EOR = Ed +Eform + Eattach, where 
Ed is the terrace diffusion barrier, Eform is the energy difference associated with forming the 
metal-atom carrier, and Eattach is any extra barrier, above the terrace diffusion barrier, to 
attachment at step edges[7, 10]. See Fig. 5a. The term Eatttach is zero for terrace-diffusion-
limited kinetics, and this describes the coarsening kinetics of the surfaces being considered 
here when they are in their clean (adsorbate-free) state. The term Eform controls the density of 
metal carriers on terraces. Note that acceleration generally requires a reduction in EOR. 
However, there exist circumstances in which the change in EOR cannot be used to 
quantitatively predict the magnitude of the change in coarsening rate [29, 49]. 
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3.1 First scenario: Mass transport by M adatoms  
One possibility is that the adsorbate could change the above energetics, but leave the 
basic process unchanged—in other words, that individual metal atoms remain as the main 
agents of mass transport.  
Consider first that the adsorbate might change the energetics at the step edge, relative 
to the adsorbate-free surface, leaving the other energetic quantities unchanged. More 
specifically, the adsorbate might raise Eattach for the M atom above zero. However, this would 
inhibit, not enhance, coarsening, so it can be ruled out. On the other hand, the adsorbate 
might reduce the barrier for initial movement of a metal atom away from the island. This 
case is shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 5a. However, this would not affect Eform, which just 
depends on the difference between the energies of the M adatom at the step edge and on the 
terrace, not on finer details of the potential energy surface. Thus, the population of M on the 
terraces would not be affected.  
For S/Ag(111), we assert that there is no significant Eattach. This is because a 
minimum coverage is necessary to saturate step edges, and below the minimum coverage, S 
has no effect on the coarsening rate relative to the clean surface kinetics.  
Next, consider the possibility that the adsorbate modifies the diffusion of Ag adatoms 
across terraces through indirect interactions, e.g. strain fields. However, the amount of S on 
terraces necessary to accelerate coarsening is very small—less than 0.01 ML—so this seems 
implausible. Very low coverages were also reported to accelerate coarsening for S/Cu(111) 
[29] and for O/Ag(100) [36, 50].  
3.2 Second scenario: Mass transport by M-X clusters  
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The above line of reasoning leads to the conclusion that the adsorbate forms an M-X 
cluster that participates in mass transport. The energetics must be such that EOR with the 
adsorbate is less than
 
EOR for the clean metal. This can be true if Ed or Eform or Eattach (or some 
combination) is less positive than for the clean metal. But more importantly, the chalcogen 
changes the basic process, such that mass transport is no longer dominated by diffusion of 
single metal atoms, but rather by clusters that serve as carriers of metal. Essentially two such 
models have been suggested thus far.  
In the first cluster-carrier model, an intact cluster detaches from a step edge and 
diffuses across terraces, re-attaching when it encounters another step edge [36]. A second 
species, with a lower M:X ratio, must also be able to attach/detach and diffuse. This is 
because edges of smaller islands must have a way to become repopulated with X as 
coarsening proceeds, in accord with experimental observation [36]. The constituents of such 
a shuttle pair could, for instance, be MX2 and X, respectively. This type of cluster-based 
model is illustrated in Fig. 5b. This model was proposed for O/Ag(100), partly on the basis of 
evidence that O interacts very strongly with step edges, even changing the step orientation 
[36]. However, it is not apparent that this model is compatible with a finite threshold 
coverage for coarsening, as we have observed for S/Ag(111). [A finite threshold for 
coarsening can be inferred from the published data for S/Cu(111) as well (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 
[29]), although it was not noted explicitly.] If a lower threshold is generally observed, that 
would go far toward excluding this model. Careful coverage-dependent studies are warranted 
in other systems.  
In the second cluster-carrier model, only metal atoms detach from step edges, but 
close to the step edge they form chalcogen-metal clusters. These M-X clusters can diffuse 
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across terraces, and are in dynamic equilibrium with adsorbed M and X. If they dissociate 
close to a step edge, they may contribute M atoms back to the step. This mechanism is 
illustrated in Fig. 5c. It was proposed originally for S/Cu(111), because a transition between 
terrace-diffusion-limited and attachment-detachment-limited-like kinetics observed in that 
system could be explained qualitatively by an appropriate kinetic model [29]. It is broadly 
compatible with the data for S/Ag(111) as well [49].  
In summary, the two cluster-based models differ primarily in whether the species that 
attaches/detaches from step edges is an intact cluster, or a single metal atom. They also differ 
in whether or not a secondary shuttle is necessary. Only one of the two models (Fig. 5c) is 
compatible, in an obvious way, with a threshold coverage for accelerated coarsening. In both 
models, the main carrier is an M-X cluster. As emphasized by Feibelman, ripening can occur 
quickly even if the M-X clusters diffuse more slowly than individual M adatoms, because 
slower diffusion can be compensated by higher carrier density, together with higher density 
of M per carrier [28]. Neither model, to date, has been adapted to explain the arrested 
coarsening presented in Section 2.  
These two cluster-based mechanisms represent two extremes, and intermediate cases 
are also viable. For instance, a cluster such as MX might detach (attach) from a cluster edge, 
then react with X to form MX2 as the main carrier of M atoms.  
In the S/Cu(111) system, it was proposed that the clusters primarily responsible for 
mass transport are Cu3S3, based on an observed third-order coverage-dependence of the 
ripening rate [29]. However, Cu3S3 clusters have not been imaged directly on Cu(111), even 
below room temperature [51, 52]. In our system, Ag3S3 clusters can be imaged directly, 
below room temperature, perhaps because their formation energy is negative [41, 49] 
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whereas it is positive for the Cu3S3 clusters [28]. (Ni3S3 clusters have also been reported 
recently, in STM studies on Ni(111) [53].) However, more direct proof that these trimers 
enhance the ripening kinetics is desirable. This is particularly true because DFT indicates that 
other clusters, notably MX2, are also quite stable on the (111) surfaces of Cu and Ag [49]. 
Even though such clusters have not yet been observed directly, it seems likely that they make 
a significant contribution to coarsening.  
4. Conclusions 
For three metal-chalcogen systems—O/Ag(100), S/Ag(111), and S/Cu(111)— the 
adsorbate serves to accelerate coarsening. In one of these systems, S/Ag(111), our work has 
shown that coarsening is unaffected if the S coverage is too low, and inhibited if dense rows 
of Ag3S3 trimers are present. Mechanistically, metal-chalcogen clusters are implicated as 
major agents of mass transport in all three systems. A challenge in the field is to establish 
whether accelerated metal coarsening is indeed a universal effect in coinage metal-chalcogen 
systems, as suggested by the work thus far, and if so, whether a general energetic and 
mechanistic picture can be developed.  
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. Two sequences of STM images, following deposition of 0.3 ML Ag on Ag(100). 
Image size: 100 nm x 100 nm. Panels (a-c) show the coarsening of the clean surface at 250 
K, at various times after deposition. (a) 25 min (b) 89 min (c) 160 min. Panels (d-f) show the 
coarsening of the surface at 250 K, after exposure to 20 L oxygen. (d) 9 min after deposition 
(e) 77 min (f) 167 min. Note that the total time elapsed in (c) and (f) are very similar.  
Fig. 2. STM image of Ag(111) with 0.10 ML of adsorbed sulfur at 200 K. Image size: 30 nm 
x 30 nm.  
Fig. 3. Sequence of STM images of Ag(111). (a) After deposition of 0.8 ML Ag at 300 K. (b) 
3 min after deposition of 0.019 ML S at 300 K. (c) Same as (b), 1 min later. Image size is 
300 nm x 300 nm in (a), and 250 nm x 250 nm in (b-c).  
Fig. 4. Sequence of STM images of Ag(111). (a) After deposition of 1.2 ML Ag at 135 K, 
then heating to 200 K. (b) Follows (a), after 120 minutes in ultrahigh vacuum at 200 K. (c) 
After deposition of 0.12 ML S at 200 K. (d) Same as (c), but higher magnification so that 
dot-rows are visible. (e) Same as (d), after 45 min in vacuum at 200 K. Image size in (a-c) is 
200 nm x 200 nm, and in (d-e) it is 70 nm x 70 nm.  
Fig. 5. (a) Schematic of the possible potential energy surface of a M adatom near a step edge. 
(b, c) Schematic representations of the two cluster-based mechanisms for accelerated 
coarsening. For clarity, only processes and species involved in net mass transfer between the 
edge of the small M island, and the edge of the large M island or terrace, are shown. The 
cluster is arbitrarily shown with MX2 stoichiometry. In (b), the cluster detaches and attaches 
intact at step edges. The adatom X at top serves as the shuttle to repopulate the edge of the 
smaller island, but this could in principle be any species with a lower M:X stoichiometry than 
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the main carrier. In (c), metal adatoms attach and detach at step edges, forming clusters on 
the terraces. 
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Appendix:  Supplemental Data below Room Temperature.  
 Here we present additional, relevant data concerning the effect of S on coarsening of 
Ag islands on Ag(111). The data span different S coverages, both before and after Ag 
deposition.  The coverage of deposited Ag ranges from about 0.3 to 0.8 ML, and this 
variation appears to be insignificant for the purposes of this work.  In contrast to the 
experiments described in Ch. 3 and Appendix E, coarsening is studied below room 
temperature (RT). 
1. S deposition (0.057 ML) followed by Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) at 250 K 
 Fig. A1 shows STM images before and after Ag deposition on the 0.057 ML 
S/Ag(111) surface at 250 K. The surface forms rough step edges with S adsorption at 250 K 
(Fig. A1a). No dot-row structure is found. No Ag islands are found after 0.3 ML Ag 
deposition as seen in Fig. A1b. This means that at 250 K, S adsorption higher than the critical 
S coverage can also lead to fast Ag island decay as for the room temperature case described 
in Chapter 3. 
2. Ag deposition (~0.2 ML) followed by S deposition (0.004 ML) at 225 K 
 Fig. A2 shows STM images before and after S deposition on the Ag/Ag(111) surface 
at 225 K. As seen in Fig. A2a, hexagonal Ag islands form on the clean Ag(111) surface after 
0.2 ML Ag deposition. The area of the Ag islands is unchanged after S deposition and no 
obvious change happens except that the two islands on the bottom right coalesce to form one 
island and the Ag islands become more round than hexagonal (Fig. A2b and c). As presented 
in Chapter 2, no obvious change (e. g. step faceting) can be found if the S coverage is lower 
than 0.01 ML at 200 K. Here the S coverage is only 0.004 ML and it is too low to form any 
structure or to cause fast island decay. 
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3.  Ag deposition (~ 0.8 ML) followed by S deposition (0.135 ML) at 225 K 
 Fig. A3 shows STM images before and after S deposition on the Ag/Ag(111) surface 
at 225 K. Right before S deposition, layers of hexagonal islands form on the clean Ag(111) 
surface and only local coalescence takes place (Fig. A3a). The S deposition takes 15 to 20 
min. Fig. A3b shows that significant coarsening has occurred in a short period of time during 
S deposition, leading to fewer but larger islands. At the same time, the dot-row structure 
forms as shown by the inset, a higher magnification image. Remarkably, the Ag islands do 
not coarsen further at this temperature. So after the sulfur has reached a certain coverage, it 
fails to accelerate the Ag islands’ transformation and development of the dot-row structure 
appears to quench coarsening. 
 The following parts (part 4 to 11) show a series of in situ S deposition on Ag/Ag(111) 
surface with different S coverages at 200 K. 
4. Ag deposition (~0.4 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.009 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A4 shows a series of STM images before, during, and after S deposition with 
final S coverage at 0.009 ML at 200 K. As shown in Fig. A4a, b, and c, it is easy to tell that 
almost nothing happens during S deposition with this low S coverage. Fig. A4d shows the 
surface at 2 hours after S deposition. Comparing it with the surface right after S deposition in 
Fig. A4c, we can find that only local coalescence happens and no coarsening happens, which 
is the same as for Ag islands on the clean Ag(111) surface. As reported earlier in Chapter 2, 
0.009 ML S adsorption on Ag(111) surface is not high enough to form any kind of structures 
(faceting step edge or dot-row) and it does not lead to any Ag island transformation. 
5. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.021 ML) at 200 K 
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 Fig. A5 shows a series of STM images before, during, and after S deposition with 
final S coverage at 0.021 ML at 200 K. Some Ag islands disappear during S deposition as 
marked with circles in Fig. A5a and b. After S deposition, no other obvious change happens 
(Fig. A5c). 
6. Ag deposition (~ 0.3ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.036 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A6a shows an STM image after Ag deposition on the clean Ag(111) surface. As 
is mentioned in the main text, this ensemble of Ag islands is quite stable in the absence of S. 
Our image quality during and right after S deposition is poor, so here we show the surface 35 
min and 142 min after S deposition, in Fig. A6b and A6c, respectively. As we can see from 
Fig. A6b, the Ag island density after S deposition is much lower than that of the clean 
surface in Fig. A6a. After scanning the same surface for another ~ 110 min, some circled 
small islands disappear via Ostwald ripening and no other change is obvious after all the 
small islands disappear. So at this S coverage (0.036 ML), when only a few dot-rows form, 
the sulfur does not totally quench coarsening, and Ostwald ripening can still proceed for Ag 
islands after S deposition. 
7. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.14 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A7 shows STM images before, during, and after S deposition on the Ag/Ag(111) 
surface at 200 K. Small Ag islands become smaller or even disappear and some large Ag 
islands become smaller, forming irregular shapes during S deposition, as shown from Fig. 
A7b to A7d. After S deposition ends, Ag islands do not coarsen further. As we look closer at 
the surface as in Fig. A7e, the dot-row structure already forms throughout the whole Ag(111) 
surface at a coverage of 0.14 ML, and it appears to quench coarsening.   
8. Ag deposition (~ 0.7 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.28 ML) at 200 K 
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 Fig. A8 shows STM images before and after S deposition on the Ag/Ag(111) surface 
at 200 K. It is clear that the island density decreases greatly after S deposition (Fig. A8b) 
compared to the density on the clean surface (Fig. A8a). The dot-row structure forms after S 
deposition; Ag islands and vacancy pits become irregular in shape. The formation of the dot-
row structure stops further coarsening after S deposition. 
9. Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.35 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A9 shows STM images before, during, and after S deposition on the Ag/Ag(111) 
surface at 200 K. As the dot-row structure starts to form (Fig. A9b), Ag islands get smaller 
due to fast coarsening, which is more obvious in the lower half of Fig. A9c. When the dot-
row structure forms completely, no more coarsening happens. So based on our observations 
in parts 6 to 9, we are able to conclude that fast island decay only happens during dot-row 
formation before it covers the whole surface, and once the structure covers, it blocks 
coarsening. By scanning another area of the surface, we find an even lower Ag island density 
and some vacancy pits have already formed, as shown here in Fig. A9d. Presumably, this is 
due to a higher local S coverage in this region. This means the STM tip has a shielding effect 
by the tip holder during S deposition, so the S coverage of the second part is slightly higher 
than in the region that was scanned during deposition. 
10. Ag deposition (~ 0.5 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.49 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A10 shows a series of STM images before, during, and after 0.49 ML S 
deposition on Ag/Ag(111) at 200 K. As shown in Fig. A10 b and A10c, facet step edge and 
dot-row structures form, and Ag island density decreases greatly during S deposition. Some 
irregularly-shaped vacancy pits also form during and after S deposition. Another region of 
the same surface shows no Ag islands and only vacancy pits as in Fig. A10e. At higher 
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magnification, the second region shows a √7 structure in the encircled area, the same as Fig. 
A2b’ in the Appendix of Chapter 2. The tip shielding effect presumably causes the second 
scanning region to have a real S coverage of ~ 0.5 ML, which leads to the √7 structure 
formation. 
11. Ag deposition (~ 0.4 ML) followed by in situ S deposition (0.73 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A11a and A11b show STM images before and after 0.73 ML S deposition on the 
Ag/Ag(111) surface at 200 K. It is clear that the Ag island density is high on the Ag/Ag(111) 
surface in Fig. A11a. Irregularly-shaped Ag islands form without any dot-row structure or √7 
structure. Although the surface here in Fig. A11b is similar to Fig. A2b in chapter 2 in low 
magnification, the S coverage at this point is much higher than the ideal S coverage for 
forming √7 structure (0.43 ML), and we are not able to see fine structure due to high S 
coverage. 
12. S deposition (0.066 ML) followed by Ag deposition (~ 0.3 ML) at 200 K 
 Fig. A12 shows STM images before and after Ag deposition on 0.066 ML S/Ag(111) 
at 200 K. As shown in Fig. A12a, the dot-row structure forms. After depositing 0.3 ML Ag 
onto this S preadsorbed surface, no typical features such as we normally have for Ag 
deposition on clean Ag(111) as in Fig. A9a, are observed. Instead, irregularly-shaped islands 
with dot-row structure as in Fig. A12b and inset form on this surface, and no coarsening 
happens afterwards. This is the same as we reported in the main part of this chapter (Fig. 4d 
and 4e): Irregularly-shaped islands with dot-row structure form after depositing S onto 
Ag/Ag(111). So the same conclusion is reached, regardless of the sequence of deposition.    
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Fig. A1a. 06-25-2007, # 11, 200 nm x 200 nm, after S deposition, 250 K 
 
Fig. A1b. 06-25-2007, # 27, 200 nm x 200 nm, after Ag deposition, 250 K 
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Fig. A2a. 12-28-2006, # 39, 120 nm x 70 nm, clean Ag 
 
Fig. A2b. 12-28-2006, # 47, 120 nm x 70 nm, 30 min after S deposition, 19:50 pm 
 
Fig. A2c. 12-28-2006, # 82, 120 nm x 70 nm, 152 min after S deposition, 21:52 pm 
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Fig. A3a. 01-03-2007, # 51, 200 nm x 200 nm, after Ag deposition, 225 K, 19:48 pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A3b.  # 61, 200 nm x 200 nm, 5 min after S deposition, 225 K, 20:40 pm, Inset: 30 nm x 
30 nm 
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Fig. A4a. 02-26-2008, # 25, 140 nm x 140 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K, 18:40 pm 
 
Fig. A4b. 02-26-2008, # 28, 140 nm x 140 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 18:45 pm 
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Fig. A4c. 02-26-2008, # 30, 140 nm x 140 nm, right after S deposition, 200 K, 18:48 pm 
 
Fig. A4d. 02-26-2008, # 86, 140 nm x 140 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 20:36 pm 
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Fig. A5a. 02-19-2008, # 28, 110 nm x 110 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K, 19:32 pm 
 
Fig. A5b. 02-19-2008, # 37, 110 nm x 110 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 19:48 pm 
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Fig. A5c. 02-19-2008, # 42, 110 nm x 110 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 19:56 pm 
 
Fig. A6a. 04-10-2008, # 20, 200 nm x 200 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K, 17:25 pm 
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Fig. A6b. 04-10-2008, # 57, 200 nm x 200 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 19:10 pm 
 
Fig. A6c. 04-10-2008, # 103, 200 nm x 200 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 20:42 pm 
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Fig. A7a. 05-14-2007, # 14, 250 nm x 250 nm, before S deposition, 200 K, 16:24 pm 
 
Fig. A7b. 05-14-2007, # 19, 250 nm x 250 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 16:35 pm 
start 
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Fig. A7c. 05-14-2007, # 20, 250 nm x 250 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 16:37 pm 
 
Fig. A7d. 05-14-2007, # 21, 250 nm x 250 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 16:39 pm 
end 
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Fig. A7e. 05-14-2007, # 25, 80 nm x 80 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 16:50 pm 
 
 
Fig. A8a. 04-23-2007, # 10, 120 nm x 80 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K 
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Fig. A8b. 04-23-2007, # 21, 120 nm x 80 nm, after S deposition, 200 K 
 
Fig. A9a. 04-30-2007, # 29, 150 nm x 150 nm, right before S deposition, 200 K, 19:11 pm 
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Fig. A9b. 04-30-2007, # 30, 150 nm x 150 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 19:14 pm 
 
Fig. A9c. 04-30-2007, # 31, 150 nm x 150 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 19:16 pm 
start 
end 
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Fig. A9d. 04-30-2007, # 37, 100 nm x 100 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 19:40 pm 
Another region of the surface 
 
Fig. A10a. 04-19-2007, # 10, 150 nm x 150 nm, after Ag deposition, right before S 
deposition, 200 K, 16:05 pm 
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Fig. A10b. 04-19-2007, # 11, 150 nm x 150 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 16:07 pm 
 
Fig. A10c. 04-19-2007, # 12, 150 nm x 150 nm, during S deposition, 200 K, 16:09 pm 
start 
end 
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Fig. A10d. 04-19-2007, # 13, 150 nm x 150 nm, right after S deposition, 200 K, 16:11 pm 
 
Fig. A10e. 04-19-2007, # 19, 100 nm x 100 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 16:26 pm 
Other region of the surface 
04-19-2007, zoom in for #19, 30 nm x 20 nm, after S deposition, 200 K,  
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Fig. A11a. 05-07-2007, # 24, 140 nm x 140 nm, right before S deposition, 200 K, 16:35 pm 
 
Fig. A11b. 05-07-2007, # 29, 140 nm x 140 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 16:45 pm 
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Fig. A12a. 06-14-2007, # 21, 200 nm x 200 nm, after S deposition, 200 K, 16:20 pm 
 
Fig. A12b. 06-14-2007, # 30, 200 nm x 200 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K, 17:07 pm 
Inset: 06-14-2007, # 35, 50 nm x 50 nm, after Ag deposition, 200 K, 17:27 pm 
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CHAPTER 5. S EFFECTS ON Ag/Ag(100) COARSENING 
A paper to be submitted  
Mingmin Shen, Selena M. Russell, Da-Jiang Liu, James W. Evans, and Patricia A. Thiel 
ABSTRACT 
 Scanning tunneling microscopy studies have revealed that adsorption of S can have a 
strong effect on coarsening of Ag islands on Ag(100) at 300 K. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies of coarsening and coagulation phenomena were introduced about 100 years 
ago.1,2 Coarsening on surfaces is important in at least two applied areas: heterogeneous 
catalysis, where sintering (coarsening) of supported metal particles can lead to catalyst 
deactivation 3; and nanoscience, where coarsening of nanoparticles can be either desirable 
(e.g. a tool to narrow the size distribution) or undesirable (making particles larger than an 
optimal size) 4,5. Coarsening on surfaces is also important from a fundamental perspective. 
This is true because the study of coarsening kinetics sheds light on the atomic-scale 
mechanisms and energetics of basic surface processes, including surface diffusion and 
attachment/detachment at step edges.  
Coarsening on clean surfaces, especially of metal islands on metal surfaces, has 
received considerable attention 6-10. Ripening in the presence of adsorbates has received 
much less scrutiny, but there is abundant evidence that adsorbates can induce metal surface 
rearrangements other than coarsening, such as faceting 11, step bunching 12, pitting 13, 
smoothening during growth (surfactant effect) 14,15, and reconstruction 16,17. It is quite likely 
that an understanding of the kinetics and mechanism of adsorbate-induced coarsening can be 
extended to help understand some of these processes as well.  
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There are isolated reports which, viewed as a whole, suggest that adsorbed 
chalcogens may generally accelerate coarsening of metallic features on coinage metal 
surfaces. As early as 1967, Perdereau and Rhead 18 noted that adsorbed S increases the 
surface diffusion coefficient of Ag by a factor of 104. More recently, Reutt-Robey et al. 
showed that adsorbed O can facilitate the faceting of vicinal Ag(110) at room temperature 11. 
McCarty et al. demonstrated that low coverages of S accelerate coarsening of Cu islands on 
Cu(111) 19,20, and Friend et al. showed that S promotes mass transport on Au(111) at room 
temperature and above 21-24. Cooper et al. 25,26 reported that nanoscale features on Au(111) 
decay rapidly in air, but very slowly in ultrahigh vacuum; later work in our laboratory 
indicated that the adsorbate responsible for this effect was most probably O or H2O 27. 
There are two main mechanisms by which surface features can ripen.28 The first, and 
most common, is Ostwald ripening. This usually relies on equilibrium between the clusters or 
islands and a dilute 2D gas. According to the Gibbs-Thomson relation, the equilibrium vapor 
pressure of this gas is higher for smaller features, leading to net mass transfer from smaller to 
larger features via the gas. (This thermodynamic treatment may underestimate the variation 
in vapor pressure as a function of size, especially for small particles 29.) The second is 
Smoluchowski ripening, in which the clusters or islands themselves diffuse, and randomly 
collide and merge. Smaller particles move faster 30, leading to preferential loss.  
Our work has shown that low coverages of O accelerate coarsening of Ag nanoislands 
on Ag(100) 27,31. We found that oxygen not only changes the kinetics of Ag island ripening, 
but also the mechanism—from Smoluchowski ripening on the clean surface, to Ostwald 
ripening with oxygen 31. Recently, we found that trace amounts of S were shown to greatly 
enhance coarsening of Ag adatom islands on Ag(111), but only above a critical coverage 
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where all step edges are saturated with S.32 This picture is consistent with our DFT results 
demonstrating the stability and mobility of various metal-S clusters, together with our 
analysis of coarsening kinetics based on non-linear reaction-diffusion equations 
incorporating appropriate mechanisms and rates for cluster formation. 
In the present work, we describe the effect of adsorbed S on the coarsening of Ag 
islands on the Ag(100) surface.  
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The Ag(100) sample used in these studies was grown at the Ames Laboratory 
Materials Preparation Center.33 The surface was oriented perpendicular to the <100> 
direction to within 0.25°. The sample was polished to a mirror finish using 6, 1, and 0.25 µm 
diamond paste. All experiments were carried out in a stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 
chamber with base pressure of 1 × 10-10 Torr, equipped with an ion gun and with a retarding 
field analyzer (RFA) for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). One part of the chamber 
contained an Omicron variable-temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) with 
RHK SPM 100 controller. All STM images were acquired using electrochemically-etched W 
tips34 at the stated temperature, 300 K. Typical tunneling conditions were -1.5 V and 1.0 nA. 
WSxM program was used for data analysis.35 In the other part of the chamber, the sample 
was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (15 min, 20 mA, 1.0 kV, T = 300 K) 
followed by annealing. This procedure was carried out until no impurities could be detected 
by AES, and until images acquired with the STM showed large terraces on the order of at 
least 100 nm in width, together with a very low density of apparent impurities as evidenced 
by a lack of pinning sites of steps. 
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For our study of adatom island coarsening and decay, deposition of Ag on the 
Ag(100) single-crystal surface was performed using an Omicron EFM3 UHV evaporator 
containing Ag (99.99% pure) as the deposition source. The Ag flux was held fixed at ~0.018 
monolayers (ML)/s and S coverage is around 0.3 ML in all experiments. Sulfur deposition 
was then performed by exposing the sample to S2 generated by a solid-state electrochemical 
Ag|AgI|Ag2S|Pt cell following the design of Wagner.36 With the electrochemical evaporator, 
the S flux was in the range of 1 to 12 mML/minute.  
Only Ag and S were detected by AES on the surface after S deposition—not iodine or 
oxygen. Sulfur coverage was determined after each run using the S(LMM)/Ag(MNN) AES 
intensity ratio, where the letters in parenthesis denote electronic levels, and combination 
indicates the electronic energy transitions involved.  We adopted a calibration that was 
published by Schwaha, Spencer and Lambert (SSL) in 197937 derived largely from Low 
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) but corroborated by temperature-programmed 
desorption and work function measurements by another group.38 
The computational work was performed by Dr. Da-Jiang Liu in the Ames Laboratory. 
3. ISLAND DECAY KINETICS: EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 Figure 1 show a series of STM image snapshots at different S coverage and time with 
0.3 ML Ag/Ag(100). Column (a) is the S-free surface where θS = 0. Our STM movie reveals 
that the evolution of Ag islands on Ag(100) surface proceeds through island diffusion and 
coalescence, i. e., Smoluchowski ripening (SR), which is consistent with earlier reports about 
this system.39-41 There is no observable Ostwald ripening (OR) even for very small islands 
(about 8 atoms in length). Column (b) shows a different study after S has been deposited on 
the surface to a coverage, θS, of 0.034. After S deposition, smaller islands decay very slowly 
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without totally disappearing. This means OR occurs after S deposition. It is clear here that 
most Ag islands stay square shaped with some of the edges slightly rounding off. Column (c) 
reveals OR with θS = 0.083. Ag islands stay between square and round shaped with some 
smaller islands disappearing with time. Column (d) shows the STM images at θS = 0.12. All 
Ag islands are rounded and island density decreases with time through OR. SR can still occur 
when two islands are close enough as shown here in the first image of this column. Column 
(e) reveals fast island decay via OR at θS = 0.21. Here all the Ag islands rotate 45º with 
respect to the original Ag island orientation on the clean Ag(100) surface. The rotated Ag 
islands also show rounded corners.  
High magnification STM images of island shape change at different S coverages are 
shown in Figure 2. It gives a better view of how the Ag island shape changes with increasing 
S adsorption. 
 Figure 3 shows STM images with even higher S coverage, θS = 0.27. Square Ag 
islands are irregularly shaped and no obvious island decay occurs. Fig. 2c shows a high 
magnification image of the S-adsorbed surface at 0.27 ML S with patterned structure,42 
which is formed by domains of p(2x2) and (√17x√17)R14o structure shown as inset with S 
coverage at 0.36 ML for a better view. We had a very strong tip effect with S coverage at 
0.27 ML for observing coarsening effect. When scanning the same area, island density got 
lower and some pits formed. When moving to another unscanned area, high island density as 
right after S deposition was observed again. It is possible that the formation of this patterned 
structure blocks island ripening. 
Figure 4 shows how Ag island density decreases with time at different S coverages. 
For the clean Ag(100) surface, the Ag island density decrease mainly happens in the first 
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5000 s (~1.5h). No more local coalescence is observed after the first 1.5 h with STM and 
there is an almost constant island density curve. S deposition usually starts about 3000 to 
4000 s after Ag deposition. When the S coverage ranges from ~ 0.03 ML to 0.16 ML, the 
island density curves are very similar to each other, and the curves continue decreasing 
slowly with S adsorption, which is clearly different from the clean surface curve. However, 
for experiments with θS = 0.21, the Ag island density curve decreases more strongly after S 
deposition. 
In Figure 5, we present the averaged decay rate of small islands via OR for various 
island sizes (sizes ranging from 9 to 23 atoms in length) at different S coverages. As shown 
in the plot, the island decay rate does not increase much until the Ag islands rotate 45º with 
respect to the original Ag island orientation on the clean Ag(100) surface. This is also 
consistent with our island density curves, which show that a stronger decrease is observed 
when the S coverage reaches θS = 0.21. The nonlinear variations of individual island areas 
with time at different S coverages (shown in Figure 6) are indicative of terrace-diffusion 
(TD) limited decay. 
More direct evidence for TD-limited decay is shown in Figure 7 for the decay of the 
circled island with time at θS = 0.21. The decay of this island depends greatly on the 
surrounding islands. The island first decays slowly with a smaller island (indicated with 
arrow) present nearby, and once the nearby smaller island disappears, a much higher rate is 
observed. 
4. COARSENING OF 2D NANOCLUSTERS ON Ag(100) SURFACE 
For 2D clusters in homoepitaxial systems, the default expectation is that coarsening 
should be dominated by OR, although SR is observed for Ag islands on clean Ag(100). 
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Diffusion of material across terraces is driven by differences in the chemical potentials of 
these nanoclusters (islands or pits) as a function of size.43,44 Smaller clusters with higher 
chemical potentials shrink, while larger clusters with lower chemical potentials grow in size. 
There are two standard scenarios for mass transport in OR. The first is transport via adatoms 
(ORA) from smaller to larger islands or from larger to smaller pits. The second is transport 
via vacancies (ORV) from smaller to larger pits or from larger to smaller islands.45,46  
The effective energy for different pathways on clean Ag(100) is given by the 
equations below. 
Eeff(SR) =Ee + φ + δKES 
Eeff(ORA) = Ed(ad) + Eform(ad) 
Eeff(ORV) = Ed(vac) + Eform(vac) + δES(vac) 
The energetic quantities are defined as:  NN interaction energies (φ), formation energy 
(Eform), adatom and vacancy diffusion barriers (Ed), ES step edge barriers (δES), edge 
diffusion barrier for close-packed edges (Ee), and kink ES barrier (δKES).  The values of these 
quantities for the clean surface are given in Table 1.45,46   
Table 1: Known values of energetic parameters for clean Ag(100). NN interaction energies 
(φ), formation energy (Eform), adatom and vacancy diffusion barriers (Ed), ES step edge 
barriers (δES), edge diffusion barrier for close-packed edges (Ee), and kink ES barrier (δKES). 
All units are in eV. 
 φ Eform(ad) Eform(vac) Ed(ad) Ed(vac) δES (ad) δES (vac) Ee δKES 
Ag(100) 0.21 0.42 0.36 0.43 0.37 0.07 0.07? 0.25 0.16 
 
So these three different pathways are energetically different as shown here in Table 2.45 
Table 2: Effective activation barriers for coarsening via various pathways on Ag(100) 
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 Eeff(ORA) Eeff(ORV) Eeff(SR) Note 
Ag(100) 0.85 eV 0.73 eV + δES 0.62 eV SR wins 
 
For the clean Ag/Ag(100) surface, δES(vac) is about 0..07 eV, and it leads to Eeff(ORV) = 0.8 
eV. In this case, only SR is favored. 45 
5. COARSENING OF 2D NANOCLUSTERS ON Ag(100) SURFACE WITH S 
ADSOPTION 
To explain the observed accelerated OR decay rate of Ag islands, the easiest way to 
think of the accelerated OR is to lower the OR effective activation barrier either through 
ORA or ORV. We considered different scenarios for the enhanced mass transport. 
One scenario is due to the formation of a mobile Ag-S complex, as for the S/Ag(111) 
surface. The requirement for accelerated coarsening with S adsorption is that the effective 
barrier for coarsening (the sum of the diffusion barrier and formation energy) for the complex 
should be smaller than Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.85 eV for the S-free system. One possibility is that the 
Ag-S complex directly detaches from step edges incorporating the S which was initially 
bound at those steps. However, this may lead to some smaller islands being depleted of S and 
thus becoming “frozen” rather than dissolving. One resolution of this dilemma is that S, in 
addition to Ag-S complexes, can detach from step edges and thus replenish depleted islands. 
An alternative model is that just Ag adatoms detach from step edges and that the Ag-S 
complexes form on the terraces.47,48 However, our preliminary DFT analysis has not 
identified any suitable stable Ag-S complexes on Ag(100), prompting consideration of other 
possible scenarios. 
In our examination of coarsening of Ag adatom islands on the clean Ag(100) surface, 
we have noted that the ORV mechanism is likely to be inhibited by the presence of a 
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substantial additional barrier, δES(vac), for vacancy interlayer transport. However, if the 
presence of the adsorbate greatly reduced this barrier, it could enhance or “catalyze” the 
ORV process. Recall that the terrace diffusion barrier for vacancies, Ed(vac) ≈ 0.36 eV, is 
significantly below that for adatoms.49 Preliminary DFT analysis indicates that the formation 
energy for vacancies, Eform ≈ 0.37 eV, is also significantly below Eform ≈ 0.43 eV for adatoms. 
Consequently, Eeff(ORV) ≈ 0.73 + δES(vac) which is reduced to around 0.7 eV if an adsorbate 
can eliminate δES. This barrier is somewhat above Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.62 eV, but ORV (which 
would be TD-limited) has an advantage with respect to size scaling and thus could potentially 
become the dominant mechanism. The potential for S to reduce the ES barrier is aided by the 
feature that S likely resides at kink sites on step edges, the location where interlayer 
attachment and detachment of vacancies (or adatoms) occurs. Another possibility is that with 
the adsorption of S adatoms on Ag(100) surface, the periphery diffusion barrier for Ag 
adatoms, Ee, may get higher and it will lead to a higher effective activation barrier for SR, so 
that ORV can have lower barrier than SR.  
6. DIFFERENT ADSORPTION SITES ON Ag/Ag(100) AND AG ISLAND SHAPE 
CHANGE 
There are mainly three different adsorption sites for S adatoms on Ag/Ag(100) 
surface as shown here in Figure 8. One is the 3f-hollow site along the close-packed step edge. 
Here the nearby Ag atoms form a (111) microfacet and an adsorbed S atom can have three 
nearest neighbor binding Ag atoms (-4.6 eV, preliminary DFT result). The second is the 4f-
hollow site on terraces. Adsorbed S adatoms can have four nearest neighbor binding Ag 
atoms (-5.06 eV, preliminary DFT result).  The third is a site along a less-stable <001> type 
step edge. Such a step edge can be regarded as a (110) microfacet. The site consists of two 
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Ag atoms together with three other Ag atoms in lower terrace. S adsorption at this kink site is 
quite similar to that on the Ag(110) surface and binding is strong (-4.98 eV, preliminary DFT 
result).  
Comparing the DFT results for these three different adsorption sites, it is clear that 
the kink site and 4f-hollow site are more favored. But for clean, two-dimensional Ag islands, 
the close-packed step edge dominates the surface and hence the island shape is square. With 
S adsorption requiring kink sites as favored adsorption sites, the <001> type step edge will be 
stabilized by increasing S coverage. All this leads to the orientation change for Ag islands 
forming more kink sites.   
When oxygen adatoms adsorb on Ag(100) surface, they also prefer kink sites. The 
accelerated coarsening as OR is analogous to S on Ag/Ag(100).32 
 As shown in Figure 8, when the S adatom goes to the (111) microfacet site, the 
nearby corner Ag atom marked with a star will tend to move away so that S adatom can stay 
at a new formed kink site. With S coverage increases, more S adatoms will attach to the 3f-
hollow sites and give a higher chance for corner Ag atoms to move away. This leads to a 
higher coarsening rate with increasing S coverage. 
7. COMPARISON BETWEEN S AFFECTED COARSENING ON Ag/Ag(100) AND 
Ag/Ag(111) 
Our current study points out that OR occurs on S adsorbed Ag/Ag(100) surface 
instead of SR on S-free Ag/Ag(100), and there is no stable cluster corresponding to the 
accelerated OR coarsening rate on S/Ag/Ag(100) system with increasing S coverage at 300 
K. Island decay reveals TD-limited OR via vacancies. As reported previously,32 coarsening 
kinetics in S/Ag/Ag(111) system at 300 K reveals two different stages. When S coverage is 
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below a critical value of 8-10 mML, there is no significant deviation from the TD-limited OR 
observed for the S-free Ag/Ag(111). When S coverage goes even a few mML higher above 
the critical value, there is dramatic acceleration in coarsening (by a factor of more than 100) 
with AD-like behavior as shown in the inset of Figure 5. The differences between these two 
systems are caused by different medium. For S/Ag/Ag(100), OR is mediated by single 
vacancies, while for S/Ag/Ag(111), Ag-S clusters mediate fast coarsening via OR above a 
critical value. 
8. CONCLUSION 
 At 300 K, adsorbed S on Ag/Ag(100) causes the ripening mechanism change from SR 
to OR at S coverages from 0.03 ML to 0.21 ML. The Ag island decay rate for OR increases 
with increasing S coverage. Ag islands change from square to round with increasing S 
coverage, and change orientation at S coverage higher than 0.16 ML. No more coarsening 
occurs when S coverage increases to 0.27 ML, where ordered structures are also visible.  
Preliminary DFT results indicate that S adatoms prefer (110) microfacet sites along <001>-
type steps than 3f-hollow sites along close-packed step edge. 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1. STM snapshots showing Ag island coarsening on Ag(100) at different time with 
different S coverages at room temperature, Ag coverages are all 0.3 ML. Column (a), 
clean Ag/Ag(100), 86, 145, 210 min after Ag deposition; column (b), 0.034 ML S on 
Ag/Ag(100), 78, 120, 154 min after Ag deposition (14, 58, 90 min after S deposition);  
column (c), 0.083 ML S on Ag/Ag(100), 90, 155, 215 min after Ag deposition (20, 
85, 145 min after S deposition);  column (d), 0.12 ML S on Ag/Ag(100), 78, 124, 168 
min after Ag deposition (9, 55, 99 min after S deposition);  column (e), 0.21 ML S on 
Ag/Ag(100), 99, 150, 204 min after Ag deposition (2, 53, 107 min after S deposition). 
All STM images are 50 nm x 50 nm. 
Figure 2. High magnification STM images showing island shape at different S coverages. (a) 
clean Ag(100); (b) 0.034 ML S; (c) 0.083 ML S; (d) 0.12 ML S; (e) 0.12 ML S; (f) 
0.21 ML S. All images are 10 nm x 10 nm. 
Figure 3. STM images at S coverage of 0.27 ML. (a) clean Ag/Ag(100), 3 min after Ag 
deposition with 0.3 ML Ag, 150 nm x 100 nm; (b) 10 min after S deposition (114 min 
after Ag deposition, 150 nm x 100 nm; (c) high magnification image showing 
structure formed after S deposition, 45 nm x 45 nm; inset shows S on Ag(100) 
structure with 0.36 ML S for a better view of the two different structures at room 
temperature, 23 nm x 23 nm. 
Figure 4. Ag island density decay with time at 0.3 ML Ag on Ag(100). 
Figure 5. Averaged island decay rate at different S coverages on Ag/Ag(100). Inset shows 
island decay rate on Ag/Ag(111). 
Figure 6. Ag island decay with time at different S coverages. (a) 0.083 ML S; (b) 0.12 ML S. 
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Figure 7. Island decay with time at S coverage of 0.21 ML. Insert STM images shows how 
nearby small island affects the decay of circled island. STM is 50 nm x 50 nm. 
Figure 8. Schematic diagram showing 2D Ag islands on Ag(100) with different adsorption 
sites. Bright circles represent lower layer Ag atoms; dark circles represent upper layer 
Ag atoms. Yellow circles represent S adatoms. 
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CHAPTER 6. PREPARATION OF Ag(111) SINGLE CRYSTAL 
SURFACES 
 
1. Introduction 
Sample preparation is a basic challenge in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) studies. The 
goal is to get large, perfect terraces on which to study various phenomena. The routine 
procedure for sample preparation consists of repetitive sputtering and annealing cycles. In the 
literature1-3, researchers have consistently reported using annealing temperatures higher than 
800 K for Ag(111). In our experience with Ag(111), annealing at high temperatures, up to 
~1000 K,  can indeed lead to good STM images of large terraces, but the sample can only be 
used for a few months before the large terraces are lost, and the surface becomes irreversibly 
rough. The reason for this has been unknown to us, and to our knowledge it has not been 
addressed in the literature, although it is extremely important from a practical perspective. In 
this paper, we analyze the probable cause from a materials science perspective. 
The growth of a single crystalline sample cannot be perfect, and defects, such as point 
defect (e.g. lattice vacancies, substitution impurity atoms, etc.), linear defects (commonly 
called dislocations), and planar defects (stacking faults and grain boundaries) can always be 
found in the bulk sample. The presence of defects, mainly dislocations strongly influences 
many of the properties of materials. For dislocations, it is well-known that a terminal point 
cannot exist inside the crystal, even though a dislocation forms within the bulk during crystal 
growth.4 At sufficiently high temperatures, where the thermal diffusion of atoms becomes 
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active, dislocations actually move, which leads to the appearance of dislocations on the 
surface after annealing. 
Studies of bulk recrystallization5,6 have shown that when the annealing temperature, 
T, is 0.3 Tm to 0.5 Tm (where Tm is the melting point), surface diffusion is sufficient for 
surface atoms to rearrange. If T > 0.5 Tm, bulk recrystallization can happen, especially for 
soft metals (e.g. Ag), and this is due to the motion of dislocations which formed during 
crystal growth. This is termed primary recrystallization. The driving force for this 
recrystallization is the stored dislocation energy.7 
When primary recrystallization is complete, the structure is not yet stable, and further 
growth of the recrystallized grains may occur. Grain growth may be divided into two types, 
normal grain and abnormal grain growth (AGG) or secondary recrystallization. Normal grain 
growth, in which the microstructure coarsens uniformly, is classified as a continuous process. 
AGG is a discontinuous process in which the microstructure becomes unstable and a few 
grains may grow excessively, consuming the smaller recrystallized grains. AGG often occurs 
during further annealing after the primary recrystallization event in metals.8  It has long been 
known that small strains produce large effects on AGG. As initially proposed by Burton et 
al.,9 for a singular surface free of dislocations, the surface growth rate will be almost 0 at 
very low driving forces. That means for a sample free of dislocations, the rate of primary 
recrystallization and AGG will be close to zero. Frank10 reported that dislocations (screw and 
edge) can enhance the growth rate. Thus, it is expected that with an increasing number of 
dislocations, the growth rate will increase particularly at low driving forces. 
Upon annealing a cold worked metal at an elevated temperature, recovery occurs first, 
via annihilation and rearrangement of the dislocations. The microstructural changes during 
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recovery are relatively homogeneous and do not usually affect the boundaries between the 
deformed grains; these changes in microstructure are shown schematically in Figure 1b. In 
recovery, the dislocation structure is not completely removed, but reaches a metastable state 
(Fig. 1b). A further restoration process called recrystallization may occur in which new 
dislocation-free grains are formed within the deformed or recovered structure (Fig. 1c). 
These then grow and consume the old grains, resulting in a new grain structure with a low 
dislocation density (Fig. 1d).Although recrystallization removes the dislocations, the material 
still contains grain boundaries, which are thermodynamically unstable. Further annealing 
may result in grain growth, in which the smaller grains are eliminated, the larger rains grow, 
and the grain boundaries assume a lower energy configuration (Fig. 1e). In certain 
circumstances this normal grain growth may give way to the selective growth of a few large 
grains (Fig. 1f), a process known as abnormal grain growth or secondary recrystallization. 7    
These concepts regarding recrystallization and grain growth were developed in the 
materials science community for polycrystalline materials that are originally in a highly-
deformed state originating, for example, from cold working. However, we believe that some 
of the concepts can be used to understand our samples - for which the beginning state is 
nominally that of a single-grain single-crystal - as well. 
We have studied the effect of annealing temperature, in ultrahigh vacuum, on 
Ag(111) single crystal samples. Surface changes have been monitored with STM and LEED, 
while bulk changes have been monitored with Laue diffraction. The Ag(111) sample gave 
reproducible terrace-step surface morphologies, adequate for surface studies but with a high 
dislocation density, after annealing at T ≈ 550-600 K. The sample started to have abnormal 
grain growth at 800 K and exhibited Ag(100)-like features after treatment at 900 K. after 
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direct heating at T > 1000 K, large terraces appeared on the surface, but the bulk sample 
itself was heavily recrystallized. 
2. Experimental details  
The Ag(111) sample used in these studies was grown by the Ames Laboratory 
Materials Preparation Center (MPC)11 using Bridgman growth. High purity Ag was arc 
melted and dropcast into a copper chilled mold under high purity argon. The dropcast ingot 
was placed in an alumina Bridgman style crucible and heated under a diffusion vacuum to 
1423 K to outgas the ingot and crucible.  Once at temperature the chamber was backfilled 
with high purity argon to a pressure of 25 psi to minimize any evaporative losses during the 
growth.  The ingot was withdrawn from the heat zone at a rate of 4 mm/h. Four different 
samples were used in our study.  Each sample size was 3 mm × 9 mm × 1.5 mm. The surface 
was oriented perpendicular to the <111> direction within 0.25°. Each sample was polished to 
a mirror finish using 6, 1, and 0.25 µm diamond paste. 
Experiments were performed in two separate stainless steel, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) 
chambers, which will be named here chambers I and II. Most experiments were carried out in 
chamber I, which had a base pressure of 1×10-10 Torr. Chamber I was equipped with an 
Omicron variable-temperature scanning tunneling microscope (VTSTM) and reverse-view 
Vacuum Microengineering LEED-Auger optics. In one part of the chamber, the sample was 
cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (15-30 min, 20 mA, 1.0 -1.5 kV, T = 300 K)  
followed by annealing at various temperatures (600 K, 800 K, 900 K, and ~ 1000 K) until no 
impurities could be detected by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The STM morphology 
was monitored after the sample had been cooled to room temperature. Typical tunneling 
conditions were +1.5 V and 1.0 nA. Samples A, B, and C were studied in Chamber I. 
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LEED experiments after annealing at T > 900 K were performed in Chamber (II), 
which had a base pressure of 0.8 to 1.0 × 10-10 Torr, and was equipped with both an Omicron 
HRLEED system, and a Physical Electronics Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). 
Temperatures were measured using a Mikron infrared pyrometer and two set of K-type (W-
Re) thermocouple located at the back of the sample plate. Sample D was studied in Chamber 
II. 
Temperatures higher than 650 K were monitored using an infrared pyrometer 
(Mikron). Possible sources of error in the measurements include film deposition on the 
window of the UHV chamber (due to evaporation from the sample and other sources), stray 
radiation from the heater, and thermal gradients (poor conductivity) across the sample. The 
variation of measured temperature across the sample, based upon five different pyrometer 
readings taken from a Ag sample D in Chamber II, was ± 10 K. In Chamber I, lower 
temperatures (< 650 K) were monitored using two sets of K-type thermocouple (chromel-
alumel) located at different spots on the sample manipulator and also were based on the 
experimental temperature curve for resistive heating in VTSTM provide by the manufacturer 
(Omicron). In Chamber II, lower temperatures were measured using W-Re thermocouple.  
A Philips PW1729/00 X-ray Generator Back-Reflection Laue Camera was used to 
obtain Laue patterns. It was operated at 20 kV and 40 mA, with a sample-to-film distance of 
70 mm using Mo radiation.  
3. Results and Interpretation 
Figure 2 shows a series of STM images and line profiles of the Ag(111) surface after 
annealing at different temperatures. The first image of the whole series (a) was recorded at 
room temperature (RT) after final annealing at ~ 550 K (sample A, chamber I). As seen from 
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figure 2a, a typical terrace is about 100 to 200 nm wide. The step height (~ 0.24 nm) is 
shown in the line profile. It corresponds to the Ag(111) step height predicted from the bulk 
structure. We have been getting reproducible STM results using ~ 600 K annealing for more 
than two and a half years with the same sample, althouth these surfaces have a significant 
density of screw dislocations (see below).  
Figure 2b is the STM image taken at RT after annealing at a temperature of ~ 800 K 
(sample B, chamber I). Small terraces (only about 20 nm wide) and step bunches can be 
observed in this situation. The line profile shows that the step height is still ~ 0.24 nm. Larger 
terraces are difficult to locate on this surface. Figure 2c and 2c’ show STM images of this 
surface after final annealing at ~ 900 K (sample B, chamber I). The surface still has many 
step bunches, and now square shaped islands are present as well, as shown in Figure 2c. The 
insert (Figure 2c’) is a 50 nm x 50 nm image with a step that is ~0.20 nm high, according to 
the line profile. The square shaped islands and step height are typical of the Ag(100) surface 
morphology. Therefore, parts of the surface have undergone grain growth,  and formed a 
(100)-like structure. After even higher temperature annealing (950 K) (sample B, chamber I), 
the surface shows domains with different reflectivity, as observed with the naked eye. We 
attribute this to further grain growth and formation of grain boundaries. No terraces can be 
observed at all in STM images obtained after 950 K annealing. The STM image after direct 
annealing higher than 1000 K (sample C, chamber I) is shown in figure 2d. This exhibits 
large terraces and the typical Ag(111) step height (0.24 nm ). After the high temperature 
annealing, terraces as large as 500 × 500 nm2 can be obtained.12 
Figure 3 shows a typical STM image with dislocations after annealing at 550 to 600 
K.  The derivative mode image in Fig. 3b gives a better view of dislocations, as marked with 
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arrows. We have counted this kind of dislocations in sample A in more than 80 images of 
area 200 nm × 200 nm to 400 nm × 400 nm over a period of 2 years. From this we found the 
dislocation density was in a range of 5×10-5 to 1.5×10-4/nm2 with an average of 8.2×10-5/nm2. 
Here we want to note that there is also some kind of protrusion underneath the surface in 
various places, and we did not count that as a dislocation. No obvious decrease in dislocation 
density was found over the lifetime of the sample, with annealing at 550-600 K. We were not 
able to count the dislocation density for the sample annealed at higher temperature (> 800 K) 
due to the bad STM image quality. But for the surface annealed directly above 1000 K 
(Sample C, Chamber I), there were no noticeable dislocations, as shown in Fig. 1d.   
Figure 4 shows a series of LEED patterns obtained at RT after annealing at various 
temperatures. After annealing at ~ 550 K (sample A, chamber I), a pattern with 6-fold 
symmetry is observed. The LEED spot size is small and consistent with the 100-200 nm wide 
terraces observed in STM. The uneven spot size and brightness is due to the tilting of the 
sample manipulator and no adjustment can be made in this chamber. For the sample annealed 
at ~ 800 K (sample B, chamber I), a pattern with near 6-fold symmetry is also observed, but 
the diffraction spots are split, as shown by the red circles in figure 4b.  At this point, the 
sample starts to undergo grain growth and forms facets with different orientations. The facets 
are still (111) domains, as indicated by the STM morphology and the near 6-fold symmetry 
pattern in LEED. After annealing above 900 K (sample D, chamber II), LEED patterns are 
obtained in chamber II where there is an ability to adjust sample orientation. After annealing 
at ~ 900 K, with the same experimental condition (sample position), the central spot 
surrounded by a red circle in Figure 4c is not centered. Both 6-fold and 4-fold symmetries, 
shown as solid lines and dashed lines, can be observed in the LEED pattern in figure 4c. The 
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four-fold symmetry is consistent with the square-shaped adatom islands and 2.0 Å Ag(100) 
step height observed in the STM images. The orientation of part of the surface has also 
changed, based on the shifted (0,0) spot position. Upon 900 K annealing, the sample 
undergoes further grain growth and forms both (111) and (100) faces on the surface. No 
LEED pattern was taken on this particular sample after direct annealing at T >1000 K, but 
other authorsa3,13 report a sharp (1×1) LEED pattern. 
The Laue back-reflection pattern provides information about the orientation of a 
single crystal sample. Figure 5 shows the Laue patterns of different Ag(111) samples before 
and after annealing in UHV at different temperatures. Prior to insertion into the UHV 
chamber each sample has a surface perpendicular to the [111] axis within 0.25°, as shown in 
figure 5a (same for all fresh samples). They are originally good single crystalline samples. 
After a long history of sputtering and annealing at T < 600 K (sample A, chamber I), the 
Laue pattern remains the same as that of the fresh sample (figure 5a), and it is not shown 
here. After repeated cycles of sputtering at room temperature and annealing at ~ 800 K 
(sample B, chamber I), the surface becomes misoriented by more than10° from the [111] 
axis, and split spots can be observed in the pattern as shown in Figure 5b. This is consistent 
with the split spots in the LEED pattern (figure 4b).  Hence, we conclude that the sample 
starts to undergo grain growth at 800 K. The high misorientation angle of 10° accounts for 
the fact that no large terraces can be observed with STM. No regular Laue pattern can be 
found after annealing at higher temperature (> 1000 K) (sample C, chamber I), as shown in 
figure 5c. This means the sample is not a single crystal any longer, although it still may show 
a sharp LEED pattern with large terraces on the surface. The annealing history of different 
samples is shown in Table A. 
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4. Discussion 
Dannenberg et al14 reported that normal grain growth happened in 80-nm-thick 
sputter-deposited Ag films up to 556 K. This is also in the temperature range we use to 
anneal our sample A. Koo and Yoon15,16 studied the dependence of grain growth in silver on 
annealing temperature and atmosphere and found that in a vacuum of 10-4 Torr, AGG 
occurred at temperatures between 750 K and 1000 K. Also at higher temperature (T > 1000 
K), close to the melting point, grain growth was found to be normal grain and smooth surface 
could be observed with optical microscopy. The Ag(111) surface shows a screw dislocation 
density of 5 × 10-5 to 1.5 × 10-4/nm2, after heating no higher than 600 K. We postulate that 
these dislocations contribute to grain growth, and eventually disappear, at annealing 
temperatures higher than 800 K. 
Studies17,18 have shown that both Cu and Ag films will have AGG by thermal 
annealing whenever a special texture is formed during film deposition. During AGG, the 
initial <111> texture transforms completely into <001>. Important contributions to the 
driving force for grain growth are the reduction in free energy due to a reduction in grain 
boundary area, the anisotropy of surface and interface energies, and the anisotropy of the 
elastic strain-energy density.18-20 In fcc (face-centered cubic) thin films, surface energy 
minimization often promotes the growth of grains with (111) planes parallel to the film 
surface.18-20 In contrast, strain energy minimization can lead to abnormal growth of (001) 
oriented grains. For fcc metals, such as Cu and Ag, the (100)-oriented grains have the lowest 
stresses in the plane of the film surface and the lowest strain energy density, so from strain 
energy minimization, the (100) texture should be favorable in an fcc film.18-20 For Ag single 
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crystals, the surface energy difference for the three low index surfaces is fairly small21-23, so 
the minimization of strain energy may play the most important role in determining the grain 
growth. This explains why the Ag(100) feature shows up with annealing at ~ 900 K. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 At annealing temperatures of 550-600 K, the Ag(111) surface can be reproducibly 
obtained. Grain growth at T > 800 K is due to dislocation defects, and this kind of 
recrystallization in this stage causes growth of (100) oriented grains. Direct annealing higher 
than 1000 K can lead to normal grain growth and surfaces with large, flat (111) terraces. 
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Table A: Annealing history of different samples 
Sample Annealing T STM LEED Laue 
A 550-600 K Terrace 100-200 nm wide 6-fold pattern good 
B 
800 K Small terrace about 20 nm wide Near 6f-pattern, diffused spots > 10º off 
900 K Step bunch, square islands   
950    
C > 1000 K Large terrace, 500 nm wide Sharp 6f-pattern No pattern 
D 550-600 K  6-fold pattern  900 K  6f and 4f pattern  
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Figure Captions 
1. Schematic diagram of the main annealing processes. (a) deformed state; (b) 
recovered; (c) partially recrystallized; (d) fully recrystallized; (e) grain growth; (f) 
abnormal grain growth. (From Humphreys, F. J.; Hatherly, M. Recrystallization and 
related annealing phenomina; Elsevier, 2004. With permission) 
2. Ag(111) STM after annealing at (a) 550-600 K, 300 nm x 300 nm; (b) 770-800 K, 
150 nm x 150 nm; (c) ~900 K, 300 nm x 300 nm, inset shows 50 nm x 50 nm view of 
the surface; (d) > 1000 K, 300 nm x 300 nm; (a’)-(d’) line profiles for the scanning. 
3. Ag(111) STM after annealing at 550-600 K showing dislocations, 200 nm x 200 nm: 
(a) 2D mode; (b) derivative mode. 
4. LEED pattern of Ag(111) surface after annealing at (a) ~ 550 K, at an incident energy 
of 109 eV; (b) ~ 800 K, at an incident energy of 138 eV; (c) ~ 900 K, at an incident 
energy of 85 eV. 
5. Laue back-scattering pattern of Ag(111) single crystal (a) Fresh sample; after 
annealing at (b) ~ 800 K; (c) > 980 K. 
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CHAPTER 7. GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
The work presented in this dissertation clearly shows that the adsorption on Ag(111) 
causes structure formation. S adsorption also has a strong effect on coarsening of both 
Ag/Ag(111) and Ag/Ag(100) systems.  
1. At 200 K, adsorbed S self-organizes into a distinctive dot-row structure and into other 
forms of adsorbed S. The dot-row structure exists over a coverage range that spans an 
order of magnitude (0.03 to 0.4 ML). A strong case, based partly on energy calculations 
and the height of the dots in STM, can be made for assigning the dots as Ag3S3 clusters in 
a matrix of adsorbed S. The dot-row structure undergoes two reversible transitions, one 
of which may be transformation to a Ag-Ag chain structure. Dynamics of ordering during 
adsorption, and equilibrium fluctuations, can be observed. DFT lends insight into the 
viability of other structures in this rich system, including a new candidate for the well-
known (√7 x √7)R19o phase we found at higher S coverage (> 0.5 ML).  
2. Trace amounts of S were shown to greatly enhance coarsening of Ag adatom islands on 
Ag(111), but only above a critical coverage where all step edges are saturated with S. 
This picture is consistent with our DFT results demonstrating the stability and mobility of 
various metal-S clusters, together with our analysis of coarsening kinetics based on non-
linear reaction-diffusion equations incorporating appropriate mechanisms and rates for 
cluster formation. In contrast to the other systems mentioned above, one of the stable 
clusters, Ag3S3, which can contribute to enhanced coarsening has been observed directly 
by STM as a component of S adlayer structures on Ag(111) at around 200 K (Again, we 
note that other clusters such as AgS2 could provide even greater enhancement). 
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3. For three metal-chalcogen systems—O/Ag(100), S/Ag(111), and S/Cu(111)— the 
adsorbate serves to accelerate coarsening. In one of these systems, S/Ag(111), our work 
has shown that coarsening is unaffected if the S coverage is too low, and inhibited if 
dense rows of Ag3S3 trimers are present. Mechanistically, metal-chalcogen clusters are 
implicated as major agents of mass transport in all three systems. A challenge in the field 
is to establish whether accelerated metal coarsening is indeed a universal effect in 
coinage metal-chalcogen systems, as suggested by the work thus far, and if so, whether a 
general energetic and mechanistic picture can be developed.  
4. At 300 K, adsorbed S on Ag/Ag(100) causes the ripening mechanism change from 
Smoluchowski ripening (SR)  to Ostwald ripening (OR) at S coverages from 0.03 ML to 
0.21 ML. The Ag island decay rate for OR increases with increasing S coverage. Ag 
islands change from square to round with increasing S coverage, and change orientation 
at S coverage higher than 0.16 ML. No more coarsening occurs when S coverage 
increases to 0.27 ML, where ordered structures are also visible.  Preliminary DFT results 
indicate that S adatoms prefer (110) microfacet sites along <001>-type steps than 3f-
hollow sites along close-packed step edge. 
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APPENDIX I. RIPENING OF MONOLAYER VACANCY PITS ON 
METAL SURFACES: PATHWAYS, ENERGETICS AND SIZE-
SCALING FOR Ag(111) VERSUS Ag(100) 
 
A paper published in Physical Review B 
Mingmin Shen, J.-M. Wen, C.J. Jenks, P.A. Thiel, Da-Jiang Liu, and J.W. Evans 
ABSTRACT 
Scanning tunneling microscopy studies have revealed that monolayer-deep vacancy 
pits typically coarsen at 300 K via Smoluchowski ripening (SR) on Ag(111) surfaces and 
instead via Ostwald ripening (OR) on Ag(100) surfaces. We elucidate the underlying 
atomistic processes, the relevant energetics with some input from Density Functional Theory 
analysis, and also the scaling of the ripening rate with mean pit size. Size scaling for SR 
reflects the size-dependence of the pit diffusion coefficient, so we also discuss observed 
deviations from classical theories. SR dominates OR for pits on Ag(111) primarily due to its 
significantly lower effective energy barrier. However, the effective barrier for OR is not 
lower than that for SR for pits on Ag(100), and one must also account for distinct size scaling 
of these pathways to explain the dominance of OR. We also briefly discuss the dependence 
on temperature of the dominant ripening pathway and the ripening behavior for adatom 
islands. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Coarsening or ripening phenomena are ubiquitous for two-phase materials from solid 
alloys to surface deposits to liquid droplets [1]. The driving force for evolution is reduction 
of the excess free energy associated with the interface regions between the two phases. The 
most common mechanism for coarsening of convex domains or aggregates of a minority 
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phase embedded in a majority phase is Ostwald ripening. This mechanism involves mass 
transfer between smaller and larger aggregates leading to growth of the latter. This is a 
curvature-driven process reflecting the higher chemical potential of smaller aggregates. 
One class of two-phase systems with an embedded minority phase is provided by 
single-atom-high islands for adlayers with lower pre-coalescence coverages on low-index 
single-crystal metal surfaces. These island distributions are typically formed by deposition of 
up to roughly 0.3 monolayers and are embedded in a very dilute two-dimensional gas phase 
of adatoms. Another class is provided by single-atom-deep vacancy pits embedded in the 
surrounding terrace. Such distributions of pits can be formed either by sputtering of the 
surface, or by depositing adlayers with higher near-monolayer coverages as described below. 
These classes of systems are ideally suited for fundamental studies of coarsening phenomena 
in two-dimensions [2,3,4]. In this paper, we focus on analysis of the latter, vacancy pit 
ripening, for Ag single-crystal surfaces. 
Previous experimental studies have revealed a stark contrast in the ripening 
mechanism observed for monolayer-deep vacancy pits on the (111) and (100) faces of an Ag 
single-crystal substrate at 300 K. Smoluchowski ripening (SR), i.e., vacancy pit diffusion and 
coalescence, occurs for pits on Ag(111) [2,5]. In contrast, Ostwald ripening (OR), i.e., 
dissolution of smaller pits and associated growth of larger pits, occurs for pits on Ag(100) 
[6]. The corresponding difference in ripening pathways is also observed at 300 K if the 
substrate is Cu rather than Ag [3]. In this paper, we will determine the origin of this differing 
behavior for Ag(111) versus Ag(100) by examining the following factors:  
(i) Possible underlying atomistic mass transport processes contributing to ripening. We 
emphasize that the mass transport underlying OR could potentially be dominated by either 
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terrace diffusion of adatoms or of isolated vacancies. For SR in the systems of interest here, 
it is commonly accepted that periphery diffusion of adatoms along the step edges bounding 
pits is the dominant factor in pit diffusion. See Fig.1 for a schematic of these atomistic 
processes. 
(ii) Overall or effective barriers, Eeff, for these ripening pathways. We shall decompose 
these effective barriers into their various components, and determine these either from 
utilization of previous experimental data or from previous or new Density Functional 
Theory calculations. 
(iii) Scaling of the ripening rate with mean pit size. This basic behavior can be formulated 
in terms of simple generic equations which have essentially the same for form either of the 
above mentioned OR or SR ripening mechanisms. See the discussion immediately below. 
For our formulation of size scaling, we let Lav = Lav(t) denote the mean linear size or 
“diameter” of vacancy pits at time t, where L0 gives the initial value. These quantities, as 
well as other lengths introduced below, are measured in dimensionless units of the surface 
lattice constant, a. Then, we identify K = dLav/dt as the coarsening or ripening rate. For either 
OR or SR, the key quantities Lav and K satisfy the scaling forms [4,7] 
Lav(t) ≈ L0 (1 + t/τ)n with characteristic time τ = τ0 exp[Eeff/(kBT)],   (1) 
and correspondingly 
 K ≈ ν exp[-Eeff/(kBT)] (Lav)-m with m = n-1 -1 and ν = (L0)1/n n/τ0.   (2) 
Here, Eeff denotes the effective or overall activation barrier for the ripening process, T 
denotes the surface temperature, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Often temporal scaling 
behavior for ripening is formulated in terms of the average center-to-center pit separation Lisl 
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~ ϕ-1/2 Lav, where ϕ denotes the areal coverage of the pits. Since ϕ is constant during 
ripening, Lisl and Lav exhibit the same temporal scaling. 
For OR, one has that n=1/3 [so m=2] in the regime where mass transport is limited by 
terrace-diffusion [4], and n=1/2 [so m=1] in the regime of attachment-detachment limited 
mass transport [4]. For the attachment-detachment-limited OR, there exists a significant 
additional barrier inhibiting attachment to pits. See Appendix A. For SR, we assume that the 
diffusion coefficient for vacancy pits of “large” linear size L scales like [8] 
Dpit(L) ≈ D0 exp[-Eeff/(kBT)] L-β,       (3) 
where Eeff will also correspond to the effective energy for ripening in (1) and (2). Then, a 
simple Smoluchowski-type rate equation analysis of ripening kinetics reveals that the scaling 
forms (1) and (2) apply with n = 1/(2+β) [so m = 1+β] [7,9]. See again Appendix A. Clearly, 
a comprehensive analysis of the ripening rates for competing pathways includes both 
determination of the relevant energetics and assessment of size-scaling. This type of analysis 
seems to be lacking in the existing literature, but we shall see that it is needed to explain the 
experimentally observed behavior for vacancy pit ripening on Ag surfaces. 
 In Sec. II, we briefly review experimental observations on ripening of vacancy pits on 
Ag surfaces. Then, a description underlying atomistic processes and a detailed analysis of the 
energetics for OR of vacancy pits on Ag surfaces follows in Sec. III. Next, a description of 
the atomistic processes and an analysis of the energetics for SR of vacancy pits on these 
surfaces is provided in Sec. IV. A comparison of ripening rates for OR and SR incorporating 
appropriate size-scaling behavior is provided in Sec. V. Finally, conclusions are provided in 
Sec. VI as well as a brief discussion of analogous issues for ripening of adatom islands. 
II. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS 
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Procedures for our own sample preparation can be found in Ref. [10] for Ag(100), 
and in Ref. [11] for Ag(111). Extensive previous data for vacancy pit ripening on Ag(111) is 
available from studies of Morgenstern and coworkers, and their sample preparation 
procedures are described in Ref.s [2,5,12-14]. All observations of pit ripening where made 
utilizing scanning tunneling microscopy on single-crystal surfaces with broad terraces under 
ultra-high-vacuum conditions. 
Vacancy pit ripening and diffusion behavior for Ag(111). As indicated in Sec. I, 
distributions of pits are conveniently formed by sputtering of large terraces on an Ag(111) 
surface. Previous studies [2,5] of large arrays of vacancy pits on Ag(111) at 300 K have 
revealed that evolution is dominated by SR. For pits with diameters in the range L0 ~ 15-60, a 
significant reduction in the pit density occurs on the time scale of ~1 hour at 300 K. Our own 
studies also find this behavior. No island dissolution is observed, although this cannot be 
ruled out for some of the smallest islands, so that coarsening occurs either primarily or 
exclusively by SR. In new studies, we have observed similar SR of smaller ensembles of 
vacancy pits confined on a finite terrace surrounded mainly by ascending steps, so that pit 
ripening behavior is isolated from the higher terraces by the presence of a step-edge barrier 
(see below). However, one edge of this terrace was bounded by a descending step, and we 
observe that as the tip scans across this descending terrace from the lower to the upper terrace 
of interest, occasionally small pits are formed due to a tip effect. Subsequently, these 
disappeared relatively quickly due to coalescence. 
 Previous studies have also provided a detailed analysis of the diffusivity of these 
monolayer vacancy pits. The initial study of pit diffusion at 300 K found a size-scaling 
exponent of β ≈ 2.0, i.e., Dpit(L) ~ L-2 [12]. A subsequent study examining behavior for 
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various T revised the estimate of this exponent to β ≈ 1.5 at 300 K (although statistics were 
more limited), and it was observed that β tends to increase with T [13]. This later study also 
extracted an effective barrier varying from Eeff ≈ 0.6 eV for smaller L≈13 to Eeff ≈ 0.5 eV for 
larger L≈80 [13]. We will both utilize and elucidate these results in Sec. IV and Sec. V. 
Another significant observation comes from previous studies [14], and also our own 
experiments, where an adatom island exists in the immediate vicinity of one or more vacancy 
pits. This island is observed to dissolve with its area decaying non-linearly in time as is 
indicative of diffusion-limited decay [2,3]. See Appendix A. However, essentially none of its 
atoms fill the neighboring vacancy pits, but rather attach to more distant ascending steps. 
This feature provides direct support for the commonly recognized existence of a large 
Ehrlich-Schwoebel step-edge barrier, δES (in excess of the terrace diffusion barrier), which 
strongly inhibits downward transport of adatoms in the Ag/Ag(111) system [2]. 
Vacancy pit ripening and diffusion behavior for Ag(100). In these studies, distributions of 
pits were created as follows. Deposition of 0.8-0.9 monolayers at 300 K produced adlayer 
morphologies with an incomplete first layer containing irregular vacancy clusters formed due 
to coalescence and percolation of adatom islands. There was also a low population of second 
layer islands. A short time after deposition (with the temperature maintained at 300 K), the 
second layer atoms were incorporated into the first layer and the irregular vacancy clusters 
restructured to form an array of separated near-square vacancy pits.  
Analysis of the evolution of arrays of dozens of vacancy pits with size L0~20-60 on a 
large terrace at 300 K reveals noticeable coarsening over a period of 6 hours almost 
exclusively due to OR. While ripening was dominated by OR, we emphasize that the vacancy 
pits were not completely immobile during the ripening process. In fact, significant pit 
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diffusion was observed. One can track the motion of the center of mass of individual pits for 
a period of time over which their size does not vary significantly. See Fig. 2a. In this way, we 
are able to estimate the diffusion coefficients, Dpit(L), for pits of various linear sizes, L. We 
have determined Dpit for eighteen vacancy pits on Ag(100) with linear dimensions in the 
range L ≈ 25±10. These data, which reveal an average diffusion coefficient of Dpit(L≈25) 
≈3.5 × 10-3 a2/s, are shown in Fig. 2b.  
In the following analysis, we will propose that large vacancy pits and adatom islands 
on Ag(100) with the same size have roughly equal diffusion coefficients. See also Sec. V. 
This is generically true in the “continuum regime” of very large sizes L>>Lc, where Lc ≈ 70 
at 300 K is the mean separation between kinks on a close-packed step edge (see below). In 
this regime, the size-scaling exponent for cluster diffusion mediated by periphery diffusion 
satisfies β=3 [8]. However, we will also claim that this rough equality of island and pit 
diffusion coefficients applies for the regime of smaller sizes L≈10-35. Here, the size-scaling 
exponent β≈2.3 has been shown to deviate significantly below the continuum value for 
adatom islands [15]. Thus, by our assumption, β≈2.3 for vacancy pits in this size range. 
Experimental support for our proposal is provided in Fig. 2b, where we also show a subset of 
our previous data [10] for diffusion coefficients, Disl, of nine adatom islands with a range of 
smaller linear sizes L≈13±5 yielding an average value of Disl(L≈13) ≈ 1.5 × 10-2 a2/s. Our 
data for adatom islands or vacancy pits separately are not extensive enough to assess size 
scaling. However, together the data are consistent with our proposal for similar diffusion 
coefficients of islands and pits with a common size scaling exponent of β≈2.3. (Note that 
Ref.[6] made the misleading assertion that the diffusion coefficient for vacancy pits is 
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smaller than that for adatom islands. This assertion was based on a neglect of the decrease of 
diffusion coefficient with pit or island size.)  
III. ENERGETICS FOR OSTWALD RIPENING OF VACANCY PITS 
Traditionally, ripening in submonolayer metal homoepitaxial systems has invariably 
been expected to occur via the OR pathway [4]. Thus, we first analyze the associated OR 
energetics for vacancy pits. These results are summarized again in Sec.V. We thereby 
provide insight into why OR is inefficient for vacancy pits on Ag(111), but more efficient on 
Ag(100). As indicated in Sec. I, there are potentially two mass transport pathways which 
could contribute to OR in these systems (see Fig.1a): 
(i) adatom transport (ORA) where the overall effect is that single adatoms detach from the 
edges of larger pits, climb up onto and diffuse across the surrounding terrace, and then 
descend into the smaller pits attaching to their edges;  
(ii) vacancy transport (ORV) where the overall effect is that single vacancies detach from 
the edges of smaller pits, then diffuse across the terrace and attach to the edges of larger pits 
(a process involving only intra-layer hopping of atoms). 
For adatom transport (ORA), one can apply the Gibbs-Thomson relation [4] to 
determine the equilibrium density (per site), ρad, of single adatoms on the upper or lower 
terraces immediately adjacent to the edge of a pit. If R denotes the local “pedal” radius [16] 
of the pit, and γ>0 denotes the local step energy per atom, then one has that 
ρad(R) =ρ0 exp[-γ/(kBTR)], where ρ0 ~ exp[-Eb/(kBT)].    (4) 
Here, ρ0 gives the equilibrium density adjacent to a straight step, and Eb>0 denotes the 
effective detachment energy from such a step [4,16]. The ratio γ/R is constant along the step 
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edge for equilibrated pit shapes [16], and often one interprets γ as a mean step energy and R 
as a mean radius. Thus, adatoms diffuse from regions of higher density surrounding larger 
pits to those of lower density around smaller pits. Since such atoms must surmount the 
additional Ehrlich-Schwoebel step-edge barrier, δES, in both climbing out of and descending 
into pits, the effective barrier for this ripening pathway is given by Eeff(ORA) = Ed(ad) + Eb + 
δES, where Ed(ad) is the adatom terrace diffusion barrier. More precisely, this result applies 
for significant step-edge barriers (the case of relevance here) where the associated 
characteristic Ehrlich-Schwoebel length, LES = exp[δES/(kBT)]-1, far exceeds pit separations. 
For vacancy transport (ORV), the equilibrium density of single vacancies surrounding 
a pit of radius R has the Gibbs-Thomson [4] form  
ρvac(R) =ρ0 exp[+γ/(kBTR)], with ρ0 and Eb as above     (5) 
(for pairwise adspecies interactions). Thus, single vacancies diffuse from regions of higher 
density around smaller pits to those of lower density around larger pits. Since no step edge 
barrier need be surmounted for this intralayer process, the effective barrier for this ripening 
pathway is Eeff(ORV) = Ed(vac) + Eb, where Ed(vac) is the vacancy terrace diffusion barrier.  
Absence of OR for vacancy pits on Ag(111). First, consider the adatom transport pathway 
(ORA) on Ag(111). The value of the adatom terrace diffusion barrier of Ed(ad) = 0.10 eV is 
well established from both theory and experiment [17]. Appendix B gives our consistent 
estimate from Density Functional Theory (DFT) analysis. If φ denotes the nearest-neighbor 
(NN) bond energy for a pair of Ag adatoms on the Ag(111) surface, then the detachment 
energy on fcc(111) surfaces satisfies Eb = 3φ noting that three bonds are broken when an 
atom detaches from a kink site along a step edge. A previous DFT study using a 4×4 
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supercell reported a somewhat high value of φ=0.24 eV [18]. However, our own DFT 
analysis reveals a surprisingly slow convergence with increasing lateral supercell size to the 
more precise value of φ=0.19 eV for a 6×6 supercell. See Appendix B. If one uses the 
commonly adopted value for the “large” step edge barrier of δES ≈ 0.13 eV [2], then one 
obtains for the OR pathway mediated by adatom transport a value of Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.8 eV. In 
Sec. IV, we shall see that this is significantly higher than the effective barrier for SR 
indicating this OR pathway may be inactive.  
Second, consider the vacancy transport pathway (ORV). While this pathway has the 
advantage that no step edge barrier need be surmounted, a critical factor is the efficiency of 
vacancy diffusion. To assess this factor, we have performed DFT calculations to determine 
the terrace diffusion barrier for single vacancies. We find that Ed(vac) = 0.58 eV for a 3×3 
supercell which is reasonably consistent with a previous estimate using semi-empirical 
potentials [19].  See Appendix B. This high value should be expected since vacancy diffusion 
occurs via hopping of an adjacent atom into an isolated vacancy, and its motion is highly 
constrained. Thus, one obtains for the OR pathway mediated by vacancies an even larger 
value of Eeff(ORV) =      Ed(vac) + 3φ > 1.1 eV which will be shown to be far too high for 
OR to be operative. 
OR for vacancy pits on Ag(100). First, consider the adatom transport pathway (ORA) on 
Ag(100). The adatom terrace diffusion barrier has the value Ed(ad) = 0.40-0.45 eV from 
theory and experiment [17,20]. See Appendix B for our own consistent DFT estimate. Also, 
it is known from analysis of experimental studies of kinetic roughening during multilayer 
growth that a step edge barrier exists only along close-packed edges with a low value of δES 
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= 0.07 eV [17,20,21]. The detachment energy satisfies Eb = 2φ on fcc(100) surfaces for NN 
adatom bond energy φ, noting that two bonds are broken upon detaching an adatom from a 
kink site. A previous DFT estimate gave φ
 
= 0.22 eV [22] which is slightly above our own 
estimates. See Appendix B. Thus, we conclude that the effective barrier for OR by adatom 
transport is Eeff(ORA) ≈ 0.9 eV. 
Second, the vacancy transport pathway (ORV) again has the advantage that no ES 
barrier need be surmounted, although that would not be a major impediment for Ag(100). 
However, another significant factor is suggested by previously available semi-empirical 
analyses of energetics [19,23]. These indicate that the activation barrier for single vacancy 
diffusion is generally comparable to or even somewhat lower than for adatom diffusion on 
metal(100) surfaces. This contrasts behavior on metal(111) surfaces. Roughly speaking, 
vacancy diffusion involves adatom motion reminiscent of escape from a kink along a step 
edge for which the barrier is the sum of a low step diffusion barrier and the NN interaction φ. 
For a more precise analysis, we apply DFT to obtain Ed(vac) = 0.35 eV for the Ag(100) 
surface from a 3×3 supercell. See Appendix B. Thus, the effective barrier for OR by vacancy 
diffusion is Eeff(ORV) ≈ 0.8 eV. This value is lower than Eeff(ORA) indicating that vacancy 
transport should dominate adatom transport pathway in the observed OR process. It remains 
to explain why this pathway is more efficient than SR which we shall see in Sec. IV has a 
lower effective barrier. 
IV. ENERGETICS FOR SMOLUCHOWSKI RIPENING OF VACANCY PITS 
As indicated in Sec. I, the ripening rate for SR and its scaling with mean vacancy pit 
size is determined by the diffusion coefficient for the large pits and the scaling of this 
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diffusion coefficient with pit size. For Ag(100) and Ag(111) surfaces, pit or island diffusion 
is believed to be mediated by periphery diffusion of adatoms along step edges [2,5,15,24-27]. 
We now discuss the corresponding energetics. Results are also summarized in Sec.V. The 
traditional continuum treatment of cluster diffusion mediated by periphery-diffusion predicts 
a diffusion coefficient of the form (3) with scaling exponent β=3 [2,8]. This diffusion 
coefficient is also proportional to the product of the adatom step edge mobility, σe ~ exp[-
Emob/(kBT)], and the density of adatom carriers, ρedge ~ exp[-φ/(kBT)], for mass transport 
along the step edge. The effective energy for the mobility satisfies Emob = Ee + δKES, where Ee 
is the barrier for diffusion of adatoms along straight close-packed steps, and δKES is the 
additional kink rounding barrier (sometimes referred to as the kink Ehrlich-Schwoebel 
barrier); φ is the NN pair interaction as above. Thus, the effective activation energy for 
cluster diffusion and for ripening in this treatment satisfies Eeff(SR) = Emob + φ = Ee + φ + 
δKES (continuum). The carriers are identified as edge adatoms since isolated edge vacancies 
have a higher barrier for diffusion along straight steps. 
 However, as noted in Sec. III, deviations from classic continuum scaling with β<3 are 
often observed [13,15]. To understand this behavior, one can utilize atomistic models for 
periphery diffusion which provide a realistic treatment of the numerous distinct types of 
adatom hops and barriers for edge diffusion associated with different local step 
configurations. Such models exclude detachment, but satisfy detailed-balance for all allowed 
edge hops. Most such studies have focused on adatom island diffusion rather than vacancy 
pit diffusion. However, the key concepts deriving from the former studies should apply for 
vacancy pits. It is convenient to introduce a characteristic length corresponding to the typical 
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separation between kinks on equilibrated close-packed step edges, Lc ≈ exp[εkink/(kBT)], 
where εkink ≈ φ/2 is the kink creation energy. Since εkink ≈ 0.11 eV for an Ag(100) surface [3], 
consistent with our use of φ≈0.22 eV, one has that  Lc ≈ 70 at 300 K as mentioned above. For 
Ag(111), εkink ≈ 0.10 eV [4] and Lc ≈ 70 at 300 K are slightly smaller. In general terms, the 
primary component of the deviation from continuum scaling occurs for L smaller than Lc due 
to faceting of the vacancy pit (or adatom island) shapes. Another secondary component 
occurs with significant kink rounding barriers for L smaller than the so-called kink Ehrlich-
Schwoebel length, LKES = exp[δKES/(kBT)] -1. 
More specifically, these deviations from classic behavior associated with facetted 
clusters reflect the difficulty to nucleate a new outer vacant row (or filled row) of sites on an 
otherwise perfect close-packed pit (or island) step edge [27-29]. This process is a necessary 
component of long-range cluster diffusion. If new outer rows are not created, the cluster can 
never move outside of a rectangle inscribing it for an Ag(100) surface, or a hexagon 
inscribing it for an Ag(111) surface. We now analyze the associated energetics for periphery 
diffusion models with no detachment and thus no background equilibrium density of isolated 
vacancies (adatoms) on the terrace surrounding the pit (island). For adatom islands, the 
density of isolated adatoms on a perfect close-packed step, ρedge ~ exp[-φ/(kBT)], is low as 
these atoms would rather be incorporated at kink sites elsewhere on the island periphery. To 
nucleate a new outer filled row on this edge, another adatom must detach from a kink site on 
another edge and round a corner (with effective barrier of ~Ee + φ + δKES) in order to 
aggregate with this lone atom before it is re-incorporated at a kink. Thus, accounting for the 
T-dependence of ρedge, one obtains a total effective barrier of Eeff(SR) ≈ Ee + 2φ + δKES 
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(facetted) [27]. For vacancy pits, the picture is analogous. The density of isolated vacancies 
on a perfect close-packed step edge is again ρedge ~ exp[-φ/(kBT)]. To nucleate a new outer 
vacant row on this edge, an atom adjacent to this vacancy could be transported away to a 
distant kink site (with effective barrier Ee + φ + δKES).  See the top portion of the schematic 
Fig.1b which illustrates this process. This again leads to the result that Eeff(SR) ≈ Ee + 2φ + 
δKES (facetted).  
To create isolated vacancies on perfect outer step edge of a vacancy pit within these 
periphery diffusion models, it is necessary for a highly-coordinated atom to be extracted from 
a straight step edge, i.e., to extract a triply-coordinated atom for Ag(100), and a quaduply-
coordinated atom for Ag(111). In contrast for adatom islands, it is not necessary to extract 
any highly-coordinated adatoms from step edges in order to achieve nucleation of new rows 
and thereby long-range island diffusion. Returning to consideration of vacancy pits, it should 
be noted that the effective barrier for extraction of a highly-coordinated atoms from some 
central portion of a straight step edge is in fact equal to Eeff(SR). (This is most easily seen by 
noting that the reverse process corresponds to corner or kink rounding with a barrier of Ee + 
δKES. Thus, using detailed-balance, the barrier for extraction equals this value plus the energy 
difference of 2φ between initial and final configurations.) However, again using detailed-
balance arguments, one might anticipate that the effective barrier for sliding an atom out of a 
highly-coordinated corner site of the pit and along a step edge equals the lower value of 
Ee+2φ. This is confirmed by analysis using semi-empirical potentials for Ag(100), where the 
kink rounding barrier is significant [23]. Thus, for pits on Ag(100), one expects that most 
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isolated vacancies on outer edges are created by this “corner sliding” process.  See the lower 
left portion of the schematic Fig.1b which illustrates this process. 
The above analysis does not address deviations from continuum size scaling as this 
requires a more detailed analysis. See Ref. [27, 28] for a more complete discussion. Here, we 
just summarize the results. In the regime of strongly facetted islands or pits, one has that 
β→1 for δKES = 0. For the case of significant kink rounding barriers with L below LKES, one 
finds even lower values of β at least for adatom islands [27]. In practice, observed behavior is 
often in the crossover regime between the continuum and completely facetted limits. Thus, 
the effective β is expected to decrease with decreasing T (or L), and the effective energy, 
Eeff(SR), should increase with decreasing T (or L). These features are in fact observed in the 
experimental data for vacancy pit diffusion on Ag(111) [13]. 
Vacancy Pit diffusion on Ag(111). Here, one finds that Ee ≈ 0.28-0.31 eV is large, δKES ≈ 
0.05 eV is small [11,30], and φ ≈ 0.19 eV as in Sec. III. Thus, one estimates that Eeff(SR) ≈ 
0.52-0.55 eV (continuum) and Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.7 eV (facetted). The former value is reasonably 
consistent with experimental results for vacancy pit diffusion of Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.5 eV for larger 
L [2,13]. However, as noted in Sec. III, the experimentally observed β ≈ 1.5 deviates 
significantly below the continuum value. Correspondingly, the experimentally observed 
Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.6 eV for small pit sizes is somewhat above the continuum theory value, but 
below the completely-facetted value. 
Vacancy Pit diffusion on Ag(100). Here, one has that Ee = 0.25 eV based on DFT analysis 
[31]. We estimate that δKES ≈ 0.16 eV [21,26,27], and φ ≈ 0.21 eV from Sec. III. Thus, it 
follows that Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.62 eV (continuum) and Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.8 eV (facetted). Unfortunately, 
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there has been no previous experimental determination of Eeff(SR) for adatom island or 
vacancy pit diffusion. However, related studies of periphery-diffusion-mediated relaxation of 
step edge nanostructures [25] suggest values in this range. For example, we have estimated 
that the initial rate of decay of the height of a 10×10 square protrusion on a close packed step 
edge equals 7 a/s at 300 K [25] versus 0.14 a/s at 260 K [32]. This corresponds to a value of 
Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.67±0.1 eV although we caution that there is considerable uncertainty in our 
estimates of decay rates. As noted in Sec. III, the experimentally observed value of β≈2.3 for 
adatom islands is below the continuum value. We assume that this value β≈2.3 also applies 
for vacancy pits, and consequently expect that Eeff(SR) should be somewhat above the value 
predicted from continuum theory. 
V. ANALYSIS OF SMOLUCHOWSKI VERSUS OSTWALD RIPENING RATES 
Integrating all of the results for energetics from Sec. III and Sec. IV to determine 
appropriate effective energy barriers for ripening (as summarized in Table I), we now 
provide a comparison of rates for SR and OR of vacancy pits for Ag(111) and Ag(100). 
Vacancy pit ripening on Ag(111). We compare the rates (2) for SR and OR (=ORA here): 
KSR ≈ νSR exp[-0.56/(kBT)](Lav)-2.5 versus KORA ≈ νORA exp[-0.80/(kBT)](Lav)-1, (6) 
in units of s-1 with kBT in eV. For SR, we have used β=1.5 (so m=2.5), and Eeff = 0.56 eV 
which is somewhat above the value of Eeff(SR) from continuum theory. For ORA, adatom 
mass transport is inhibited by a step-edge barrier, δES ≈ 0.13 eV, with an associated 
characteristic Ehrlich-Schwoebel length LES = exp[δES/(kBT)] -1 ≈ 152 at 300 K. Since LES is 
somewhat above the typical pit separation of ~100, we have used the attachment-detachment-
limited exponent m=1 (although the effective value could be somewhat higher). See 
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Appendix A. For a quantitative comparison, it remains to assess the prefactors. Based on 
analysis of experimental data in Appendix C, we assign νSR ≈ 1011.1 s-1 and νORA ≈ 1011.3 s-1, 
so that KSR ≈ 47 (Lav)-2.5 versus KORA ≈ 0.007 (Lav)-1 at 300 K. This implies that SR should 
dominate OR below a crossover size of LSR→OR ≈ 350. See Fig.3a. Thus, for the experimental 
size range, Lav ≈ 30-50, it follows that SR should completely dominate at 300 K (as 
observed). For higher temperatures around 350 K, the crossover size decreases to LSR→OR ≈ 
94 and the typical experimental Lav is larger than at 300K, so OR should become competitive 
with SR. 
Vacancy pit ripening on Ag(100). We compare the rates (2) for SR and OR (=ORV here): 
KSR ≈ νSR exp[-0.65/(kBT)](Lav)-3.3 versus KORV ≈ νORV exp[-0.80/(kBT)](Lav)-2, (7) 
in units of s-1 with kBT in eV. For SR, we have used β=2.3 and Eeff = 0.65 eV somewhat 
above the prediction of continuum theory. This choice of β is based on the assumption that 
vacancy pits and adatom islands of the same size have similar diffusion coefficients. Some 
experimental data supporting this claim was provided in Sec. II. In addition, we have run 
simulations of the atomistic model for periphery-diffusion-mediated cluster diffusion 
described in Ref. [27]. Results from these simulations at 300 K choosing φ = 0.2 and δKES = 0 
support this claim for sizes above L=30 (cf. Lc ≈ 70). The pit diffusion coefficient is 
somewhat lower than the island diffusion coefficient for smaller sizes, but this could reflect 
limitations of our treatment of periphery diffusion (which is likely too inhibited for concave 
step edge geometries characteristic of pits). For OR=ORV, we have used that ORV is terrace-
diffusion-limited, resulting in a scaling exponent m=2. Based on analysis of experimental 
data in Appendix C, we assign νSR ≈ 1012 s-1 and νORV ≈ 1013.3 s-1, so that KSR ≈ 10 (Lav)-3.3 
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versus KORV ≈ 0.8 (Lav)-2 at 300 K. This implies that OR should dominate SR above a 
crossover size of LSR→OR ≈ 7. See Fig.3b. Thus, for the experimental size range, Lav ≈ 35, it 
follows that OR should dominate at 300 K (as observed). For lower temperatures around 275 
K, the crossover size increases to LSR→OR ≈ 22 and the typical experimental Lav is smaller 
than at 300 K, so SR should become competitive with OR (although both processes are very 
slow at this temperature). 
 We caution that there are significant uncertainties in the above analyses. Fairly small 
changes in effective energies produce significant changes in the rates. Also, there is 
considerable uncertainty in prefactors, and these also have an effect on the rates. However, 
we believe that the above analysis of ripening rates and their crossover with vacancy pit size 
captures the essential features of ripening on Ag surfaces. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The distinct ripening behavior for vacancy pits on Ag(111) versus Ag(100) surfaces 
has been elucidated in terms of the underlying atomistic mass transport pathways, the 
energetics of those pathways, and the scaling of the ripening rate with pit size. OR of 
vacancy pits on Ag(111) is inoperative primarily due to a large effective barrier. This large 
barrier derives in part from the presence of a large Ehrlich-Schwoebel step edge barrier if one 
considers mass transport via single adatoms, or from a high terrace diffusion barrier if one 
considers mass transport via single vacancy diffusion. OR of vacancy pits is operative on 
Ag(100) where mass transport is dominated by single vacancy diffusion in part due to its 
lower terrace diffusion barrier (relative to that for single adatoms). SR is also inhibited 
relative to OR for Ag(100) due to the relatively large size of the pits. The type of analysis 
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presented above can be extended to compare ripening mechanisms for vacancy pits on 
Cu(100) and Cu(111) surfaces [3].  
The above approach is also effective in elucidating the different ripening mechanisms 
observed for adatom islands at 300 K, either on Ag [2,6] or Cu [3,15] single-crystal surfaces. 
Interestingly, adatom islands ripen via ORA on Ag(111) [6], in contrast to SR for vacancy 
pits on Ag(111). For ORA of adatom islands (unlike pits), the step edge barrier need not be 
surmounted during mass transport. Furthermore, adatom islands ripen via SR on Ag(100) [2], 
in contrast to OR for vacancy pits on Ag(100). OR is inhibited for islands relative to pits in 
part due to the higher diffusion barrier for adatoms of Ed(ad) ≈ 0.43 eV compared to that for 
vacancies of Ed(vac) ≈ 0.35 eV. Appendix D provides a more detailed analysis of OR versus 
SR pathways for adatom islands on Ag surfaces. 
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APPENDIX A: OR AND SR RIPENING KINETICS 
For Ostwald ripening, analysis of kinetics is based on consideration of the evolution 
of a single pit or island of “diameter” L = L(t) within a sea of other islands which are 
described as an effective medium. Evolution is determined by solving a boundary value 
problem for the quasi-steady-state diffusion equation for mass transport across the surface 
with the appropriate boundary conditions. At the island or pit edge, one requires that the 
normal gradient of carrier density at the island edge is given by the ratio of the “excess 
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density” at island edge to the attachment length, Lattach = exp[δ/(kBT)] -1, where δ denotes 
any extra barrier for attachment. This excess density is the difference between the density on 
a terrace and the equilibrium Gibbs-Thomson density for the curved step edge (see Sec. III). 
When δ=0, so Lattach=0, this boundary condition forces the terrace density to equal the 
equilibrium density. Another boundary condition is imposed at a “large” distance from the 
island or pit which corresponds to the average island or pit separation Lisl ~ ϕ-1/2 Lav ~ ϕ-1/2 L, 
where ϕ denotes the areal coverage of the embedded phase. Specifically, one sets the carrier 
density to a constant corresponding to the equilibrium density at the edge of islands or pits 
with mean size Lav. Solving this boundary value problem after linearizing the boundary 
conditions for small curvature of island or pit edges yields [1,4,33] 
d/dt L ~ Dρ0γ L-1 [Lattach + L ln(ϕ-1/2)]-1 [L/Lav -1],     (8) 
where D is the terrace diffusion coefficient, and ρ0 and γ are defined in Sec. III. It follows 
that dL/dt ~ -1/L, as L→0, in the attachment-detachment-limited regime of large Lattach (so 
that pit or island area A~L2 decays linearly), and dL/dt ~ -1/L2, as L→0, in the terrace-
diffusion-limited regime of small Lattach (so that areas decay non-linearly as mentioned in 
Sec.II). 
Substitution of (8) into the continuity equation for the pit or island size distribution 
and extraction of self-similar scaling solutions leads to time-scaling for Lav of the form (1) 
with n=1/2 for attachment-detachment-limited ripening and n=1/3 for terrace-diffusion-
limited ripening [1,4,33]. In our applications, δ=0 and Lattach =0 for terrace-diffusion-
mediated intralayer transport, whereas δ=δES and Lattach=LES for attachment-detachment-
limited interlayer transport of adatoms in the presence of a step-edge barrier. 
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For Smoluchowski Ripening of vacancy pits, an analysis of the evolution of the mean 
linear pit size, Lav, is based on a simple rate equation analysis for the mean pit density, Npit ~ 
ϕ(Lav)-2, for areal coverage ϕ of islands or pits. It is expected that [7,9] 
d/dt Npit ~ -Dpit(Lav) (Npit)2 ~ -D0 exp[-Eeff/(kBT)] (Npit)(4+β)/2,   (9) 
which can be readily integrated to obtain time evolution of the form (1) for Lav ~ ϕ1/2 (Npit)-1/2 
with n = 1/(2+β). The treatment of SR kinetics for adatom islands is essentially identical. 
APPENIDX B: DFT ANALYSIS OF ENERGETICS 
Our DFT studies were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package 
(VASP) [34,35]. We employ the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) with the 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [36] and the projector 
augmented wave (PAW) method [37]. We use the DFT theory equilibrium bulk lattice 
constant of 0.417 nm for fcc Ag. For the Ag(111) surface, calculations were performed on 
five-layer slabs of Ag substrate separated by ~1.2 nm of vacuum. For the Ag(100) surface, 
four-layer slabs of substrate separated by ~1.9 nm of vacuum were used. We checked for the 
effects of substrate atom relaxation. These effects are generally very small in calculations of 
adatom diffusion or NN adatom interactions, but are significant for vacancy diffusion. 
Results for diffusion barriers are presented in Table II, and for NN adatom interactions in 
Table III. These Tables also show the size of the lateral supercell used in the calculations, as 
well as the numbers of k-points and thus the sensitivity of results on this choice. Of particular 
note is the slow convergence with increasing supercell size of the NN adatom interaction, φ, 
for the Ag(111) surface. See Ref. [38] for similar observations on slow convergence for a 
strained-layer heteroepitaxial system. 
APPENDIX C: PREFACTOR DETERMINATION FOR SCALING RELATIONS 
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For quantitative comparison of Ostwald ripening (ORA or ORV) and Smoluchowski 
ripening (SR) rates, it is necessary to assess the prefactors in (2). This is achieved here by 
matching the experimentally observed rates for ripening with the scaling forms (2). 
For ORA of pits on Ag(111), one might expect that the prefactor is not readily 
assessed since SR dominates in this system. However, attachment-detachment-limited decay 
of single vacancy pits has been observed for special geometries at 300 K [1,39]. 
Consequently, one can exploit the feature that the observed (constant) rate of decay to zero of 
pit area, A, equals 1/3.6 times the (constant) rate of increase of the mean pit area, Aav, for 
attachment-detachment-limited OR of an array of pits [40]. Using that dA/dt ≈ -0.04 site/s 
from Ref. [1] and Ref. [39], we obtain that dAav/dt ≈ 0.011 site/s at 300 K. Since Aav ≈ pi/4 
(Lav)2, it follows that  
KORA = dLav/dt ≈ 0.007 (Lav)-1 at 300K.      (10) 
Then, using Eeff = 0.8 eV yields a prefactor in (2) equals ν = νORA ≈ 1011.3 s-1 for Ag(111). 
For ORV of pits on Ag(100), our data at 300 K with ϕ ≈ 0.2 ML indicates that the pit 
density decreases from an initial value of Npit ≈ 1.2 × 10-4 /site to Npit ≈ 0.76 × 10-4 /site after 
6 hours. Using  
Npit ≈ ϕ(Lav)-2 ≈ N0(1 + t/τ)-2/3       (11) 
for terrace-diffusion-limited ORV, consistent with (1), yields τ ≈ 27130 sec, and  
KORV = dLav/dt ≈ 0.8 (Lav)-2 at 300 K.     (12) 
Using Eeff ≈ 0.8 eV then yields a prefactor in (2) of ν = νORV ≈ 1013.3 s-1 for Ag(100). 
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For SR of pits on Ag(111) at 300 K, using the data in Ref. [5] with ϕ ≈ 0.15 ML, the 
pit density decreases from an initial value of Npit ≈ 1.0 × 10-4/site to Npit ≈ 0.67 × 10-4/site 
after 61 min. Using  
Npit = ϕ(Aav)-1 ≈ 4pi-1ϕ(Lav)-2 ≈ N0(1 + t/τ)-0.57     (13) 
with β≈1.5 yields τ ≈ 3090 sec and  
KSR = dLav/dt ≈ 47 (Lav)-2.5 at 300 K.      (14) 
Then, using Eeff ≈ 0.56 eV yields a prefactor in (2) of ν = νSR ≈ 1011.1 s-1 for Ag(111). 
For SR of pits on Ag(100) surface at 300 K, we assume the same kinetics for vacancy 
pits and adatom islands. Then, we can use the result from Ref. [14] that Lav/L0 ≈ 1.93 for t = 
1667 sec together with β≈2.3 to obtain from (1) an estimate of τ ≈ 6410 sec and  
KSR = dLav/dt ≈ 2 (Lav)-3.3 at 300 K.       (15) 
Then, using Eeff ≈ 0.65 eV yields a prefactor in (2) of ν = νSR ≈ 1011.3 s-1. An alternative 
strategy exploits our result for Dpit(L≈25)=3.5 × 10-3 a2/s at 300 K together with β≈2.3 and 
Eeff ≈ 0.65 eV to estimate that D0 ≈ 1011.5 a2/s. A refined analysis based on (9) but 
incorporating appropriate ϕ-dependence [7] indicates that  
ν = νSR ≈ (2+β)4ϕ(1-ϕ1/2)-2 D0 ≈ 1012.5/s for ϕ≈0.2 ML.   (16) 
Thus, we choose ν = νSR ≈ 1012 s-1 for vacancy pit ripening on Ag(100). 
APPENDIX D: OR VERSUS SR FOR ADATOM ISLANDS 
 For adatom islands on Ag(111), OR occurs via adatom transport (ORA) given the far 
lower terrace diffusion barrier for adatoms compared with vacancies, and noting that no step 
edge barrier need be surmounted. Our estimate of effective barrier, Eeff(OR) = Ed(ad)+3φ ≈ 
0.67 eV, is quite close to the experimental estimate of 0.71 eV [39]. Note that this effective 
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energy is significantly lower than the value 0.8 eV for ORA of vacancy pits. ORA of adatom 
islands is terrace-diffusion-limited so that one has that  
KORA = νORA exp[-0.67/(kBT)] (Lav)-2.      (17) 
Analysis of the ripening data in Ref.[2] indicates that νORA ≈ 1012.3 s-1, so that KORA ≈12 
(Lav)-2 at 300 K.  
Characterization of the kinetics of SR of adatom islands on Ag(111) is more difficult 
as this process is not observed experimentally at 300 K. However, adatom islands are mobile 
and their diffusivity has been characterized [13]. The effective activation barrier was 
estimated as Eeff(SR) ≈ 0.53 eV [13], quite close to the experimental estimates for vacancy 
pits, and consistent with continuum theory estimate (for either pits or islands) of 0.54 eV. 
The experimental estimate for the size scaling exponent of β ≈ 1.6 [13] is also close to that 
for vacancy pits. Thus, one concludes that the diffusivity of islands and pits of the same size 
on Ag(111) is quite similar. Then, we can adopt the expression for KSR for pits in (6) to 
describe SR of islands. In this case, using (17), one finds a crossover from SR of adatom 
islands to ORA as the typical size increases above LSR→OR ≈ 10. This is consistent with 
experimental observations of OR as typical island sizes in Ref. [2] and Ref.[5] exceed this 
crossover value.  
For adatom islands on Ag(100), SR dominates coarsening at 300 K. Estimation of the 
effective barrier yields Eeff(SR) = Ee + φ + δKES ≈ 0.65 eV (continuum), as for vacancy pits. 
Utilizing the size scaling exponent for adatom island diffusion of β≈2.3, one has 
KSR = νSR exp[-0.65/(kBT)] (Lav)-3.3.      (18) 
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Analysis of ripening data in Ref. [15] indicates that νSR ≈ 1011.2 s-1, so that KSR ≈ 2.2 (Lav)-3.3 
at 300 K.  
Characterization of the kinetics of OR of adatom islands on Ag(100) by adatom 
transport (ORA) is more difficult. The effective activation barrier can be estimated from 
Eeff(ORA) = Ed(ad) + 2φ ≈ 0.85 eV. The prefactor of the ripening rate is not known, but 
adopting a similar value to that for OR of vacancy pits on Ag(100) yields KORA ≈ 1013 exp[-
0.85/(kBT)] (Lav)-2. This in turn implies a crossover from SR to ORA when the typical island 
size exceeds LSR→OR ≈ 18, a value above typical experimental sizes in Ref. [6]. 
 Surprisingly, for adatom islands on metal(100) surfaces, one should not discount the 
possibility of OR by vacancy transport (ORV). The lower terrace diffusion barrier for 
vacancies compared with adatoms can compensate for any inhibition due to the required 
interlayer transport. For Ag(100), the effective barrier for ORV is Eeff(ORV) = Ed(vac) + 2φ 
+ δESV ≈ 0.75 + δESV, where δESV denotes any additional barrier for interlayer transport of 
vacancies. If δESV is below 0.1 eV, then ORV has an energetic advantage over ORA. Note 
while ripening of adatom islands on Cu(100) occurs via SR at 300 K, ORV dominates at 
around 340 K [41,42]. 
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TABLES 
Table I. Summary of our estimates for the values of key energies (in eV) for Ag(111) and 
Ag(100) surfaces. Uncertainties are indicated in the text. Also shown are effective energies 
for OR of vacancy pits via adatom transport (ORA) and via vacancy transport (ORV), and for 
SR of vacancy pits where pit diffusion is mediated by periphery diffusion. The associated 
energy is estimated from continuum theory. Values are used for the analysis in Sec.V are 
slightly modified (see the text) or rounded-off. 
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Table II: DFT estimates of terrace diffusion barriers for isolated adatoms and vacancies. 
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Table III: DFT estimates of NN adatom interaction energies, φ. To determine φ, a single NN 
pair of adatoms is placed within each supercell. Note that for the smallest 2×2 supercell, the 
adatoms form a linear chain, so one must account for two NN interactions per supercell. In 
all other cases, there is a single isolated NN pair of adatoms within each supercell. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Schematics for atomistic processes underlying ripening of vacancy pits for an 
fcc(100) crystal geometry. Grey atoms represent the top surface layer. White atoms represent 
the underlying layer exposed within the monolayer pits. (a) Possible mass transport pathways 
operative in OR involving single adatoms (ORA) and single vacancies (ORV) diffusing 
between different sized vacancy pits. There are higher concentrations of isolated adatoms 
around the bigger pit, and of isolated ad-vacancies around the smaller pit. Black adatoms are 
diffusing on top of the grey surface layer. (b) Periphery-diffusion processes underlying 
diffusion of vacancy pits. We indicate nucleation of a new empty row on the top edge of the 
left pit (by removal of an adatom adjacent to an isolated vacancy). We also indicate the 
dominant process leading to formation of an isolated vacancy on the lower edge, i.e., corner 
sliding. See Sec. IV for related discussion. The overall motion of the center of masses 
(indicated by ×) of the pits, potentially leading to coalescence, is also shown by a meandering 
path. 
Figure 2: (a) Center-of-mass motion at 300 K for a vacancy pit on Ag(100) with 950 missing 
atoms (S: starting position; F: final position after ~500 min.); (b) log D - log L plot showing 
diffusion coefficients, D, for set of 18 pits with L=25±15 (grouped within large dashed 
circle) plus D for set of  9 islands with L=13±5 (grouped within small dashed circle). Dashed 
line through the centers of these dashed circles has a slope of about -2.3 corresponding to the 
size scaling exponent determined in Ref. [15] for adatom islands.  The D-values in Ref.[15] 
are systematically lower than here perhaps reflecting a slightly lower T in those studies, or 
perhaps strain effects due to the higher island density. 
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Figure 3: Crossover from SR to OR in coarsening rates, K, with increasing linear pit size, L, 
at 300 K for: (a) Ag(111); (b) Ag(100). 
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APPENDIX II. PIT DECAY ON Ag(111) WITH AND WITHOUT O2 
EXPOSURE AND Ag ON Ag(111) WITH O2 EXPOSURE 
  
In Appendix I, we explored the coarsening of vacancy pits on Ag(111) and Ag(100) 
surfaces. Here we analyze pit decay near ascending step edges on Ag(111), with and without 
O2 exposure. Ag island coarsening on Ag(111) with O2 exposure at different temperatures is 
also analyzed in this part. 
 Experimental Description. 
 Pit decay 
The Ag(111) single crystal sample was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering 
(15-30 min, 20 mA, 1.0 -1.5 kV, T = 300 K)  followed by annealing at ~ 525 K until no 
impurities could be detected by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The STM morphology 
was monitored after the sample had been cooled to room temperature. Typical tunneling 
conditions were +1.5 V and 1.0 nA.  This low temperature annealing led to insufficient 
surface restoration, and vacancy pits introduced by sputtering could still be observed 
sometimes on the surface after annealing. Clean surface STM images were obtained 
immediately after the final cycle of sputtering and annealing. Oxygen exposure STM was 
achieved by backfilling the chamber. The surface was scanned during oxygen exposure. 
Ag on Ag(111) with O2 exposure 
For our study of adatom island, deposition of Ag on the Ag(111) single-crystal 
surface was performed using an Omicron EFM3 UHV evaporator containing Ag (99.99% 
pure) as the deposition source. The Ag flux was held fixed at 0.01-0.02 monolayers (ML)/s in 
all experiments. For lower than room temperature experiments, the sample was usually 
cooled with liquid nitrogen. Sample temperature, Ts, was measured by means of a silicon 
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diode at the cooling stage, which surrounded the sample holder on all sides but one. There 
was a temperature offset between the cooling stage and the sample. We took Ts = Tdiode + 
A(Tdiode), where A(Tdiode) was provided by the manufacturer (Omicron). Oxygen exposure 
STM was achieved by backfilling the chamber at different pressure. The surface was scanned 
during and/or after oxygen exposure. 
Results. 
Pit decay 
Figure 1 shows the decay of a vacancy pit on the Ag(111) clean surface when it 
approaches a pair of adjacent, ascending step edges.  Based on our earlier studies of Ag 
deposition on Ag(111) surface and the features of this sample,1,2,3 it is clear that the 
ascending step edges, and the parallel edge of the pit, are A-type steps. There are two stages. 
Between 0 and 25 minutes, the pit shrinks at a rate of ~ 4.08 nm2/min. In this period, the two 
ascending steps approach and merge. Simultaneously, the bottom pit becomes increasingly 
triangular, as its A-steps shorten relative to its B-steps. After about 25 minutes, the pit 
shrinks at a much slower rate of 0.15 nm2/min. (This number is based on a much longer 
observation time than shown in Fig. 1.) This is lower by a factor of ~ 27 than the earlier rate. 
In this second stage, the pit continues to reshape, moving away from the ascending step and 
becoming more hexagonal. 
We attribute the convergence of the two upper step edges in Fig. 1, at about 18 
minutes, to the fact that atoms are leaving the lower step edge to fill the pit and, in fact, the 
lowest of the two extended step edges is moving to the left, while the upper one is static. This 
shows that the source of atoms to fill the pit is not the two-dimensional gas of Ag adatoms, 
but rather the step edge itself.  
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Figure 2 shows another vacancy pit approaching a step edge. In this case, it is a small 
pit embedded in a larger pit. By comparing it to the position of the pit in Figure 1, it is clear 
that this pit also approaches an A-type ascending step edge. It gives a decay rate of ~ 4.01 
nm
2/min, entirely consistent with the results in Fig.1.  
Figure 3 shows the decay of a vacancy pit which approaches a B-type step, which is  
different than the ones in Figure 1 and 2, and the decay rate is ~ 9.31 nm2/min, which is 
much higher than the rate near an A-type step.  
Figure 4 shows another pit decaying parallel to a B-type step, and it gives a similar 
decay rate (~ 9.45 nm2/min) as the one in Figure 3. In both Fig. 3 and 4, note that the border 
between the pit and the ascending step becomes longer than it was at initial contact. This 
stands in contrast to Fig. 2, where the border shrank. 
Figure 5 shows the decay of a vacancy pit on the terrace while it is moving, relative to 
the step edge. When the pit first approaches the A-type step edge, the decay rate is ~ 4.10 
nm
2/min. When it diffuses and approaches the B-type step edge, it decays much faster (~ 
9.63 nm2/min). Finally the small pit leaves the step edge. 
Figure 6a-c are schematic diagrams showing a possible explanation for some of the 
different features of vacancy pit decay. The dark atoms enclosed in the middle hexagon in 
Fig. 6a are at the bottom of the vacancy pit. As reported elsewhere,4,5 diffusion of adatoms is 
slower along B-steps than A-steps. Hence, the residence time on B-steps is enhances, as is 
the probability for nucleation of a new step edge line, i.e. for growth perpendicular to the B-
type steps. This leads to the B-type steps to grow longer, relative to the A-type steps. 
In Fig. 6b, the filled gray circles correspond to atoms that have partially filled the pit, 
after the vacancy pit has “touched” an ascending B-step edge on the right-hand side. These 
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atoms come mainly from the ascending step itself, rather than the two-dimensional adatom 
gas on top of terrace. Due to the slow migration of atoms along the B-step, these atoms 
nucleate and grow a new line of atoms along the B-step. Consequently, the B-step edge near 
the ascending step gets longer, consistent with the experimental data (Fig. 3 and 4). 
As shown in Figure 6c, when the vacancy pit “touches” an ascending A-type step 
edge on its right, atoms from the ascending step edge can also fill the pit. Due to the smaller 
barrier to migration of atoms along the A-step, atoms will diffuse and stick to the B-steps. 
This leads to growth of B-steps, and eventually the triangular connection of the B-steps. 
When this is complete, there is no remaining boundary between the pit and the step edge, and 
the pit may diffuse away from the ascending step edge. This is what occurs in Fig. 1 and 5, 
where pits are adjacent to A-steps. 
Morgenstern et al. (see ref. 5) have discussed by the atomic-scale mechanisms and 
energetics by which adatom islands and vacancy pits decay when they touch a step edge on 
Ag(111), and one expects the same arguments to apply here. Figure 7 is a schematic 
comparison of the effective barriers of different decay pathways. In this picture, the darkest 
circles represent atoms at the bottom of the pit, and white circles are atoms in the ascending 
step edge, while gray circles are atoms in the terrace that borders the pit. The general trend is 
that two-atom exchange processes, involving atoms in the ascending step edge itself, are 
favored with respect to a mechanism in which adatoms from a two-dimensional gas would 
cross downward over step edges. This is consistent with the experimental data, which 
indicates that the step edge becomes eroded as the pit fills in (Fig. 1 here and also Fig. 4 in 
Ref. 5). As pointed out by Morgenstern et al.,5 two-atom exchange processes at B-steps have 
lower energy barriers than exchanges at A-steps. The energy barrier of an atom at an upper 
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B-step descending to a lower step edge by the exchange mechanism is only 0.38 eV. The 
presence of a kink at the lower step reduces the energy barrier by no more than 0.03 eV. For 
a straight A-step, the corresponding energy barrier is 0.73 eV. The number can be lowered by 
up to 0.20 eV when there is a kink at the lower step edge, but it is still significantly higher 
than the barrier at a B-step. The difference of the energy barriers of A- and B-steps explains 
the faster decay rate when a pit approaches an ascending B-step rather than an A-step. 
Figure 8 shows the decay of a vacancy pit during oxygen exposure at a pressure of 8 
× 10-10 Torr. As shown in these STM images, first the pit is not close enough to the 
ascending step edge, and suffers almost no change on its area. When the pit diffuses and 
touches the ascending A-step edge, a sudden increase occurs in the decay rate, and it shrinks 
at a rate of ~ 63.2 nm2/min until the pit finally disappears. This is faster than for the clean 
surface, by a factor of ~15. It is possible that the presence of oxygen causes an even lower 
detachment barrier, and this leads to a much lower effective barrier for the atomic exchange 
processes.  
Ag on Ag(111) with O2 exposure 
Figure 9 and 10 show a series of STM images before and after low oxygen exposure 
at different temperatures. No oxygen was detectable with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 
at low oxygen exposure. 
Figure 9a and 9b show STM images of Ag on Ag(111) before and after about 12.3 L 
O2 exposure (2 x 10-9 Torr for 102 min) at 135 K. Although the surface has been exposed to 
oxygen for more than 100 min, no change (ripening and/or coarsening) has been observed for 
dendritic Ag islands. This is the same as clean Ag/Ag(111) that no coarsening happens at 135 
K. 
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Figure 10 shows STM images of Ag on Ag(111) before and after about 17.2 L O2 
exposure (2 x 10-9 Torr for 143 min) at 235 K and then heat up to room temperature (300 K). 
No obvious change is observed for hexagonal Ag islands at 235 K as shown in Fig. 10a and 
10a’. After heating the same surface to 300 K, bigger hexagonal islands form and with 
snapshots shown in Fig. 10b and 10b’, Ostwald ripening is observed, same as for clean 
Ag(111) at 300 K.   
Figure 11a and 11b show STM snapshots of Ag on Ag(111) right after and 120 min 
after 2000 L O2 exposure (8 x 10-7 Torr for 40 min) at 300 K. Right after oxygen exposure, as 
shown in Fig. 11a, hexagonal Ag islands still form. Over time, these Ag islands decay 
through Ostwald ripening, the same as clean Ag/Ag(111), but form more irregular shape 
other than hexagons.   
Figure 12 shows a series of STM snapshots of Ag on Ag(111) at different 
temperatures after 2000 L O2 exposure (8 x 10-7 Torr for 40 min) initially at 135 K. Fig. 12a 
and 12a’ show STM images right after and 20 min after 2000 L oxygen exposure at 135 K. 
No coarsening is observed at this temperature. After heating the surface up to 200 K and 
observe for more than 50 min, some local coalescence happens with an example shown in the 
circles. Ostwald ripening is also observed with the island in square box getting smaller with 
time shown in Fig. 12b and 12b’. Fig. 12c and 12c’ show the same surface right after and 
over 50 min after heating up to 250 K. More Ostwald is observed with smaller islands in 
rectangular boxes disappearing. Ag islands stay triangular or irregular shape, different from 
the near hexagonal-shaped islands with Ag deposition on clean Ag(111) at 235 K shown in 
Fig. 10a. Fig. 12d and 12d’ show the same surface right after and 60 min after heating up to 
300 K. Ostwald ripening leads to an obvious decrease in island density. Ag islands still stay 
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irregular shapes at 300 K with step edges not as straight as low oxygen exposure surface 
shown in Fig. 10b and 10b’. 
For comparison, another set of Ag deposition experiment as in Fig.12 was done at 
135 K without exposing to any oxygen. After heating the clean Ag/Ag(111) surface up to 
200, 250, and 300 K, it is found that hexagonal Ag islands already form at 250 K and straight 
step edges form at 300 K (images not shown here). Here we also want to note that even with 
2000 L oxygen exposure, no oxygen peak can be observed with AES, although oxygen seems 
to have an effect on Ag/Ag(111) surface structure. 
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Figure Caption: 
1. Room temperature pit decay with ascending A-step. All STM images are 50 nm x 50 
nm. (STM from 06-07-2006) 
2. Room temperature pit decay for lowest layer pit with ascending A-step. All STM 
images are 30 nm x 30 nm. (STM from 07-12-2006) 
3. Room temperature pit decay for second lowest layer pit with ascending B-step. All 
STM images are 30 nm x 30 nm. (STM from 07-12-2006) 
4. Room temperature pit decay for highest layer pit with ascending B-step. All STM 
images are 30 nm x 30 nm. (STM from 07-12-2006) 
5. Room temperature pit decay with different ascending steps. All STM images are 40 
nm x 40 nm. (STM from 08-02-2006) 
6. Schematic diagram of diffusion effects applied to vacancy pits. (a). A pit grows into a 
half hexagon with approaching to ascending B-step; (b) A pit grows into a “triangle” 
with approaching to ascending A-step.  
7. Schematic energetic processes for atoms at an upper step edge descend via hopping 
down, exchanging with ascending A-step, and exchanging with ascending B-step 
mechanisms. 
8. Room temperature pit decay oxygen exposure with pressure equals 8 x 10-10 Torr. All 
STM images are 40 nm x 40 nm. (STM from 07-24-2006) 
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9. STM images of Ag on Ag(111) at 135 K, 120 nm x 120 nm. (a) Clean Ag/Ag(111) 
before oxygen exposure; (b) After 12.3 L oxygen exposure with O2 pressure at 2 x 10-
9
 Torr for 102 min. (STM from 10-05-2006, #55 and #85)   
10. STM images of Ag on Ag(111), (a) Clean Ag/Ag(111) before oxygen exposure, 160 
nm x 160 nm, 235 K; (a’) After 7.2 L oxygen exposure with O2 pressure at 2 x 10-9 
Torr for 143 min, 160 nm x 160 nm, 235 K; (b) After oxygen exposure and heating 
up to 300 K, 120 nm x 120 nm; (b’) 85 min after heating up to 300 K, 120 nm x 120 
nm.  (STM from 10-12-2006, #35, #75, #82, and #122)   
11. STM images of Ag on Ag(111) at 300 K, 200 nm x 120 nm. (a) Right after 2000 L 
oxygen exposure with O2 pressure at 8 x 10-7 Torr for 40 min; (b) 120 min after 
oxygen exposure. (STM from 09-17-2007, # 28 and #160)   
12. STM images of Ag on Ag(111). (a) Right after 2000 L oxygen exposure with O2 
pressure at 8 x 10-7 Torr for 40 min at 135 K, 100 nm x 100 nm; (a’) 20 min after 
oxygen exposure, 135 K, 100 nm x 100 nm; (b) After oxygen exposure and heating 
up to 200 K, 100 nm x 100 nm; (b’) 53 min after heating up to 200 K, 100 nm x 100 
nm; (c) After oxygen exposure and heating up to 250 K, 200 nm x 200 nm; (c’) 52 
min after heating up to 250 K, 200 nm x 200 nm; (d) After oxygen exposure and 
heating up to 300 K, 200 nm x 200 nm; (d’) 60 min after heating up to 300 K, 200 nm 
x 200 nm. (STM from 11-12-2007, #6, #16, #20, #43, #50, #73, #77, and #105 )   
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Figure 2  
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Figure 4  
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Figure 10 
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Figure 12 
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Figure 12 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX III. PROCEDURE FOR OPERATING SULFUR 
EVAPORATOR 
 
A solid-state electrochemical cell is especially convenient as a source for sulfur vapor 
deposition in surface science experiments. The cell was originally designed by Wagner1 in 
the 1950s, and variations on its design have been in use2-4. The sulfur evaporator described in 
this report is based on the modification made by Heegemann et al2.  
The general design of our sulfur evaporator is shown in Fig.1 with its side view. The 
electrochemical cell is mounted onto a 2.75” flange that contains three electrical 
feedthroughs and a pair of thermocouple feedthroughs. The hole at the end of the glass tube 
helps the collimation. The shutter for the source is mounted on a linear motion feedthrough 
connected to a T-flange. It allows the Ta flag to move up and down to shield the sulfur beam 
to the sample surface. The evaporator is mounted to the STM part of the chamber (Fig. 3). 
The electrochemical cell itself (Fig. 4) consists of: 
Glass tube: This glass tube is used to isolate the cell anode and cathode. It is 7 mm OD, 5 
mm ID, and 3” long. One open end is the original tube opening, and the other end is modified 
by the Chemistry glass shop to make a 2-3 mm hole.  
3/16” OD 304 stainless steel tube: One end inserts into the glass tube to make an electrical 
connection, the other end attaches to the stainless steel rod that connects to the feedthrough C 
to allow an electrical connection and position adjustment. 
W spring: This spring is made by wrapping 0.25 mm W wire around a 10-24 bolt. The spring 
provides an electrical connection and also applies force to the chemical pellets for good 
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contact. When properly placed, the pallets will give a resistance of 2 to 5 MΩ between the 
anode and cathode. 
Ag sheet (0.05” thick, 4N purity, 3/16” in diameter): This is used as cathode for the 
electrochemical cell. It is cut from a large size Ag sheet by the machine in Ames Lab 
machine shop. 
AgI and Ag2S pellet: These pellets are produced using an IR pellet handi-press borrowed 
from Dr. Lin’s group. A ~ 2 mm thick Ag2S pellet (black) and 3-4 mm thick AgI pellet 
(yellow) are needed. Since the mold doesn’t match our glass tube size, you need to use a 
razor blade to cut them so they can fit and move freely inside the glass tube. Later we had a 
new mold made from the machine shop in Chemistry Department and the pallets can fit the 
glass tube. 
Pt wire (3N purity): One end is wired inside the glass tube in contact with the Ag2S pellet, 
and the other end is connected to the feedthrough A as the anode for the electrochemical cell. 
W filament: 0.25 mm W wire is wrapped outside the glass tube around the chemical part of 
the cell to heat the cell. One end of the W wire connects to feedthrough C, the other end to 
feedthrough B. Here the cathode of the electrochemical cell and the heating coil share the 
same grounding feedthrough. 
W-Re thermocouple: A pair of W-Re thermocouples covered with an isolating material is 
inserted through the stainless steel tube and attached to the end of the W spring connected to 
the Ag sheet for measuring the temperature of the cell. 
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The sulfur evaporator is operated by heating the cell to a temperature of ~200 °C and 
applying constant voltage to the anode and cathode of the cell to conduct electrochemical 
reaction. To do this, two different power supplies were used before we got the new power 
supply. The SL 100 DC power supply was used for heating the W coil. The brown-colored 
cable was used for electric connection outside the chamber with the red-taped (positive) 
clamp attaching to feedthrough B as shown in Fig. 5, and the other attaching to feedthrough 
C (grounding). The 6286 A DC power supply was used to apply voltage directly to the cell. 
The gray-colored cable was used for direct voltage supply with red-taped clamp (positive) 
attaching to feedthrough A, and the other to feedthrough C (grounding). Here the power 
supply was set to the range of 2.4 V, and we used two different multimeters to measure the 
voltage direct out of the power supply and from the feedthrough A to C. Due to the 
grounding issue, there was 5 to 15 mV difference between the two readings, and we used the 
voltage difference from the two feedthroughs as the cell voltage. The pair of thermocouple 
output was attached to another multimeter to give a reading of temperature in units of mV.  
After we got the new power supply (XBT 32-3FTP DC power supply), channel 2 is 
used for heating and channel 1 is used to apply voltage to the cell with new cables. The cell 
voltage from the power supply has only a difference of less than 1 mV to the voltage 
measured from feedthrough A to C. We record the number from feedthrough A to C as cell 
voltage. 
In order to limit the contamination during deposition to the lowest possible level, the 
W coil needs to be outgassed 2 to 3 times at a temperature ~ 180 °C after breaking vacuum 
with the shutter closed. We also need to check S flux after each new load of chemicals before 
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normal use. During each deposition run, we follow the same procedure to reach the final 
setting in order to yield a somewhat reproducible evaporation rate at certain setting. To do so, 
we follow a chart-flow shown here using heating current and cell voltage: 
 
 
 
Once we reach the final operation setting, we lower down the linear motion for 8-9 mm to 
allow the beam go to the surface. For the first 2 to 3 runs, the pressure can rise to low 10-8 or 
high 10-9 Torr during deposition, but normally it can remain below 6 x 10-10 Torr. If the S 
coverage is low with normal setting, we usually let the cell sit at a cell voltage of ~ 315 mV 
for another 10 min, and then start deposition. 
The cleanness of the deposited S adsorption is examined by Auger eletron 
spectroscopy (AES). For the first 2 to 3 runs, there will be some Cl residue on the surface 
coming from the outgas of the chemicals. Later, no evidence of codeposition of other 
elements is found, and the contamination by background gases is below the detection limit of 
the instrument. Table 1 summarizes the some settings as well as the measured coverage for 
the sulfur evaporator used here. 
 
 
 
 
0.40 A 0.80 A 1.05-1.08 A 
5 min 
Increase cell voltage to 
285-300 mV 
Apply cell voltage to 
~ 200 mV 
5 min 5-10 min 
TC =2.0 mV 
5-10 min 
TC =2.3 mV 
3-5 min Open shutter to start 
deposition 
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Table 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trail  V of 
cell 
(mV) 
Time of 
deposition 
V(filament) 
(V) 
I(filament) 
(A) 
Cell 
temperature  
in mV 
Auger 
intensity 
S/Ag 
Sulfur 
coverage 
1 292 3.5 min 4.8 1.08 2.1 0.81 0.49 
2 285 5 min 4.8 1.08 2.1 0.46 0.28 
3 285.5 8 min 4.8 1.08 2.1 0.36 0.22 
4 276 3.7 min 4.7 1.06 2.0 0.23 0.14 
5 273.7 4 min 4.6 1.05 2.0 0.1 0.055 
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Figure 1. Side view of the S evaporator. 
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Figure 2. Top view of the S evaporator 
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Figure 3. Side view of the UHV chamber. 
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Figure 4. Glass tube setting. 
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Figure 5. Front view of the S evaporator feedthrough 
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Table Captions 
1. Break vacuum list 
2. Brief STM list of Ag(111) 
3. Detailed STM list of Ag(111) 
4. Brief STM list of Ag(100) 
5. Detailed STM list of Ag(100) 
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